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1
A rough journey: Nascent
democratization in the Middle East
Albrecht Schnabel

The tumultuous and frustrating escalation of violence between Israelis
and Palestinians, particularly since 2000, the continuation of international
sanctions against Iraq and its suffering population, the continuing violence in Algeria, and high levels of structural violence committed by authoritarian governments in virtually all states of the region – all these are
constant reminders that the societies in the Middle East are still far removed from a condition of stable peace. Conﬂict, violence, and repression, particularly in this era of globalization, produce economic and social
stagnation that will marginalize these countries, and the region overall,
even further in an environment in which peace and political stability are
the basic foundations for economic competitiveness in the global economy. This is not to speak of the immense human suffering produced by
internally and externally initiated, supported, and manipulated violence
and instability.1
There are many reasons for the region’s political instability, economic
plight, and human suffering. However, the lack of open political systems,
heavy-handed authoritarian rule by autocratic governments, and most
governments’ violent and repressive struggles with opposition movements and groups are key factors in limiting these societies’ potential for
human, economic, and social development.2 Genuine democratization, if
successful and sustained, can produce accountable, transparent, participatory, inclusive governance, instead of exclusive and repressive rule.
Liberalization of political and economic systems throughout the region
1
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could support domestic peace and, by extension, strengthen regional
peace and stability. Of course, a transition from autocratic and closed
systems to open and democratic ones cannot be realized without pain.
Thus, the contributors to this volume recognize and discuss the experiences of, and potentials for, instability created by political and economic
transition processes. Transition pains, however, can be reduced if the
society is in general receptive to political, economic, and cultural opening, and if it already displays a civic political culture that has been carefully promoted and groomed by civil society throughout the years and
decades preceding the ofﬁcial initiation of a democratization process.
Unfortunately, as several chapters in this volume show, few authoritarian
governments in the region allow, let alone encourage, civil society to
thrive and prepare the population, political parties, and movements to
contribute constructively to eventual democratization.
Despite the acknowledged (and experienced) problems of intermittent
democratization pains, this group of authors believes that, certainly in the
long term, democratization is a positive and worthwhile endeavor for all
societies of the region. What is required is not the immediate (or even
eventual) adoption of full-ﬂedged Western-style liberal democracy, but a
gradual process toward more participation in the political and economic
life and governance of the country, in harmony with religious norms and
teachings respected throughout society. The question is not whether democracy would be an asset for peace and justice in the Middle East, but
which path toward a more participatory and accountable political system
should be embraced as one that would suit each society. Moreover, as
Majid Tehranian argues in chapter 5, democratization is a journey, a
process; it is not a condition. Each society’s journey is, and should be,
unique to its own historical, traditional, cultural, economic, and political
environment. The vehicle, speed, and route taken to embark on the
journey toward democratization are as individual as are the end results.
Each society should have the right to take its individual journey. There is
some agreement among the contributors to this volume that the journey
is best started through gradual, controlled democratization. Democratic
institution-building must match the (re)development of civil society,
nourishing a political civic culture that helps all segments of society recognize the beneﬁts of democratization – in the form of more equitable,
accountable, transparent, and good governance by all and for all. The
events of 11 September 2001 in particular, and the subsequent political,
economic, and military campaign against terrorism, led by the United
States but internationally supported, have taught us an important lesson:
in the absence of justice, development, and responsible and good governance, ‘‘uncivil’’ society will thrive in the shadow of legitimate grievances
that cannot be expressed through constructive and non-violent political
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channels. Although good governance and development will not eradicate
the desire of a few to bring great havoc upon their own people and
others, they will likely remove the explicit and implicit popular support
that terrorist groups enjoy (and on which they depend as they search for
combatants, funding, and places to hide and train).
There are only few or, as some would argue, no established democracies in the region, and, at best, some ﬂedgling experimentation with
democratization, driven – as well as hindered – by cautious steps toward
political liberalization. In this context, discussions about the utility of
democratization in preventing structural and direct violence within and
between the societies of the Middle East can as yet be only an academic
exercise. However, in the long run there is a possibility for democracy to
unfold in the region. A number of main challenges need to be overcome
to make this happen: Islamic fundamentalism; the negative role of external great powers; the Israeli–Palestinian conﬂict; the legacy of a long
history of violence; and clashes between Western and local/regional political and spiritual norms and values.3
There is hope for progress if the countries in the region become more
prosperous, more cooperative, less inﬂuenced by the preferences of external powers, and supported and assisted by the international community, which would in turn be represented by a restructured, reformed, and
neutral United Nations. Of course, meeting these conditions represents a
formidable, possibly insurmountable, challenge. However, some progress
is taking place: there is evidence that secularization and religiosity can
exist in harmony, that political leaders are able to balance tradition and
modernity, and that both spirituality and physical life can prosper in
the multi-ethnic, multi-cultural, and multi-religious societies of the
Middle East. Democracy, if based on a solid civic culture, can provide
the glue for the functioning of such multi-faceted societies. Democracy
can provide opportunities to address and resolve inevitable frictions in
non-violent and constructive ways. All the while, constructive problemsolving at the domestic level may then spill over to interstate relations
as well.
There is reason to believe (however faint it may be) that the societies
of the Middle East are not condemned or cursed to endure violence,
injustice, and marginalization in the global economy forever. Solutions to
these problems exist. Democratization is part and parcel of any serious
strategy to liberate the region from the scourges of war and injustice and
from the highly politicized interpretation and distortion of religious
teachings that, in their original meaning, are meant to encourage, not
undermine, the construction of tolerant, just, and inclusive societies.
This chapter outlines the background of this research project, its aims,
and its main ﬁndings. It serves not only as an introduction to the chapters
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that follow but also as a summary and synthesis of the main arguments
presented throughout the book.

Objectives
This book addresses a number of key issues that will determine failure or
success in establishing sustainable democratization efforts in the region.
Peace and stability, both domestic and interstate, and both negative and
positive, are necessary for democratization processes to take hold. Simultaneously, democratization is necessary for peace and stability to unfold and, most importantly, to endure. Attempts to pursue peace without
democratization, or democratization without peace, exacerbate instead of
reduce the prospects of tension and war within and between the countries
of the Middle East. The following issues are thus explored in one or more
of the chapters in this volume, in the context either of the entire region
or of a sub-region or an individual country: the relationship and interrelationship of peace and democracy;4 the current state of democratic
development in individual countries; and the roles played by international organizations and civil society actors in the democratization processes of individual countries as well as in the region in general.
Country analyses consider, among others, patterns of democratization
(top–down versus bottom–up, or immediate versus gradual processes of
democratization); costs and beneﬁts of democratization; barriers to and
support for democratization; the relationship between civil society and
the state; internal and external factors of democratization; the relationship between Islam and Islamic movements and democratization; experiences of democratic transition processes and resulting national and regional peace dividends; and the interdependence of development, peace,
and democratization and political and economic transition.
This volume considers trends toward genuine democratization. In that
context, much discussion focuses on types and levels of political liberalization. The contributors are aware that political liberalization and political democratization are two processes that must be distinguished from
each other. Whereas democratization, with a focus on popular political
participation and elite accountability, requires political liberalization (the
promotion of individual freedoms and rights), the latter can happen
without the former. Although political liberalization can be witnessed
throughout much of the Middle East, movement toward genuine democratization, enshrined and consolidated in both constitutional arrangements and political practices, is rare.5 Yet, as one regional analyst argues,
‘‘[i]t is no longer possible to delay the establishment of the pluralistic,
democratic state in our Arab world because we need the beneﬁts that
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such a state provides – good governance, marked by transparency, accountability and participation at the grass-roots level in the march of the
nations.’’6 The following chapters explore the extent of genuine progress
toward democratization and the degree to which it has in fact been eluding the region despite the urgency with which true change must be pursued if the countries of the region are to overcome the ‘‘tremendous
challenges . . . in achieving the levels of human development that only
good governance, including its political aspects, can ensure.’’7

Deﬁning democracy and democratization
Throughout the volume, varying deﬁnitions of the term ‘‘democracy’’ are
used and discussed.8 This reﬂects the diversity of approaches taken by
different contributors to evaluate the progress made in the region toward
democratization, and it explains why some contributors are more optimistic while others are less optimistic about the region’s prospects for
both democratization and resulting peace dividends. Such disagreement
is of course not unique. As Schmitter argues, ‘‘[a]cross time and space –
not to mention culture and class – opinions have differed concerning
what institutions and rules are to be considered democratic . . . [while] . . .
[t]he concrete institutions and rules which have been established in different ‘democratic’ countries have similarly differed.’’9 Recognizing these
differences in deﬁnition and expectation and accepting the fact that there
is more than one ‘‘ideal’’ model of democracy – in a universal but also,
much more signiﬁcantly, in a regional context – are key to peaceful relations among nascent democracies and to relations between them and
established democracies. As Schmitter further notes, ‘‘[g]iven the positive
connotation which the term [democracy] has acquired, each country
tends to claim that the way its institutions and rules are structured is the
most democratic . . . [while] . . . [t]he ‘others,’ especially one’s enemies and
competitors, are accused of having some inferior type of democracy or
another kind of regime altogether.’’10 Such arrogance breeds resentment,
which, in the long run, breeds violence. In particular, the application, experience, and debate surrounding the validity of the democratic peace
are thus in no small measure highly dependent on the compatibility of
deﬁnitions and expectations of what constitutes a democracy, as well as
on a thorough understanding and appreciation of the vulnerabilities generated by the transition process from autocracy to democracy.11
The contributors to this volume utilize different interpretations and
deﬁnitions of democracy. Tom Najem borrows David Potter et al.’s deﬁnition of democratization, describing it as a movement ‘‘from less accountable to more accountable government, from less competitive (or
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non-existent) elections to freer and fairer competitive elections; from
severely restricted to better protected civil and political rights, and from
weak (or non-existent) autonomous associations in civil society to more
autonomous and more numerous associations.’’12 Najem further deﬁnes
democratization as progressive evolution of these components (accountability, elections, civil and political rights, and autonomous associations)
in the context of, and conditioned by, state and political institutions,
economic development, social divisions, civil society, political culture and
ideas, and transnational and international engagements. The end product
is a minimalist deﬁnition of democracy, which, according to Bruce Russett, ‘‘[i]n the contemporary era . . . denotes a country in which nearly
everyone can vote, elections are freely contested, the chief executive is
chosen by popular vote or by an elected parliament, and civil rights and
civil liberties are substantially guaranteed.’’13
For Kamel Abu Jaber, universal suffrage and free elections are only
rudimentary components of a democracy. These must be enhanced by
constitutional limitations on the government, the rule of law, and the
protection of human rights. Amin Saikal also argues that some forms of
popular representation and electoral legitimacy are far from sufﬁcient to
proclaim democratic governance and are often simply used to practice
what is no more than concealed authoritarianism. A minimalist deﬁnition
of democracy, based on popular power and popular sovereignty, must
be the beginning, not the end, of a democratization process. Only when
supplemented with constitutionally enshrined separation of powers, political pluralism, and individual rights and freedoms can a minimalist
concept serve as the basis for the development of a liberal, pluralist, tolerant, and stable society.
Etel Solingen uses Robert Dahl’s more inclusive concept of ‘‘polyarchy,’’ with the following seven pillars: elected ofﬁcials; free and fair
elections; inclusive suffrage; right to run for ofﬁce; freedom of expression;
alternative information protected by law; and associational autonomy.14
This deﬁnition is still very limited and focuses mainly on structures.
Moreover, these requirements are relatively easy to meet, even without
signiﬁcant loss of power for political leaders, and they also do not extend
democracy to the economic, social, and cultural aspects of political life.
Majid Tehranian describes democratization as a journey, a journey
toward, as Lincoln put it, ‘‘government of the people, by the people, and
for the people.’’ Tehranian points to four main elements of this advanced, and much more comprehensive, concept: political, economic,
social, and cultural democracy. Political democracy consists of popular
sovereignty; universal suffrage; protection of life, liberty, and the pursuit
of happiness; majority rule and minority rights; fair representation and
periodic elections; peaceful succession; direct voting (referenda) on critical issues such as rule of law, habeas corpus, bill of rights, and re-
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sponsibilities of citizenship. Economic democracy features protection of
property; free markets; free competition; government regulation of trade
and investment to ensure the absence of monopolies and the presence of
fair standards in trade, competition, health, and environment. Social democracy means social security for the unemployed, the retired, pregnant
women, and children; and provision of public health, education, and
welfare. Finally, cultural democracy requires universal education; access
to means of communication; and freedom of identity, including speech,
assembly, religion, language, privacy, and lifestyle. This is a very comprehensive, but also very demanding, slate of key components that must
be met by true democracies to qualify as such.
Gerald Steinberg takes a different approach. He focuses on a socioreligious interpretation of democracy. Religious democracy recognizes
the supremacy of religious teachings and writings. Leaders make rulings
based on scriptures and receive authority from religious institutions,
while the populace expects rulings and policies to be in harmony with
religious principles. Although this approach seems to clash with the
broader, seemingly more inclusive, deﬁnitions mentioned above, a number of contributors argue that most religious teachings, particularly those
of Islam and Christianity, embrace, support, and in fact demand obedience to values and norms that resemble modern concepts of democracy.
If properly interpreted, religious authority can be reconciled with secular
democracy; on the other hand, narrow or abusive interpretations of religious teachings may create the perception of supposed incompatibility
and conﬂict.
To return to Schmitter, ‘‘no single set of institutions and rules – and,
above all, no single institution or rule – deﬁnes political democracy. Not
even such fundamental characteristics as majority rule, territorial representation, competitive elections, parliamentary sovereignty, a popularly
elected executive, or a ‘responsible party system’ can be taken as its distinctive hallmark.’’15 Democracy is a composite of rules, freedoms, and
relationships, in each and every case deﬁning a certain stage of evolution
in the relationship between the rulers and the ruled – gradually bringing
both closer together in continuous evolution until they overlap in nearperfect congruence. This journey toward ‘‘good governance’’ inevitably
takes different paths, at different speeds, in different political, economic,
cultural, and social contexts.

Chapter summaries
The contributions in part I of this volume focus on the importance of
conﬂict prevention and peacebuilding in promoting lasting intra- and
interstate peace in the region. They discuss the role of democratization in
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an eventual (yet still largely hypothetical) democratic peace in the region
and the evolving role of the United Nations in determining war and
peace throughout the Middle East. Chapter 2, by Albrecht Schnabel,
argues that peace management, conﬂict prevention, and post-conﬂict
peacebuilding are key concepts that need to inform internal and external
assistance in the long process toward building stability, security, and,
eventually, prosperity in the region. The chapter presumes that only a
working ‘‘security community,’’ based on the provision of human security
in domestic politics and of regional security in states’ relations with their
neighbors, can offer lasting regional peace and stability. The realization
of both negative and positive peace must be the goals, as well as the
driving forces, of transition processes throughout the region. This process
must be fostered from outside and must embrace the assistance of benevolent external actors, including international organizations such as
the United Nations. This requires the condemnation of peace spoilers –
domestic (individuals or radical movements) as well as international (individual states and international organizations).
Sustainable democratization can be achieved only if the following conditions are met. Democratization has to come from below and from
above. Although top–down gradualism is crucial in preventing abrupt
dislocations and crises during transition periods, parallel efforts to support civil society are crucial in creating sustainable democracies that can
withstand occasional regression from above. Moreover, democratization
processes are sustainable only if minorities are protected; democratization will fail if the majority rules through the oppression of minority
populations. In addition, successful democratization efforts have to go
hand in hand with solid economic performance, political stability, and the
unimpeded development of civil society.
Ultimately, the region as a whole will prosper in the age of increasing
economic globalization only if it can rid itself of war and persistent violence. So far the region has not done well in bridging its differences and
in coming to terms with post–World War II (let alone post–Cold War)
realities. Even if domestic stability improves and democratization progresses, the countries of the region need to settle their differences and
struggles over contested territories before interstate cooperation can
succeed. Although contested borders and territories are at the moment
the key issues of international conﬂict, they will eventually be superseded
by competition over access to water and other scarce natural resources.
The region must create a solid foundation for regional cooperation and
trust before it can embark on solving such future problems. If current
struggles over land and borders are not resolved, future problems will
only compound regional instability, and further conﬂicts over old and
new security issues will be unavoidable.
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Major international actors in the region, such as the United States,
must not dodge their responsibility for regional peace-making; American
support for Israel’s policies in the region and American and Soviet intervention in regional politics during the Cold War have in large part
created or compounded many of today’s problems. The Soviet Union
has disappeared, but the United States survived the Cold War and has to
confront its Cold War legacy in this, and other, regions of the world.
Although the chapter makes some references to the application of its
arguments in the Middle East, it remains largely at the theoretical level,
leaving the practical application of the discussion to subsequent chapters
that pick up on many of the main themes raised in Schnabel’s examination.
In chapter 3, Etel Solingen examines the prospects of democratic peace
pervading the Middle East. She discusses the theoretical assumption that
democracy is an important prerequisite for international peace, because
democratic regimes tend not to ﬁght other democracies. According to
this hypothesis, the presence of democratic regimes throughout the Middle
East would be the guarantor of stable peace and would, in addition to
creating more just and participatory states, effectively prevent interstate
conﬂict in the future. However, democracies do ﬁght non-democratic
regimes, so the presence of only one ‘‘spoiler,’’ one autocratic regime,
would severely limit the opportunities for regional democratic peace and
a regional security community of the type discussed in Schnabel’s chapter.
Solingen shows that, so far, the application of the democratic peace hypothesis in the Middle East can be little more than an academic exercise
because few, if any, of the countries in the region are well-functioning,
full-ﬂedged democracies (with the possible exception of Israel).
Moreover, periods of peaceful relations between former antagonists in
the region cannot be explained by successful democratization processes –
democratization is in its nascent stage throughout much of the region.
Other factors, such as economic liberalization or the unpredictable
emergence of enlightened or moderate leaders, have so far been more
potent factors in explaining why former foes have opted for cooperation instead of confrontation. Nevertheless, because democratization
offers an avenue for more active participation in national decision-making
processes, further entrenchment of popular participation in the political
process and public demands for fair, legitimate, and representative governance will strengthen democracies. This will limit unpredictable and
arbitrary rule, which triggers domestic and international instability and
conﬂict. Solingen further shows that fear of violence and instability in
transition processes clearly pose threats to regional stability. In fact, interaction between weak and battered transitional democracies may be
more fragile and conﬂict prone than that between stable autocracies.
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Solingen observes that democratization processes, where they have
taken place, happened top down not bottom up. Although this process
offers less opportunity for public initiative and participation, it prevents
the dramatic (and traumatic) consequences of often violent struggles between the various groups competing for power, inﬂuence, and public
support. Slower but gradual progress toward democratization, initiated
and controlled from above, even if accompanied by undemocratic measures to neutralize spoilers of the democratization process (such as radical religious or nationalist movements), can in the long run lead to functioning democracies. Solingen sees reason to believe that Islamic forces
may in the long run be ‘‘co-opted’’ or enticed into democratic processes.
This is the case when governments successfully respond to the needs of
minority populations, and when all political movements have opportunities to participate in the political process. When democratization is
parallelled by economic development, rising standards of living, and increased domestic and international peace, rank-and-ﬁle allegiance to
radical movements has proved to be quite volatile, further improving
chances for successful transitions.
Democratization in individual countries would presumably beneﬁt
from the resolution of interstate conﬂicts in the region. What has the
United Nations done, and what can it do, to facilitate solutions to the
various violent conﬂicts plaguing the region to this day? In chapter 4,
Amin Saikal examines the role of the United Nations in the Middle East,
with a focus on the Iran–Iraq war, the post–Cold War confrontation with
Iraq following its attack on Kuwait in 1990, and the evolution of the state
of Israel since World War II. Saikal shows how the United Nations’ key
role in the creation of Israel, which alienated the Arab communities in
the region, made it difﬁcult for the organization to play a constructive
part in the decades-long peace process between Israel and the Palestinians. Additionally, the increasingly pro-Palestinian stance of the General Assembly in the wake of decolonization and increasing membership
of formerly colonized and disenfranchised communities throughout the
developing world created distrust of the United Nations among Israel
and its Western supporters (particularly the United States).
Successive wars in the region involved the United Nations not as a
power broker but as a key agency in delivering humanitarian assistance
and in implementing and monitoring peace agreements and cease-ﬁres.
The implementation of Security Council resolutions that offered opportunities for durable solutions depended largely on US support and initiative. Thus, little happens in the region without explicit encouragement
or pressure by the United States, particularly when it concerns Israel’s
security status.
During the Cold War, many Arab countries were backed by either the
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Soviet Union or the United States, and various autocratic governments
were propped up and supported by one or other of the superpowers for
purely strategic reasons. UN involvement in the region was stiﬂed by
America’s veto power in the Security Council and its strong support
of Israeli policies in the region. The United Nations was called upon to
implement Security Council resolutions that would not be honored by
Israel, or to clean up the post-war disorder created by externally incited
and/or supported wars (UN Emergency Forces I and II). As Saikal puts
it, the United States tended to act at the expense of the United Nations.
Although ending the Iran–Iraq war was a success story for the United
Nations, this was possible only because the United States endorsed UN
mediation (it saw no strategic gain in taking the lead by itself), Gorbachev supported a stronger United Nations, and the warring parties had
reached a stalemate. In contrast, the United Nations’ role in the Gulf
War was mainly driven by the United States. The United States needed
and received a ‘‘vague conceptual endorsement‘‘ from the United Nations to pursue what it considered to be a necessary response by the
remaining superpower in a unipolar post–Cold War international order.
The United States acted under Chapter VII of the UN Charter in expelling Iraq from Kuwait. To this day it continues air strikes against Iraq and
it enforces economic sanctions that have long been considered unnecessary and inhumane by large parts of the international community (including the United Nations itself).
Saikal’s concluding comments do not hold much hope for a more effective role of the United Nations in stabilizing the Middle East. For this
to happen, he argues, three steps have to be taken: Western powers
have yet to agree on a post–Cold War international order (and the
United States’ role in it); the United Nations has to undergo structural
reforms to adjust the organization and its activities to post–Cold War
realities; and the United Nations has to be provided with adequate resources and mandates enabling it to perform the tasks currently performed by the United States. Unfortunately, these three points are at the
heart of the United Nations’ limited capacity, even in fulﬁlling the tasks
entrusted to it by the Security Council. The United Nations is by design
an instrument in the hands of the international community or, more
accurately, in the hands of a few powerful actors that, in different constellations, at different times, dominate and determine international
politics. These limitations apply to the United Nations’ activities not only
in the Middle East but anywhere in the world. New agreements on a
post–Cold War order, UN reform, and increased funding are of course
desirable and would alleviate some of the United Nations’ current inadequacies, but in the short run they are unrealistic goals. The United
Nations’ role in the Middle East will likely continue to be muted by
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American willingness (or absence thereof) to pressure Israel into cooperation with its Arab neighbors, the Palestinians in particular. In that
case, the United Nations will remain relegated to play second ﬁddle to
American regional strategic policies and preferences.
The chapters in part II examine the relationship between Islam, secularization, and prospects for democratization. Is the embrace of Islamic
religion and culture throughout the Arab nations of the Middle East an
obstacle to justice, stability, development, and democracy in the region,
as often assumed? In chapter 5, Majid Tehranian explores the uneasy
relationship between the mosque and the state throughout the Arab
Middle East. Islamic teachings originally envisioned the unity of state
and religion (whereas Christianity did not), but periods of unison eventually gave way to periods of separation between mosque and state. As
Tehranian shows, colonial powers’ preference for top–down political rule
in their colonies limited democratization processes. Democratization and
liberalization were driven from above, by a small elite who had studied
abroad and decided that economic liberalization was inevitable if state
and nation were to survive in a competitive regional and international
industrial economy. However, little was done to create a broad-based
civic political culture. The results are now visible: with the recent advent
of modernity and the communications revolution, it is now the lower
strata of the population, marked by allegiance to traditional Islam, that
threaten to uproot the secularized elite.
The suppressed masses are the main force in slowing down, halting, or
even reversing secularization – by utilizing democratic processes. Moreover, top–down democratization has not resulted in the creation of a
broad-based civic culture and democratic political institutions and processes. As Tehranian argues, ‘‘although some Middle Eastern societies
have made halting progress toward political democracy, most of them
have failed to make any signiﬁcant strides toward social or cultural democracy.’’ In countries where rulers continue to buy the population’s allegiance and loyalty by providing social services and low taxes (ﬁnanced
through exports of mostly oil or gas), calls for further participation in
the political and economic life of the country become louder nevertheless. However, this does not necessarily mean that these societies embrace secularization, which has been tainted by former elites’ embrace of
Western customs and cultural, political, and economic attitudes. In the
name of secularization and the search for pre-Islamic identities, these
societies have experienced a roller-coaster ride in their search for cultural
identity. Tehranian takes us through various stages of Islamization and/or
secularization: from periods of convergence between mosque and state;
to periods of secularization and the suppression of the mosque by the
state; to confessional systems; to examples of uneasy but successful coexistence of mosque and state.
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Coexistence, along with confessional systems and constitutional regimes, seems most promising in the context of the multi-ethnic, multireligious, quasi-secularist societies of the region. Most importantly,
political democratization must give rise to economic and cultural democratization. Only then will democratic structures offer opportunities
to all for political, cultural, and economic participation, while preventing majority rule of either secularized or ultra-conservative groups. A
combination of the reforms implemented by Ataturk and Reza Shah
with more broad-based grassroots input, support, and strong constitutionalism could bring stability, peace, and justice to countries individually and to the region as a whole.
Mark Tessler, in chapter 6, examines a crucial piece of the larger
puzzle examined in this book: what do public attitudes tell us about the
linkage between Islam and democracy? Are public attitudes toward more
democratization and political openness inﬂuenced by religiosity and adherence to Islamic belief? Popular perceptions in Western societies, often
resembling anecdotal stereotypes, hold that Islam and democracy are
mutually exclusive concepts, and that levels of piety and acceptance of
democratic principles are inversely correlated; that is, the more religious
a person is, the less likely it is that he or she will embrace democratic
principles. As Tessler reports, such perceptions of the relationship between piety and democracy in the region may be misinformed by Western experiences. In West European and American societies, more religious people indeed tend to hold more conservative views and attitudes
toward governance and domestic and foreign policies. Tessler’s study
shows that, at least in Morocco and Algeria, this is not the case.
If one assumes that the embrace of and commitment to civic virtues
are key requirements for the creation and maintenance of stable democracies, it is crucially important to study, monitor, and access public
attitudes toward democratic principles and policies that support secularization and democratization. There have been very few attempts systematically to study the impact of Islamic religious attachments on individuals’ attitudes toward democracy and governance. Tessler’s original
study and conclusions show that, ‘‘despite some statistically signiﬁcant
relationships, Islam appears to have less inﬂuence on political attitudes
and behavior than is frequently suggested by students of Arab and Islamic society.’’ Moreover, in the context of his examination of the Moroccan and Algerian societies, Tessler shows that Islam is not necessarily
an obstacle to democracy. Islamic attachments do not seem to obstruct
the emergence of an open political culture, and thus eventually of sustainable democracy. Interestingly, the only signiﬁcant correlation between piety and political conservatism was found among women, who
seem to fear greater economic inequality between the sexes as an indirect
consequence of a liberal political and economic order.
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The third and ﬁnal part of the book examines democratization processes and their contributions (or lack thereof) to domestic and regional
peace in the context of a number of case studies: Syria, Lebanon, and
Jordan; Israel; Iran and Iraq; Libya, Tunisia, Algeria, and Morocco. In
chapter 7, Kamel Abu S. Jaber shows that Syria, Lebanon, and Jordan are
all characterized by incomplete democratization processes, which have
produced the requisite institutional arrangements yet with only limited
powers and legitimacy vested in them. In fact, as Abu Jaber points out,
the most signiﬁcant political forces, those that make, break, and shape
democratization processes, are individual leaders and their personalities.
Abu Jaber demonstrates that democratization in the Arab world usually
takes a top–down approach, is applied arbitrarily, and is hostage to internal and regional conﬂicts. The region is in need of more than purely
symbolic democracy. However, a certain period of top–down rule in the
democratization process is required to balance and stabilize the effects
of economic, political, and cultural reforms. These reforms establish the
foundations for a solid civic culture and instill faith in democracy and
government among ordinary citizens. This will help overcome the frustrations that exist over persisting authoritarian rule of the state.
As Abu Jaber argues, Syria’s democratization process has been characterized by several coups d’état, multiple constitutions, and the Ba’th
party’s tight and autocratic grip on power, but also by some limited economic liberalization. Lebanon is characterized by strong sectarianism and
both coexistence and segregation of different religious groups. Lebanon
enjoyed some autonomy under Ottoman rule, and its Christian population developed strong ties with Rome. The French ‘‘adoption’’ of Lebanon heralded an era of Westernization. In the wake of the 1926 liberal
constitution, high political posts and parliamentary seats were divided
among the four main religious groups. The remaining 14 groups, however, have been excluded from holding high ofﬁce. Although the Lebanese enjoy some freedoms, democracy is still at a very rudimentary stage.
Nevertheless, commitment to a free press, a functioning parliament, and
growing civil society have helped build a relatively strong sense of identity among the Lebanese.
Jordanians enjoy similarly basic political freedoms. Jordan’s Hashemite lineage has offered secular and religious legitimacy to the state,
which supports an institutionalized, moderate political system. The
country beneﬁts from an almost homogeneous population, with political
representation offered to minority groups. Even during periods of transition and heavy-handed rule from the top, only little violence has occurred. Under martial law, opposition parties continued to operate, suffering only limited repression. Many of their leaders were later brought
into high-ranking government posts. Jordan’s kings have managed to
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lend legitimacy to a patriarchal monarchy with democratic characteristics. Abu Jaber concludes by discussing the merits of opting for the
Jordanian approach, especially given his preference for state-driven development. He argues for a relativist approach to deﬁning and designing
democratization processes in the region, to allow for deviations from
idealized (Western) concepts of democracy.
In chapter 8, Gerald Steinberg examines the relationship between democracy and peace in the context of Jewish political tradition. In general,
he argues that the authority of democratic and secular institutions ﬁnds
widespread support among both religious and secular communities in
Israel. He identiﬁes the biblical call for the protection of the land of
Israel as the key issue over which Israel’s religious and secular leaders
struggle in their search for a common ground. Nevertheless, and particularly after Prime Minister Rabin’s assassination in the wake of the implementation of the 1993 Oslo Peace Accords, support shifted away from
the insistence on the territorial integrity of Israel to an emphasis on the
preservation of life and peace, and thus – despite the recent escalation of
violence – the continuation of the peace process with the Palestinians
and other Arab neighbors.
Steinberg describes the difﬁculties and complexities involved in the
creation of the modern Jewish state – a mix of traditional religious
structures and norms with democratic institutions and principles of late
nineteenth-century Europe. The Jewish population inevitably became
divided between secular and religious groups. Secular institutions, including courts, often stood in stark contradiction to religious norms. The
‘‘land for peace’’ approach taken by secular governments to pursue peace
talks with the Palestinian community is a particularly tricky issue: ultraorthodox religious leaders insist on the biblical right to all of Israel’s
territories, to the point where they incite the army to reject government
orders that call for the removal of settlers who are in violation of the
government’s peace agreements. Steinberg shows how the land for peace
approach has triggered violent antagonism between secular and ultraorthodox Jews, who clearly subjugate secular rule to biblical rule. Nevertheless, several groups within the religious community give priority to
democratic governance and the preservation of life over the call to
protect Jewish lands. Steinberg notes, however, that incomplete democratization in countries throughout the region may at this stage be beneﬁcial to Israel, because popular support for negotiations with Israel
has been far weaker among Arab populations than among their political leaders. Democratic systems would give stronger voice and muscle
to pro-Palestinian sentiments, which would create further antagonism
against Israel and its current policies and actions vis-à-vis the Palestinian
population and state.
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Balancing religious Zionists (who do not recognize the legitimacy of
secular authorities and consider them a threat to the safety and integrity
of the Jewish state of Israel) with both secular and moderate religious
communities is a difﬁcult and delicate task. Although moderate forces
have been gaining strength in both government and religious circles,
tensions between Jewish traditions and secular political structures and
political preferences will continue. Steinberg notes that both secular and
religious schools are engaging in campaigns to promote democratic values (and Israel’s commitment to them) among the younger generation. In
the long run, this will strengthen public support for peace agreements
and for an independent Palestinian state and the willingness to support
the dismantling of illegal settlements. External factors, however, do play
an important role in this development, including democratization processes among neighboring Arab societies and the level of daily violence
caused by ongoing hostilities.
In chapter 9, Amin Saikal explores the relationship between peace and
democratization processes in Iran and Iraq. He shows that Western-style
liberal democracy may not be suitable for many countries in the region.
On the contrary, regional leaders have used Western models to create
sham democracies that are in reality forms of veiled authoritarianism,
created to maintain an appearance of commitment toward the democratization process and intended for internal and external consumption.
Saikal argues that more recognition and credit should be granted to indigenous attempts to develop local versions of civil society and democracy, based on the conditions and traditions of each country. Iran’s attempts to create an Islamic version of civil society and democracy, with
the participation and protection of minority groups, may serve as a model
for other local attempts to develop democracies that go beyond minimalist deﬁnitions of democratic governance (popular power and popular
sovereignty) and facilitate gradual and non-violent reforms of internal
and external political processes. The Ijtihadis’ approach outlined by
Saikal closely resembles efforts by moderate Jewish religious leaders to
reconcile biblical norms with socio-political realities, discussed in the
preceding chapter.
Saikal calls for commitment to move beyond minimalist forms of
democracy. Systems that are democratic in form and authoritarian in
substance produce violence through the exclusion of some parts of the
population. Overly enthusiastic attempts to embark on Western-style democratization, as experienced during the Shah’s reign in Iran, will lead to
violence if no effort is made to integrate religious forces that have for a
long time deﬁned a society’s political, social, and cultural life. If radical
religious and secular groups are persecuted rather than integrated in the
transition process, counter-revolutions and violence will result, particu-
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larly when reform processes (as has been the case in Iran) fail to produce
the economic gains expected by the public.
The war with Iraq successfully deﬂected the public’s attention from the
lack of reform dividends and improvements over the previous regime.
Khomeini’s ability to appease both Jihadis and Ijtihadis created a basic
level of coexistence between modernizers and traditionalists. After the
war, however, continuing socio-economic problems and efforts by Ijtihadis to portray Islam as compatible with democracy, along with a solid
electoral process, brought Khatami to power in July 1997. Khatami’s
embrace of Islamic civil society and democracy and his commitment to
dialogue between civilizations have produced a version of democracy
that is different from, but not necessarily in opposition to, Western concepts and expectations. An inclusive approach that pursues progress in
the context of freedom of thought and expression (and thus supports a
vibrant civil society) offers opportunities to respect Islamic traditions
within a more open, participatory society. Jihadis feel that the principles
and aims of the revolution are being undermined. Balancing their interests with reforms certainly slows down the democratization process, but it
keeps it on track and – most importantly – non-violent.
In contrast to Iran, Iraq has experienced nothing but violence and
autocratic rule under the 30-year dictatorial regime of Saddam Hussein.
Saddam’s preference for a violent and repressive culture, backed during
the Cold War with petro-dollars and some American support, offers no
scope for democratic reform or the evolution of a functioning civil society. His tragic and misguided decision to attack Kuwait, and the subsequent Gulf War, robbed Iraq of most of its sovereignty, weakened its
domestic structures, and is still continuing to impose great pain on Iraq’s
population. Even if Saddam is removed from power, the prospects for
democratic reform are scant after decades of suppression and the virtual
extinction of Iraq’s former middle class.
In chapter 10, Tom Najem examines democratization processes in
Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, and Libya. In all four states, he argues, overwhelming state power has inhibited the development of civil society and
a solid democratic political culture that could serve as the foundation of
democratic processes once the current regimes leave power. Najem argues that Islamist forces are not, as modernization theorists would have
it, responsible for the lack of democratization processes in otherwise
semi-modern, semi-developed societies. Rather, structural issues, internal
as well as external, have served as obstacles to political, economic, and
cultural opening. It is here that the four states differ from each other:
different combinations of structural forces created or supported strong
authoritarian states that are vehemently opposed to political, cultural,
and economic liberalization. Najem argues that under such conditions
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only intense external pressure or internal pressure from powerful and
widely supported civil society organizations could trigger movement
toward real democratization. He examines a number of key factors in the
progress (or lack thereof) of each country’s democratization process: the
role of the state and political institutions; economic development; social
divisions; civil society; political culture and ideas; and transnational and
international engagements.
Morocco features some rudimentary democratic characteristics, including a limited pluralist system and civil society, although they are
tightly controlled by the monarchy. Islamist groups and others who
question the legitimacy and policies of the monarchy are excluded from
the political process. There is some limited inclusion of opposition
forces, but only to the extent that the king’s authority is not threatened.
Although Morocco has no signiﬁcant oil resources, the state still uses
economic ‘‘carrots and sticks’’ to control powerful economic and urban
classes. Civil society enjoys only limited autonomy. The monarchy’s link
to Islamic tradition effectively curtails the strength of Islamist opposition
groups. Algeria’s struggle with Islamist political forces helps the monarchy in solidifying support for the status quo. While the IMF and the
World Bank pressure the state to liberalize, fears of Algerian-style violence contain external pressure for political reforms. The new king’s actions to reform the political system and promote human rights are positive steps but are not indicative of any limitation of the king’s powers.
Algeria’s authoritarian military state is at war with strong and popular
Islamist forces that show little commitment to democratic ideals. Najem
shows that the consequences of Algeria’s liberal reforms in the early
1990s served as an example of the danger posed by political reforms in a
society that lacks a broad-based democratic political culture. Free elections brought Islamist groups with anti-democratic platforms to power,
triggering the state’s refusal to hand over political control. This was the
precursor to a decade of violence and internal conﬂict and military rule.
International fears of the prospect of an Islamist state have so far fueled
external support for the military regime.
Also in reaction to Algeria’s experience, Tunisia’s government refuses
to allow Islamist groups to participate in the political process. Whereas
the 1970s had brought some liberalization, economic decline and social
inequities led to opposition to the regime throughout the 1980s, culminating in a coup. The new government embarked on a reform process
to open up the political system, effect a reconciliation with opposition
groups, and revive the country’s political, economic, and cultural life.
Nonetheless, it marginalized the strongest Islamist group (Mouvement de
la tendance islamique), which became progressively more radical, trig-
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gering increasingly repressive policies by the state. The gains of initial
liberalization were lost and the stand-off between the repressive regime
and the Islamist opposition continues to this day.
Libya is ruled by an authoritarian state, with no immediate chances for
democratization or the evolution of a functioning civil society. Qaddaﬁ’s
rentier state uses oil money to buy off political opposition, to appease the
population, and to strengthen the state’s grip on the political, economic,
and social life of the entire society. Although the regime’s legitimacy and
authority were under threat in the wake of international sanctions, declining oil prices, tribal instability, and Islamist opposition, the lifting of
UN sanctions and an increase in oil revenues have stabilized Qaddaﬁ’s
grip on power. Without a democratic political culture or civil society,
there is little hope for political liberalization, even should Qaddaﬁ’s rule
come to an end.
Najem shows that, for a variety of reasons not directly related to the
inﬂuence of Islam, a number of countries in the region are cursed with
authoritarian governments that are in full control of political, economic,
and social life, with no or little intention of allowing civil society and
democratic political processes to ﬂourish. With no pro-democratic forces
waiting in the wings, even a crisis or the collapse of current regimes will
not necessarily lead to improved prospects for democratization. Continued violence and the instability of political transitions would hinder
positive reforms and increased prospects for domestic and regional
peace.

Lessons
Despite the differences and difﬁculties in deﬁning minimally acceptable
features of a democracy, all authors agree on at least the following: none
of the constituent states in the region, with the exception of Israel in
certain speciﬁc ways, has reached a level of democratization that would
guarantee a path toward sustainable democracy and prevent a future
return to non-democratic governance and de-secularization and deliberalization of the economy and society. Moreover, the absence of stable
democracies increases actual and potential instability throughout the region. Repression of opposition forces and suppression of civil society development are but a few examples of the structural violence created by
authoritarian or quasi-democratic regimes. Although many factors contribute to the propensity of nations to wage either war or peace against
their own populations and their neighbors, socially, politically, and economically stable systems certainly raise the odds that peace prevails over
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war. We are undoubtedly many years away from reaping peace dividends
from sustained democratization processes in the Middle East. In addition, most contributions to this volume show that, if anything, reform
processes toward political, economic, and cultural liberalization have so
far brought much instability and violence to the region, as traditional
(often religious) values continue to clash with secular ethics, norms, and
practices.
Four issues are particularly important in preventing transitional violence and in neutralizing threats to nascent democratization processes.
First, broad sectors of the population need to be familiar with, and ideally fully embrace, civic virtues and a democratic political culture, manifested through the presence of a healthy, functioning, and inﬂuential
civil society. Second, political leaders must be fully committed to reform
processes, to the extent that they are prepared to relinquish some of their
own powers to strengthen democratic governance. Third, regional conditions must be favorable – including the resolution of grave problems
that divide the region and pitch individual states or groups of states
against each other (such as the Israeli–Palestinian conﬂict, the ongoing
military campaign against Iraq, or the support by some, and objection by
others, of America’s continued ‘‘war on terrorism’’). Fourth, external
conditions must be conducive to conﬂict resolution and peace, including
the absence of manipulative external powers’ involvement in regional
politics and the presence of international economic conditions that will
allow Middle Eastern countries to bear the cost of democratic governance and the provision of social and other services that are necessary to
maintain popular support during the inevitable ups and downs of transition and reform periods.
Transitions to democracy can be violent – more violent than the structural violence that is ever-present under authoritarian rule. On the one
hand, democratization processes are stiﬂed because of fears that an
opening of the system might trigger the rise of democratically elected,
but anti-democratically inclined, political parties and movements. On the
other hand, commitment to democratization is necessary to establish, it is
to be hoped at some not too distant point in the future, a more accountable, just, and transparent political order. Most contributors agree that,
in order to push forward democratization processes while advancing internal and regional peace, reforms must be gradual and monitored and
controlled from the top, and they must be supplemented by a similarly
gradual process toward the establishment of a broad-based and broadly
supported civil society. Only such gradual reform processes will be successful in the end. Democratization is, as described so aptly by Majid
Tehranian, a ‘‘journey’’ that takes time to be completed, not an event
that can be planned and executed at will.
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Part I
Democratic peace, conﬂict
prevention, and the United Nations

2
Democratization and peacebuilding
Albrecht Schnabel

Successful democratization is essential to bring peace to the countries of
the Middle East. Internal stability, development, justice, reconciliation,
minority protection, and popular participation in the political process –
all hallmarks of a stable, inclusive democracy – will in the long run help
the region move beyond its many protracted intra- and interstate conﬂicts. The process of democratization cannot be either purely just or
purely pragmatic: it facilitates the rebuilding of society by merging
society- and institution-building, thus creating the foundations for intergroup trust and non-violent interaction and competition.
Of course, the ultimate goal would be, as in any other region, to reach
a state of ‘‘positive peace’’ – the absence of inequality, injustice, and
oppression, and the maintenance of political, social, and economic conditions that assure the well-being of individuals and communities. Positive peace results from the provision of, and investment in, human security – the satisfaction of human needs, from the most basic survival needs
to needs for self-expression, general welfare, and freedom of choice and
expression.1
The satisfaction of human security,2 the foremost task and responsibility of states vis-à-vis their citizens, is necessary to maintain the inner
peace of the individual and peace between individuals, between communities, and, in extension, between states. Unfulﬁlled human needs
cause frustration, resistance, and, eventually, violent conﬂict. The provision of human security requires action in response to many non25
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traditional security threats, ranging from economic to environmental to
societal security. Often referred to as ‘‘structural violence,’’ structural
inequalities in social, economic, and political systems result in poverty,
malnutrition, lack of health care, crime, and many other social illnesses
that threaten the lives and livelihoods of many more people than does
direct violence by one’s own state or outside attackers. The costs of nontraditional security threats (such as environmental degradation, human
rights violations, or poverty) can be as devastating for human beings as
those of traditional security threats (such as military threats or armed
domestic violence), and they always bear the potential of escalation to
armed violence and war. The provision of human security assures sustainable, positive peace. The liberalization of political, economic, and
social systems and the protection of minorities from the risks associated
with majority rule are key components of a state’s efforts to offer human
security to its population.
However, we are far from a state of positive peace in the Middle East.
Armed conﬂict pervades the region, in various types and shades: regional
conﬂicts; resource wars; separatist and nationalist conﬂicts; irredentist
conﬂicts; ethnic, religious, and tribal power struggles; revolutionary and
fundamentalist struggles; and pro-democracy and anti-colonial struggles.3
The peoples and governments throughout the Middle East are thus facing a tall order: the ﬁrst task is to secure a state of ‘‘negative peace’’ and
to settle current wars and violent conﬂicts. Although even negative peace
cannot be secured for long unless peacebuilding strategies resolve the
underlying root causes of violence, these causes cannot be resolved and
positive peace cannot be initiated in the presence of violence. The difﬁculties in pursuing the Middle East peace process in the presence of
daily violence between Israelis and Palestinians speak for themselves.
Improving peaceful relations in the region is a complex task, involving
the simultaneous pursuit of both negative and positive peace, of peacekeeping and peacebuilding, and of the settlement of current disputes and
the simultaneous prevention of future ones.
Can democratization help rebuild violently divided societies and prevent the emergence – or resurgence – of conﬂict? What needs to be
done, and by whom? What are the roles of international organizations,
states, and civil society? Successful democratization is a crucial component of structural, early, prevention of violent conﬂict. Stable democratic
regimes usually do not go to war against their own people. This guarantees internal peace and stability. Democratic regimes also tend not to go
to war against other democracies. This enhances regional peace and
stability. Together, internal and regional security are the prerequisites for
political stability and economic development and the eventual evolution
of what Karl Deutsch4 and, more recently, Barnett and Adler5 have described as security communities.
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The chapter begins with a discussion of the challenges of rebuilding
war-torn, divided societies. It then examines the role of democratization
in peacebuilding and conﬂict prevention. It outlines the pitfalls of democratization and points to ways in which this process can be made less
conﬂict prone, divisive, and threatening to indigenous cultural and political histories and preferences. This discussion will then continue in the
context of democratization processes throughout the Middle East, where
the forces of secularization, religion, tradition, and radicalization often
clash with the need for peace, development, and regional cooperation.
The chapter concludes with a look at the chances of democratization as a
peace management tool throughout the region, and the requirements and
opportunities for early conﬂict detection and prevention through (and
throughout) the democratization process.

Divided societies: Challenges, problems, dangers,
requirements
Divided and conﬂict-torn societies are marked by a traumatic impoverishment of economic, political, and social relations between groups and
individual citizens. Intergroup violence compounds existing divisions
within society, and new divisions are added. The political, economic, and
socio-cultural breakdown of (multi)national communities makes it extremely difﬁcult to rebuild a sense of identity and communal belonging
once violence has ceased. Whereas it may be possible to impose a sense
of Gesellschaft from outside, the sense of Gemeinschaft has to grow from
within. Democratization processes serve both of these goals.
Violently divided societies are characterized by institutional breakdown: weak or non-existent political institutions; a power vacuum; vigorous competition for power; weak or non-existent civil society institutions; and limited government legitimacy and authority. In the absence of
legitimate governments, power vacuums create ﬁerce competition for
inﬂuence and access to territory and economic resources. In this environment, appeals to nationalist or religious identities, as the primary
common denominators and sources of communal pride and power, lead
to fear and retaliatory moves by other ethnic or religious groups within
multi-communal states. Intergroup conﬂicts can quickly escalate into
violence. In many countries, civil war along ideological lines and against
repressive governments, often propped up by one of the Cold War superpowers, has pitched different sections of society against each other, or
against their own governments.
Governments that oppress all or portions of their population, that
eradicate civil society institutions and limit people’s access to self-rule
and free expression, are in a very weak position once the instruments of
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oppression are gone, external support is denied, or a viable opposition
begins to question the oppressor’s self-declared legitimacy. Such is the
situation when societies emerge from civil wars. Without strong institutions (judicial, political, economic, cultural) states cannot be rebuilt,
and international actors will not be able to locate legitimate partners with
whom to negotiate and cooperate. A weak society needs strong and legitimate institutions to help rebuild trust, conﬁdence, and a more stable
future. However, a weak and divided society cannot produce a strong
and legitimate government. International organizations have helped societies build their own institutions (such as by organizing and monitoring
democratic elections in Bosnia, Kosovo, East Timor, or El Salvador), or
have replaced those institutions with trusteeships until the political environment is safe enough – and the domestic civic culture is mature enough
– to sustain a peaceful political process.
Democratization attempts are caught in a difﬁcult situation. True
democratization cannot happen without a strong, established, wellfunctioning, and broadly supported civil society – which produces potential leaders at all levels of governance and socializes and mobilizes the
general public around democratic and civic duties and responsibilities.
However, such organizations can prosper only in an environment characterized by order, stability, and freedom of expression. That environment, in turn, requires the existence of a viable democratic process.
If domestic capacities are lacking, external support may be required.
Externally supported creation of fragile, yet somewhat functioning institutions is meant to trigger the momentum needed to encourage the
evolution of a functioning civil society. The latter will, after a few years
of consolidation and post-conﬂict stability, produce the ﬁrst wholly internally crafted government. At that time, external involvement, if still
provided at that point, can cede.

Democratization and peacebuilding in violently divided
societies
‘‘Democracy’’ describes a political system; ‘‘democratization’’ describes a
process. The political system can be created, even imposed, on a war-torn
society almost overnight. However, the process of democratization is
a long-term commitment by internal and external actors to the consolidation of a democratic culture that must, at some point, become selfsustaining.
In more general terms, a democratic government ‘‘must combine three
essential conditions: meaningful competition for political power amongst
individuals and organized groups; inclusive participation in the selection
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of leaders and policies, at least through free and fair elections; and a level
of civil and political liberties sufﬁcient to ensure the integrity of political
competition and participation.’’6 Both ‘‘[p]articipation and contestation
are crucial: while democracy can take many forms, no system can be
called democratic without a meaningful level of both.’’7 Only if citizens
feel that their government is accountable, representative of all groups
and individuals, theirs to control, and responsive to civil society concerns
will a government enjoy the authority – yet rarely the appreciation – to
steer society through the difﬁcult and painful waters of post-conﬂict
transition.
Democratization allows a divided society to rebuild a sense of
community – a prerequisite for overcoming a culture of violence and developing a culture of peace and cooperation. It is moreover necessary to
pursue this not only in a local and national context but also within the
region at large. Democratization processes in post-conﬂict societies are
based on compromise and cooperation between and among former foes.
They require forgiveness, reconciliation, and pragmatic, yet non-violent,
political maneuvering to be effective and successful. They operate between justice and pragmatism in seeking the most effective approaches to
peacebuilding, and thus a return to relations in which competition and
disputes are solved non-violently, within the context of legal and moral
guidelines that regulate peaceful interactions between individuals and
groups. However, the creation of a post-conﬂict democratic system of
governance and social interaction (accountable governments and a ﬂourishing civil society) requires the assistance and support of the international community and its various intergovernmental organizations.
Unfortunately, long-term commitment is difﬁcult to secure from international organizations. Although all regional organizations and the
United Nations possess the ability to contribute to peacebuilding and
democratization where they have a comparative advantage (political,
economic, or military assistance), few have the resources and standing
power to remain engaged on a long-term basis. Thus, peacebuilding
has to employ the tools of the possible. Successes have to be visible and
relatively quickly achieved, justice has to be served to an acceptable
degree, and the foundation for long-term stability has to be – again
visibly – laid. Pragmatic decisions have to be made and the advantages
of peacebuilding must be recognizable for those waiting to beneﬁt from
it (societies previously at war) and those supporting it (international
community).
Democratization allows all that: the imposition of new structures to
serve at least partial justice, input from outside, and visible progress
and means to monitor the success or failure, progress or breakdown, of
social reconstruction. Democratization efforts, ﬁrst from above and simul-
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taneously and subsequently from below, provide the tools for peacebuilding and social reconstruction that can be monitored from the outside. Such monitoring (together with assessment and evaluation) is done
not only by those in power and those studying a post-conﬂict society, but
also by the media and, thus, by ordinary people who lend support to (or
withdraw it from) their government’s international peacebuilding efforts
in places that are far away and, at ﬁrst sight, of marginal signiﬁcance to
their own national security.

Democratization: Where democratizers meet
conﬂict managers
According to Bloomﬁeld and Reilly, ‘‘[d]emocratic systems have a degree
of legitimacy, inclusiveness, ﬂexibility and capacity for constant adaptation that enables deep-rooted conﬂicts to be managed peacefully. Moreover, by building norms of behavior or negotiation, compromise, and cooperation amongst political actors, democracy itself has a pacifying effect
on the nature of political relations between people and between governments.’’8 In post-conﬂict societies, externally facilitated democratization
often merges justice with pragmatic approaches to conﬂict management,
conﬂict resolution, and society-building.
However, conﬂict management and conﬂict resolution are not necessarily synonymous terms. Democracy is an instrument of conﬂict management: differences between various actors are transformed by peaceful
means into cooperation and mutual compromise. After all, conﬂict can
be a positive and crucial element of social and economic enhancement;
in essence, conﬂict denotes competition – the competition of ideas and
practices that drive intellectual, artistic, and economic progress. But the
same competition can have negative and destructive consequences if
competing interests are not reconciled and are seen as mutually exclusive. Even if such conﬂicts are settled, they are far from being resolved.
Competing/conﬂicting parties may have reached a point where no party
expects to gain considerably from the prolongation of conﬂict, or where
external actors provide incentives for ending the conﬂict; but this does
not mean that the root causes of conﬂict are addressed, let alone resolved.9
The democratization process offers divided populations peaceful alternatives to violent competition. In essence, similar battles over similar
issues (political power, territory, economic access, or claims to cultural
supremacy) can now be carried out at the non-violent level of democratic
political interaction. The polling ofﬁce and legislative assembly replace
the battleﬁeld, and the ballot and the speaker’s podium replace the gun
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as the principal weapon in intergroup competition. This interaction does
not by itself re-establish justice, but it requires forgiveness when the recent past takes long to forget. It is conceivable that justice simply cannot
be served fully – at any time, in any context, in any circumstance. Divided societies will never be the same as they were before violence broke
out. However, over time they can grow again into new societies, ideally
ones that are able to use the lessons from the past to prevent future conﬂicts.
International organizations play an important part in creating a working balance between justice and pragmatism in post-war peacebuilding
efforts. They can provide both the ‘‘carrots’’ and the ‘‘sticks’’ to nurture
successful transition processes. International organizations have a key
role in economic and technical assistance, the organization and supervision of elections (and the fair implementation of their results), assistance
in security sector transformation (such as arms conversion, disarmament,
demobilization, the establishment of civilian control over military forces),
assistance in the repatriation of refugees, rebuilding infrastructure and
educational and health systems, among many other crucial post-conﬂict
rebuilding efforts.10
A number of issues are crucial in this context. Is the international
community committed to principled peacebuilding processes in postconﬂict or post–civil war situations? Who is the international community
– a global society of states and individuals represented by the United
Nations, a number of globally operating non-governmental organizations,
or regional organizations that have the political will and the means to invest in the stability of neighboring states, or some combination of these?
Is it possible to enforce peacebuilding efforts and, if so, which external
actors are able to and can be entrusted with this task? What is the role of
the United Nations – does it play a central role or simply a subsidiary
monitoring and legitimizing role in regional efforts toward post-conﬂict
peacebuilding?
The sustainability of outside commitment and political will is a crucial
factor in determining the long-term success of peacebuilding efforts. As
Crocker and Hampson note, ‘‘[a]s in law or business, statecraft illustrates
the maxim that the real negotiation begins only after the agreement is
signed. Outsiders who orphan the settlements they have helped to produce, by getting out too early due to lost interest or political will, will
watch the agreements collapse.’’11 Peacebuilding and democratization
efforts that go beyond symbolic elections or refugee resettlements (both
of which can be decisively counterproductive if not pursued as part of a
well-planned greater peacebuilding strategy) have to be matched with
cooperation by the people and leaders in post-war societies if the momentum for external assistance is to be maintained. Post-conﬂict peace-
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building is a costly exercise, and those paying for it (the citizens of the
countries involved in assisting these efforts) need to be assured that their
investment in regional peace and security will pay off eventually.
The democratization process is – and should be – a key component of
peacebuilding efforts in violently divided societies. Civil war destroys the
very political, economic, and social fabric that serves as the foundation
for secure and peaceful relations within a community. The culture of
violence, prevalent particularly during and after civil wars, has to give
way to a culture of peace, grounded in a representative and accountable
government and a free and inﬂuential civil society. This is already difﬁcult in the context of a society that has not been torn apart by intergroup
war, and is all the more difﬁcult to achieve in a post-conﬂict political and
social environment.
Without peacebuilding there can be no social healing, and without
social healing there can be no effective peacebuilding. Democratization
presents a practicable compromise: it serves the immediate, short-term
need for institution-building and governance, required for the reconstruction of basic stability and order. Legitimate and representative governing structures can be removed, altered, and reinforced peacefully,
without resort to violence. Democratization efforts stabilize a society to
the point where badly needed outside economic assistance will enter the
rebuilding process. Although absolute justice may initially take the back
seat to pragmatic rebuilding efforts, democratization processes will, in the
long run, allow for reconciliation and social healing.12

The pitfalls of democratization
Democratization in violently divided societies nonetheless bears its risks.
Rapid economic and political transition can lead to intolerable displacement of those who suffered most during the war – those whose property
has been destroyed, the internally displaced, the elderly, children, and
women. Post-war transition has to be gradual and sustainable, and it has
to offer justice for those (on all sides of a conﬂict) who have to overcome
grave psychological traumas before they can grasp the opportunities
offered by political and economic transition.
It is moreover important to nurture civil society, to assure a democratization process from below and not solely from above. If democratization is purely elite driven, even if these are counter-elites from the
pre-war era, democracy may not take hold where it is most important –
among the citizens of the divided post-war society. Thus, although the
cooperation of elites is clearly instrumental in solidifying democratic
institution-building, an effort also has to be made to incorporate civil
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society in this process. Only then will we achieve ‘‘democratic consolidation: that democratic practices become so deeply internalized by political
actors that acting outside the institutional ‘rules of the game’ becomes
unthinkable.’’13 Civil society needs to be engaged in translating constitutional norms into a widely accepted and practiced political, social, and
economic way of life.
Although intergroup conﬂict may now be carried out in polling stations
and not on battleﬁelds, the end result may still be an elected government
divided along ethnic lines.14 Depending on the personal character and
war-time roles of the candidates elected for political ofﬁce, early elections
may freeze intergroup rivalries beyond the society’s aptitude for intergroup and post-war healing. Indeed, ‘‘poorly designed democratic institutions can also inﬂame communal conﬂicts rather than ameliorate
them . . . [T]he introduction of ‘democratic’ politics can easily be used to
mobilize ethnicity, turning elections into ‘us’ versus ‘them’ conﬂict.’’15
There is a great danger that old elites will be the elites of tomorrow. This
is of course counterproductive to reconciliation and post-war societybuilding. Democratization efforts allow all groups to compete for power,
including those perceived as the aggressors and main protagonists of war.
However, each group may well consider the other groups as the villains
to be blamed for the destruction and displacement caused by the war,
and ﬁnd it difﬁcult to share political power (let alone social relations)
with their former foes. Because democracy is based on compromise, cooperation, and power-sharing, justice may have to be served through
symbolic acts of reconciliation and blaming – through truth commissions,
criminal tribunals, and other symbolic means of social healing. Justice
nevertheless does not have to be sacriﬁced, allowing the old state to
re-emerge in the guise of a new one. Again, international organizations
play an important role in ‘‘guiding’’ the speed and application of peacebuilding efforts, to assure that this will not happen.
‘‘Sustainable democratization’’ is the key approach to violently divided
societies. This implies that democratization processes are part of, and indeed central to, the post-conﬂict peacebuilding effort. Citizens of a society that has learned to engage freely and openly on a political level are
also able to trade and live peacefully with each other – and with others
beyond its borders. A well-functioning civil society, alongside a representative and accountable government, allows for the social healing that
is necessary to recreate a functioning social fabric. The political, social,
economic, environmental, and security breakdown of divided societies
can then be successfully addressed. However, in the absence of sustained
democratization efforts, social healing and society-building are greatly
impeded and may not happen at all, paving the way for a return to violence and national and regional instability. Democratization allows for a
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maximum of pragmatic change and conﬂict resolution without abandoning justice and hopes for eventual reconciliation.
Violent conﬂicts can be prevented only by internal and external stabilization efforts. Individual societies and the region need to be stabilized,
in part through democratization efforts and the beneﬁts of what the
democratic peace theory argues – the positive spillover for interstate relations from functioning democracies. That entails both crisis diplomacy
and the prevention of escalating crises, as well as measures to address the
political, economic, and social root causes of instability and violence, and
the stabilization of long-term political and economic development. Economic development is particularly important for a democracy to prosper,
and for leaders to secure and maintain the support of their people and
undermine calls by extremist groups for alternative routes. Both internal
actors (civil society, non-state actors, political parties) and external actors
(regional and international organizations, other states, international nongovernmental organizations, diaspora communities) can be productive,
but also disruptive, in this process.

Democratization, regional peace, and the Middle East
As the UN Development Programme’s Arab Human Development Report 2002 notes,
[t]he wave of democracy that transformed governance in most of Latin America
and East Asia in the 1980s and Eastern Europe and much of Central Asia in the
late 1980s and early 1990s has barely reached the Arab states. This freedom deficit undermines human development and is one of the most painful manifestations
of lagging political development. While de jure acceptance of democracy and human rights is enshrined in constitutions, legal codes and government pronouncements, de facto implementation is often neglected and, in some cases, deliberately
disregarded. In most cases, the governance pattern is characterized by a powerful
executive branch that exerts signiﬁcant control over all other branches of the
state, being in some cases free from institutional checks and balances. Representative democracy is not always genuine and sometimes absent. Freedoms of expression and association are frequently curtailed. Obsolete norms of legitimacy
prevail.16

Indeed, the prospects for genuine democratization appear to be bleak.
Sustainable democratization in the Middle East can thus be achieved
only if a number of conditions are met. First, democratization comes
from below as well as from above. Pressure from below will simply
evaporate if the political leadership is not receptive to the ideals of democratic governance and is unwilling to open up the political process, for
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fear of having to share, or potentially surrender, political power. On the
other hand, top–down democratization will not fall on fertile ground if
the requisite political culture has not developed and society is unfamiliar
with, and possibly alienated by, the freedoms as well as responsibilities
that accompany political liberalization and participation. Democratization supported only by the leadership or only by society is at best weak
and fragile, at worst doomed to failure. So far, top–down democratization has been the rule throughout the Middle East.
Secondly, democratization will not be sustainable if the majority rules
without giving adequate protection to minorities, and if minority ethnic
groups and religious fringe groups are marginalized, alienated, driven to
extinction, and, as a last resort, driven to radical actions to make themselves heard. Throughout the Middle East, states have so far found it
difﬁcult to reconcile majority interests with minority concerns.
Finally, successful democratization efforts have to be linked with solid
economic performance and political stability and, as much as possible,
the unimpeded growth and maturity of civil society. The Middle East
does not score high on this last point either. The evolution of civil society
depends largely on decisions made by governments, including the willingness to consider civil society as a partner in improving governance and
to engage them in a dialogue about both the pace and path of democratization. Eventually, democratization will beneﬁt all: political, economic,
and social liberalization will reduce tensions, which will increase political
stability, investor conﬁdence, and, as a result, economic performance and
development.

Opportunities for democratization
What are the advantages of and opportunities for successful democratization efforts throughout the region? Democratization adds legitimacy to
multi-cultural governments in multi-cultural societies. It allows for the
representation of and participation in the political process of all ethnic
and religious groups, social classes, and genders. It allows for the governance of the majority, while minorities are respected and protected. It
supports the promotion of positive peace and the strengthening of social
and political structures to support justice, equality, and access to and
participation in the political and economic life for all of the population. It
increases the chances for regional cooperation on traditional (military–
strategic) and non-traditional (all other threats to people’s lives and wellbeing) security issues.
It emancipates and empowers the people of the region, thus removing
opportunities for external powers to ‘‘rule the rulers’’ and meddle freely
in regional affairs. This will result in greater independence from what is
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widely perceived as cultural and political imperialism – and the local resentment this causes. It will help eliminate popular tolerance of, and in
some countries overt support for, government-sponsored terrorism used
to intimidate external powers into retreating from the region. Eventual
inter-religious peace and reconciliation in the Middle East could even
serve as an example for other parts of the world.

Difﬁculties of the democratization process
Certain pitfalls of democratization have already been mentioned. In its
nascent stages, and particularly if pursued too fast and as a carbon-copy
of Western political experiences, democratization can empower antidemocratic elements in society. Nationalists or religious or ethnic fanatics may be elected to power and ofﬁce, upon which they might derail
democratization processes that have already begun. Poorly planned democratization efforts can thus allow the rise of those who will disband
them.
In contrast to ‘‘honest’’ democratization efforts, ‘‘dishonest’’ democratization takes place when leaders pursue political liberalization as a
façade for veiled authoritarianism. This does not lead to true political
opening, instead providing cover for the continuation of repressive policies by equally repressive regimes, and does nothing to promote sustainable peace, human rights, and the corresponding social and economic
policies. Top–down, elite-driven democratization, accompanied by the
suppression of civil society, is similarly counterproductive to real democratization. Leaders do not need to suppress civil society formation and
input if they are serious about opening the political process. If they do
suppress civil society, they are not seriously interested in democratization. Nevertheless, gradual, top–down democratization may be the safest
approach to assure eventual democratic consolidation. Thus, there is a
great need for enlightened, moderate, and pro-democracy political and
religious leaders whose aim is to transfer power gradually to maturing
civic societies and, eventually, to release authority to a popularly elected
and supported representative government.
Democracy may not be able to accommodate dramatically different,
possibly opposing, views of intergroup and interstate relations that are
too strong to allow for compromise and reconciliation. However, democracy will not support the continuation of oppression and discrimination
by a few against the many. The promotion of democracy in the Middle
East does not have to focus on an ‘‘imported’’ Western, quite possibly
inappropriate, model of political, economic, and social order. The promotion of an open and just society is desirable by all humans, irrespective
of their heritage, history, or ethnic or religious afﬁliation. Let us recall
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Dahl’s main criteria for a democratic political system: elected ofﬁcials;
free and fair elections; inclusive suffrage; the right to run for ofﬁce; freedom of expression; alternative information protected by law; and associational autonomy.17 These can be considered among a number of universal trademarks of a true democracy, nascent or well established.
According to these criteria not a single country in the Middle East is a
true democracy, although some are more or less ﬁrmly set on the path
toward a more open, participatory and just society.
So far, Israel comes the closest to what one could consider a base-line
democracy. Other countries are moving closer to those universal ideals.
Morocco displays impressive tolerance for freedom of press and association, as well as a vibrant civil society. Prior to the civil war, Lebanon exhibited a high degree of pluralism; this environment must be recreated.
In Egypt, multiparty politics are in place, but they are restricted by electoral laws and procedures that favor one major party – the National
Democratic Party. Jordan has seen successful multiparty elections and a
relatively free press debate on domestic and foreign policy. Saudi Arabia
and the smaller Gulf states experiment cautiously with democratization
and shared power.
Syria, Iraq, Iran, Sudan, and Libya are very resistant to democratization. In Syria, democratization efforts are suppressed. In Iran, only those
fully committed to Islamic ideals are allowed to participate in elections;
women and non-Muslims do not enjoy full political rights. There is no
attempt at democratization in Iraq and Libya, where authoritarian rulers
(Saddam and Qaddaﬁ) cling to power. Sudan’s military regime has reversed democratization trends.18
Ideally, democratization throughout a region would eventually create
what Karl Deutsch described as a ‘‘security community.’’19 For this to
happen the countries of the region must feature similar regime types
(preferably all democratic regimes). This is not the case in the Middle
East. The countries should also have similar economic systems, with
comparable performance (free market economies with positive economic
growth). The Middle East is far from reaching that goal. The countries
would ideally have similar and shared cultures, ethnicity, religion, and
history. Although this might be the case for a majority of countries in the
Middle East (Islamic religion, Arab culture), opposition to the state of
Israel and Zionism is highly explosive.
Further, members of a security community should enjoy a common
history of cooperation or war. Clearly, the Middle East has seen its share
of war, but that has not yet been translated into a common desire to
dedicate regional cooperation to the promotion of peace (as has been the
case in, for example, post–World War II Western Europe). The region
ranks high on war, embodying the antithesis of a security community.
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Moreover, a security community should not be burdened with unresolved
antagonisms. However, interstate and, indeed, intercommunal relations
in the Middle East are characterized by complex and numerous antagonisms. Members of a security community respect each other’s sovereignty
and borders. Unfortunately, borders are contested throughout the region,
and some states are virtually governed by other states, or to a great deal
depend on, or are inﬂuenced by, other countries from the region or
abroad. A security community grows closer if there are frameworks for
functional cooperation on various issues. So far the region scores low on
this point, although there is great potential for functional cooperation on
economic or environmental issues, and its capacity to facilitate mutual
conﬁdence and security-building. Cooperation across a security community is facilitated by easy and frequent exchange of people, goods, and
services, which does not occur in the Middle East. Finally, a functioning security community depends, at least during its nascent period, on
the presence and commitment of a benevolent and mutually respected
hegemon. No country in the region enjoys the trust of all or most countries in the region – although Jordan came close to playing that role
under the rule of the late King Hussein.
Successful democratization throughout the region could be instrumental in creating many of the conditions that allow a region to move toward
a security community. In turn these conditions would foster the consolidation of democratic rule and participation. The key elements of these
domestic and regional reconciliation processes are economic liberalization, increased prosperity, and bottom–up democratization. All presuppose the primacy of secular politics over religious extremist politics.
Several scenarios can be envisioned:20
1. Democratization could lead to a radical Islamic take-over and the
creation of regime types seen in Iran or Sudan. This would be counterproductive to peace in the region.
2. Democratization could allow for the expression of the Islamic voice,
its deﬂation, and possible internal disintegration. This has already
been seen in Jordan and Palestine. This would beneﬁt the peace and
integration process in the region.
3. Cooperation between secular groups and a reduction of the inﬂuence
of extremist Islamic and Zionist forces could lead to a cross-religious
bargain.
4. Reconciliation between secular and religious parties could pave the
way for the transition from competition to cooperation. This is a difﬁcult but ideal scenario.
5. Following renewed competition for a dominant political culture, civil
wars could emerge, similar to the long struggle in Algeria, possibly
expanding on a region-wide scale.
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Concluding thoughts: Democratization and regional peace
management
The end of the Cold War has brought changes that could have been instrumental in greater internal democratization and regional integration in
the Middle East. During the Gulf War, Saudi Arabia and the other Gulf
states aligned with the United States and, indirectly, with Israel. This
undermined Arab states’ solidarity with Saddam Hussein (and, among
others, gave rise to terrorist movements such as Osama bin Laden’s alQaida). Then, at least in the early to mid-1990s, the United States became more critical of Israel’s policy toward Palestine, and slow progress
was made in Israel’s reconciliation with the Palestinian state. Finally, improving relations with Iran and, to a certain degree, Libya have offered
opportunities for regional stabilization. However, continuing international sanctions against Iraq and ongoing bombardments by the United
States and the United Kingdom have had destabilizing effects on the region, as do American pro-Israeli policies under the Bush administration,
particularly in the context of sharply renewed violence since late 2001.
Tensions have been high following the terrorist attacks on the World
Trade Center in New York and the Pentagon in Washington DC on 11
September 2001. These events could stabilize or destabilize the region –
the newly declared war on terrorism unites many previously antagonistic
countries, but it also pitches moderate Islamic countries (which support
the United States) against fundamentalist Islamic countries (which consider the war on terrorism a pretext for the West to wage war on Islam).
All these challenges create a dynamic political environment throughout the region. The status quo will be replaced by a reordering of the region’s international relations – among regional states and between them
and the larger international community. This dynamism gives rise to
hopes and worries at the same time. The region may open up even further, or it could become more introverted. Much will depend on US foreign policy toward the region, in the context of three issues: terrorism,
Iraq, and Israel. These may well be the linchpins of regional security for
years to come. Basic stability and the absence of violent conﬂict may
bring opportunities for individual countries to build peace and manage
conﬂict without resorting to violence, thus creating the proper environment for domestic political change in support of the long process toward
democratic consolidation. Further unrest and instability, however, will
strengthen autocratic rule and hamper transition efforts and processes
toward economic, social, and political opening.
We can identify several stumbling blocks on the way to true democratization, domestic and regional security, and development: the possible
further consolidation of historical, traditional, and religious ways of life
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that appear incompatible with bottom–up democratization; fears of Israeli, American-backed, hegemony; fears of an escalation of America’s
war against terrorism and a possible crackdown on Iraq. Although political and economic priorities are currently pitched against regional, historical, and religious loyalties, these loyalties (and the reasons behind
them) are continuously subject to re-evaluation.
The role of democracy in rebuilding war-torn societies in the Middle
East and in preventing renewed or continuing outbreaks of violence is
crucial. Understanding the prerequisites and necessity for successful democratization may lead to early warning and early efforts to stabilize the
democratization process throughout the region. External actors should
apply fewer sticks and more carrots – sticks antagonize the population,
radicalize some segments, trigger violence, and make it all the more difﬁcult for governments committed to gradual democratization to keep the
process on track. Eventually, a working democracy and a regional community that values security, justice, and peace over historical claims and
grievances will offer structures and processes for peaceful resolution of
disputes and conﬂict. The management of (eventual) peace and stability
in the Middle East must be founded on a ﬁrm commitment to democratization throughout the region and the consolidation of democratic systems supported by strong civic cultures.
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3
Toward a democratic peace
in the Middle East
Etel Solingen

The 1990s witnessed a revival of the hypothesis that the democratic nature of states has important implications for war and peace. In particular,
students of international relations have associated democracy with a reluctance to wage wars against other democracies. This chapter examines
the relationship between democracy and peace primarily in the context of
the Arab–Israeli conﬂict, but also in the Middle East more broadly deﬁned. Clearly, the democratic peace hypothesis cannot explain the trend
away from war in the early and mid-1990s in this democracy-deprived
region. Furthermore, this trend was superseded by a return to convulsive
violence in the Palestinian–Israeli conﬂict by the end of the decade. Yet
democratization as a process may have something to say about the prospects for stable peace. This chapter provides a proﬁle of democratization
throughout the region, highlighting the central dilemmas it faces and distilling some preliminary lessons from the 1990s regarding the impact of
democratization on both furthering and inhibiting war and peace in the
region. The region-wide political crisis triggered by the tragic terrorist
attacks of 11 September 2001 (9/11) brings into relief the importance of
taking stock of earlier experiences with democratization and peace.

The democratic peace hypothesis: Hindsights and foresights
A diverse menu of alternative hypotheses emerged in the 1990s, designed
to explain why democratic states are not likely to wage wars amongst
42
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themselves.1 One hypothesis builds on a Kantian conception of citizens’
consent, according to which the legitimacy granted by the domestic public of one liberal democracy to the elected representatives of another is
expected to have a moderating effect away from violent solutions. Disagreements and conﬂict may remain between democratic dyads but are
not resolved through military means. In facing authoritarian adversaries,
however, democracies perceive no barriers to the use of violent means.
A second set of hypotheses holds that free speech, electoral cycles, and
the public policy process restrain democratic leaders from extreme responses toward fellow democracies. In turn, when facing authoritarian
and praetorian adversaries, democracies rescind the moderating effects of
institutional checks and balances.
A third brand of conjectures expects the reciprocal transparency and
abundant information (on the internal evaluations of a policy) available
to democratic dyads to improve the chances of cooperation. Transparency allows a democratic dyad to embrace mutual concessions because
both parties assume there is a low risk of the other side defecting or
abandoning its commitments. The public nature of the political process is
expected to raise the costs of reversing obligations undertaken toward a
fellow democracy. Maximizing information is of particular importance in
the creation of security arrangements, where the risks of error and deception can be catastrophic. Asymmetric levels of transparency, in contrast, lower the incentives for democracies to embrace cooperation with
non-democracies. The latter’s surreptitious procedures presumably make
it harder to foresee potential assaults on the stipulations of cooperative
arrangements.
A fourth approach focuses on the assumption that democracies are
respectful of the rule of law and appear to undertake more credible
and durable international commitments. These features presumably strengthen their reputation as predictable partners, allowing democratic dyads
to rely on diffuse reciprocity (rather than on a quid pro quo basis).2 Nondemocratic regimes might be replaced by challengers capable of reshufﬂing international commitments to maintain legitimacy at home. In fact,
in the absence of serious domestic constraints, non-democratic rulers may
enter into an agreement and soon after renege on it. A democratic dyad
would thus arguably operate under conditions of strong mutual credibility, whereas problems of uncertainty over ratiﬁcation and implementation would be exacerbated for asymmetric or non-democratic dyads.
Finally, citizens of liberal democracies are assumed to be particularly
wary of wars because these often exact heavy losses of life and property.
This general aversion to losses – when shared by democratic adversaries
– induces caution in the management of conﬂict among them. Nondemocracies, in contrast, are suspected of seeking total, rather than limited, objectives and are far less sensitive to costs. The asymmetries in
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sensitivity to loss for mixed (or non-democratic) dyads hinder cooperation, leaving the door open for violent resolution of conﬂicts.
In sum, for all these normative, institutional, and instrumental reasons,
the absence of war and the ability to cooperate are considered to be robust for democratic dyads but feeble for mixed (and for non-democratic)
dyads. The democratic peace is said to induce mutual restraint because of
the combined effects of symmetrical trust, accountability, institutional
checks and balances, transparency, and credibility that inspire relations
within democratic dyads or clusters.
These hypotheses could, prima facie, explain the absence of peace between Israel and its Arab neighbors for many decades, given a common
characterization of the asymmetry between Israel as a democracy, on the
one hand, and the dearth of democratic institutions in the Arab world, on
the other. Presumably, had there been interactive democracies, peace
might have come about.3 Instead, the absence of democratic dyads has
correlated with military conﬂict and war since 1948.4 Nonetheless, the
same dyads that waged wars for decades also transcended them: ﬁrst
Egypt and Israel after Camp David, later Israel and the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) after Oslo, and then Israel and Jordan. These
dramatic developments did not take place in the domain speciﬁed by
democratic peace thinking: in no instance can these peace breakthroughs
be traced to democratic dyads in action. Moreover, given non-democratic
continuity in the Arab world for many decades, the small variance in the
independent or explanatory variable (the democratic nature of regimes)
hinders our ability to estimate the effects on the dependent variable
(conﬂict or cooperation), the outcome we would like to explain. In general terms, although with some caveats and new developments analyzed
below, Arab–Israeli relations in war and peace have unfolded against a
constant – a single democracy (Israel) interacting with an array of nondemocratic regimes.
Two points should be clear at the outset. First, the democratic peace
hypothesis suggests only that joint democracy (in a dyad or cluster) is a
sufﬁcient condition for the avoidance of war. Democracy is thus not a
necessary condition; other factors, according to different alternative
theories, may account for the emergence of peace.5 Secondly, the inadequacy of the democratic peace argument for explaining signiﬁcant past
shifts in the Middle East should not obscure its potential utility in identifying prospects for stable peace in the future. Whatever other independent variables may account for the initiation of cooperative relations, the
eventual establishment of democratic states is often expected to contribute to the absence of war. This remains only a prospect in the midst of a
reality of slow and open-ended transitions toward more democratic forms
in the region.
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Democratization in the Middle East: A proﬁle
Despite the common uneven, slow, and tentative process of democratization, some differences among regimes throughout the region have become evident. These distinctions partially alleviate the problem of little
variance in the independent variable and allow a preliminary assessment
of how very incipient changes toward democracy have affected regional
outcomes. For our purposes here, change toward democracy involves a
process geared to the eventual operation of what Robert Dahl6 has
characterized as a ‘‘polyarchy,’’ although in this chapter the concept of
‘‘democracy’’ will be retained even while relying on Dahl’s deﬁnition.
Dahl describes seven institutions of polyarchy: elected ofﬁcials, free and
fair elections, inclusive suffrage, right to run for ofﬁce, freedom of expression, alternative information protected by law, and associational autonomy. These institutional characteristics of democracy are universal
(even if the strength and mix are not) and cannot be modiﬁed by relativist and exceptionalist concepts derived from different religious, cultural, or other doctrinal sources. Democratization involves the incremental attainment of these characteristics. The more elements of this
formula are present in a given polity, and the fuller their operational
content and implementation, the more advanced that polity can be said
to be on the path toward democracy. Throughout this chapter the terms
‘‘non-democratic’’ and ‘‘authoritarian’’ are used to indicate a state that
has not yet attained such characteristics, even if it is undergoing some of
the transitional phases.
By these standards only Israel can be considered democratic, except
for its rule over Palestinians in the West Bank since 1967. Within Israel
proper, radical religious groups have worked to challenge democratic
principles directly, while the politics of coalitional formation have progressively enhanced the bargaining power of more moderate religious
parties whose agendas sometimes dilute democratic values.7 For instance, the intrusion of religion into Israel’s civil law has had undemocratic consequences for the presumably equal status of women, who are
subject to some of the discriminatory rules applicable within their respective confessional jurisdictions (Jewish, Muslim, and others). Neither
have Arab citizens of Israel enjoyed the same legal status as Jews, insofar
as the Law of Return does not apply to them nor are they called upon to
serve in the Israeli Defense Forces. Even with these caveats, Israel is
widely considered to be a vibrant democracy with no equivalents in the
22 Arab states or Iran.
Yet in the 1990s there was some movement toward at least some of the
institutions of democracy and political liberalization throughout the region, a movement that was tentative, piecemeal, and marked by signiﬁ-
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cant reversals. In January 1996, Palestinians went to the polls to elect
their president and Legislative Council in their ﬁrst free, internationally
supervised, elections. Morocco pioneered in its tolerance for freedom of
the press and association, and a relatively strong (in regional terms) civil
society placed some barriers on the monarchy. The 1990s witnessed further advances, particularly a government led by the traditional opposition (although appointed by the late King Hassan) and the ascent of
young King Mohammed VI to the throne in 1999. Until the 1970s Lebanon embodied elements of pluralistic competition that were rare elsewhere in the neighborhood. In a context of highly fragmented communal
representation, the ﬁrst parliamentary elections in 20 years were held in
1992, although Syria’s complete control over the country has stymied
democratization. Egypt returned to multiparty politics in 1976 but has
restricted political participation through electoral laws and procedures
that favor the ruling National Democratic Party.8 Despite some steps
to grant amnesties to jailed Islamist activists in the late 1990s, the Egyptian government launched an offensive against human rights and prodemocracy organizations. In 2000, a noted scholar and activist, Saad Eddin Ibrahim, was convicted on trumped-up charges of defaming Egypt’s
reputation and receiving foreign funding without governmental permission, in a process symptomatic of a broader setback in liberalization.
Jordan has experienced competitive parliamentary elections since 1989
and a lively press debate over domestic and foreign policy. Liberalization
has suffered some setbacks, particularly after 9/11; at the same time, a
governmental human rights commission recommended changes in Jordanian law that yielded the ﬁrst court decision granting a woman a divorce
(not an insigniﬁcant event in this region) in 2002. In October 1992, elections for the National Assembly (suspended since 1986) were held in
Kuwait, launching political reform.9 The 1999 elections yielded a parliament heavily controlled by the opposition, Islamist and liberal. There
have been some steps to widen political participation in Qatar and Oman.
Qatar, host to the unprecedented Al-Gezira TV network, held its ﬁrst
elections (for municipal councils) in 1999, allowing women participation.
Embryonic liberalization in Bahrain in the late 1990s created new space
for an eventual restoration of the 1973 constitution and possible parliamentary elections in October 2002, the ﬁrst in nearly three decades. In
the 2002 elections for municipal councils, women were allowed to vote
and run for ofﬁce for the ﬁrst time, although Islamist parties, which won
all 50 seats on the ﬁve councils, also pressured the population to vote
only for male candidates.10
In many of the countries cited in this brief overview, the aftermath of
9/11 and the Israeli military incursion into the West Bank in early 2002
triggered some setbacks. However, these cannot universally be characterized as ‘‘reversals’’ of democratic transitions. For a reversal to take
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place, speciﬁc democratizing steps must have been suspended (such as
the postponement of elections in Jordan) or slowed down. Instead, in
some cases, the events of late 2001 to early 2002 triggered signiﬁcant
pressures for democratization, as with the Palestinian Authority. Such
pressures for democratization from below in the aftermath of a war are
not unusual, as the Greek and Argentine juntas experienced in other
contexts. In yet other cases, little movement toward democratization was
taking place prior to these events anyway, so their effects changed the
status quo ante only marginally, as we shall see next.
Liberalization in Saudi Arabia has been fairly narrow, although some
regard the inception of the Majlis Al-Shura (Consultative Council) as an
important step for an otherwise extremely cautious kingdom. Iran’s elections since 1992 have progressively reﬂected a trend toward liberalization, culminating in the 2000 parliamentary elections, which placed the
Islamist ancien régime on the defense. The 2001 presidential elections
returned strong support for President Khatemi’s efforts to liberalize what
is still a polity strongly controlled by the more militant Islamist faction
headed by Khamenei. Even in Sudan, General Omar al-Beshir has removed Hassan Tourabi’s stranglehold over the country, albeit retaining
centralizing power himself. Most resistant to liberalization have been
Iraq, Syria, and Libya. Saddam Hussein has entrenched his brutal rule
even further through complete command over the fewer resources ﬂowing to Iraq, which has been under sanctions since its invasion of Kuwait
in 1990. Syria and Libya remain highly personalistic authoritarian states
forcefully battling demands for liberalization.
Two main features have characterized the incipient transitions wherever they have taken place. First, liberalization has been managed from
above, launched by regimes in power and state elites with varying degrees of support from, and co-optation of, societal actors, always while
retaining control over the expansion of political rights. From Egypt to
Tunisia and Jordan, elites designed national pacts and rules of procedure
limiting oppositional activity and keeping control over political programs,
party policies, and political meetings. Manipulation from the top continues to yield approval rates of over 95 percent, as in Egypt.11 Developments in the Palestinian territories under Palestinian Authority control
since 1994 are an exception to this general trend of democratization from
above. Palestinians have resisted the centralizing leadership of Yasser
Arafat, who was elected president in 1996 under the freest elections held
in the Arab world in recent history. This pressure from below (and from
the elite as well) accelerated after Israel’s military incursion into the
West Bank in 2002.
Systematic comparative research on democratic transitions across regions suggests that, in principle, the implications of democratization from
above are less damning than might be expected. This literature depicts
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political pacts designed to manage transitions as a fairly successful formula for peaceful evolution into stable democracies.12 Peaceful mass
mobilization had similarly promising results, whereas violent turmoil and
uprisings have rarely led to stable democratic outcomes. Yet aggregate
evidence should not be taken as a ﬁrm basis for predicting democratic
stability everywhere. Furthermore, clear-cut transitions to democracy
from below in the 1980s and 1990s have also enjoyed signiﬁcant durability, as in South Korea, the Philippines, and Central Europe.
A second aspect of incipient democratization throughout the region
relates to the dilemma posed by the rise of Islamist movements. Transitions have created uncertainty over whether democratization would lead
to democracy or to fundamentalist Islamic theocracies.13 Islamic doctrine
may well be compatible with democracy, although a wide expert scholarship and exegesis on Islamic doctrine has not reached any measure of
consensus on this issue.14 However, at the dawn of the twenty-ﬁrst century the actual record of Islamist regimes had reassured very few of that
compatibility. Ruling Islamist regimes in Iran, Sudan, and Afghanistan
resisted and reversed democratization for two decades, engaged in widespread violations of basic human rights, and furthered the physical elimination of ethnic and religious minorities and/or political adversaries. As
argued earlier, liberalizing forces from within the regime in Iran have not
yet succeeded in overcoming resistance from the hard-line Islamist wing.
As for the platform of extreme Islamist movements challenging ruling
coalitions, the establishment of an Islamist state has been their central
declared objective. Most Islamist groups have dismissed democracy as
‘‘a Western concept with no place in a Muslim society,’’15 leading Jihad
Al-Khazen to argue that ‘‘Muslim fundamentalist parties are undemocratic, no matter what they say.’’16 In Algeria, many preachers from the
Front Islamique du Salut (FIS), not just the Armed Islamic Group, were
openly disdainful of Western democracy and unwilling to guarantee
elections beyond 1992.17 The record in the 1990s spoke overwhelmingly
against the existence of a strong democratic current among Islamist
groups – at least by the standards spelled out above – beyond tactical
reliance on elections as a springboard to power. At the same time, more
recent developments suggest that democratic currents may be gaining
strength. In Iran and elsewhere, the emergence of moderate Islamist
groups would bode well for the potential of a democratic Islamist alternative.18 This battle between moderate and extremist versions of Islam
acquires particular relevance in the aftermath of the terrorist attacks on
New York’s World Trade Center.
Democratic inclusion can strengthen more judicious Islamist movements and moderate them at the same time.19 This seems to have been
the outcome of electoral inclusion in Jordan since 1989. There and elsewhere in the region, Islamist parties have had relatively limited success at
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the polls. Even in Algeria the FIS obtained 25 percent of eligible votes
in the December 1991 elections. Sudan’s National Islamic Front (NIF)
never won more than 20 percent (Tourabi himself was never able to
get himself elected under real elections). Tunisia’s MTI (Mouvement de
la tendance islamique, renamed Hizb al-Nahdha, or Renaissance Party)
captured about 14 percent of the vote in 1989.20 The strength of Islamist
parties in Palestine declined from about 16 percent in December 1995, on
the eve of the ﬁrst (and only) Palestinian elections, to about 14 percent in
June 1996.21 Al-Najah and Bi’r Zayt professor Basim al-Zubaydi suggested that Hamas (Islamic Resistance Movement) would be politically
threatened if it continued to rally round the old tune, ignoring the
masses’ demand for a new tune that creates a movement for the middle
classes.22 Both the peak levels of electoral strength for Islamist movements and their subsequent decline are compatible with what might be
labeled the ‘‘balloon theory’’ of radical Islamist movements, premised on
the view that rank-and-ﬁle supporters of such movements are ‘‘remarkably mobile in terms of granting and withdrawing their allegiance.’’23
Moreover, these few instances suggest that political inclusion appears to
lead to diminishing political returns for Islamist movements, with stable –
and at times declining – electoral strength. Finally, strong institutional
arrangements protecting the integrity of the democratic system may help
prevent a small plurality of votes (Islamist or otherwise) from undermining democratic continuity. The prospects for establishing such arrangements remain uncertain.
In some cases co-optation of moderates has been accompanied by the
forcible eradication of violent groups, as in Egypt, Algeria, Yemen, Bahrain, and Oman. In Jordan, a new government under King Abdullah
reached an agreement with political parties in 1999 on overhauling the
Elections Law. Some members of parliament regarded these changes as
aiming at appeasing the mainstream Muslim Brotherhood – the effective
power behind the Islamic Action Front – and at compensating for the
government’s crackdown on Hamas and the expulsion of Hamas leaders
to Qatar. In Palestine, learning from its mistake of boycotting the ﬁrst
Palestinian elections, Hamas started a political party in March 1996, the
Islamic National Salvation Party, later formally approved by the Palestinian National Authority (PNA). At the same time, the PNA has resorted to arrests and intimidation to control the activities of Islamist
leaders and activists.

Implications of democratic transitions for the peace process
What do we know about the general relationship between democratization and peace, and what are the implications of what we know for
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the Arab–Israeli peace process? Plunging into that vacuum, a study by
Mansﬁeld and Snyder24 suggests that former authoritarian states where
democratic participation is on the rise are more likely to engage in wars
than are stable democracies or stable autocracies. Furthermore, states
that make the biggest leap from autocracy to extensive mass democracy
are about twice as likely to ﬁght wars in the decade after democratization
as are states that remain autocracies.25 Although the implications of
these ﬁndings seem unpromising for the case under consideration, certain
alleviating conditions must be considered.

Nationalism, theocracy, and war
Mansﬁeld and Snyder’s association between democratization, belligerent
nationalism, and war has deep historical roots. A certain ‘‘conventional
wisdom’’ echoing that association for the case of the Middle East has
emerged in the past two decades, particularly among those concerned
about the potential hijacking of democratization by radical Islamist
movements. Rouleau dissected the afﬁnity between nationalism and religious fundamentalism, asserting that Islamist movements are quintessentially political.26 The Charter of the Islamic Resistance Movement
(Hamas) clearly reﬂects that afﬁnity: ‘‘Nationalism, from the point of
view of the Islamic Resistance Movement, is part and parcel of religious
ideology. There is not a higher peak in nationalism or depth in devotion
than Jihad when an enemy lands on the Muslim territories.’’27 And, in
Hassan Tourabi’s own words, ‘‘[t]he only nationalism that is available to
us, if we want to assert indigenous values, originality and independence
of the West, is Islam . . . It is the only doctrine that can serve as the national doctrine of today.’’28
The operational content of this old–new nationalism is outright opposition to the Arab–Israeli peace process,29 rendering some credibility to
the association between democratization, belligerent nationalism, and
war.30 Ahmad Husayn Mustafa ’Ujayzah, leader of Egypt’s militant
group Vanguards of Conquest, declares: ‘‘We support all the Islamic and
national forces and reject normalization with the Zionist enemy. We demand the abrogation of the Camp David accord and its annexes . . . We
believe that ’Abd-al-Nasir’s regime did make national achievements that
could not be ignored . . . We believe that the Nasirite current is at present
a nationalist one that has many positive points.’’31 Even Jordan’s Muslim
Brotherhood, a beneﬁciary of Jordan’s liberalizing process, rejected Oslo
at the outset, as well as the Palestinian National Authority and the notion
of an independent Palestinian state. Khalid Mish’al, head of Jordan’s
Hamas Political Bureau, has consistently declared that ‘‘political agreements cannot end the Zionist threat to our nation.’’32 The same views
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were expressed by leaders of Hamas and Islamic Jihad in the West Bank
and Gaza, before and after the 2002 Israeli military incursion. Radical
Islam has also fueled regional conﬂict within the Arab world and beyond.
Until recently, the Islamic Republic of Iran exacerbated conﬂict, incited
subversion and terrorism, and built up conventional and unconventional
weapons.33 The Beshir–Tourabi regime in Sudan funded violent opposition to the peace process, launched a deadly campaign against Sudanese
Christian and animist dissidents in the south, escalated conﬂict with
Egypt in the north (over Halayeb), and armed a resistance guerrilla
group ﬁghting the Ugandan government.34 The record of Afghanistan’s
Taliban allied with the Bin Laden terrorist network is now well documented. In sum, according to this school of thought, the actual performance of Islamist regimes in Sudan, Afghanistan, and Iran and of radical
Islamist movements throughout the region ﬁts the hypothesized organic
connection between democratization, fundamentalist theocracy and nationalism, and external violent behavior.
Proponents of the ‘‘conventional wisdom’’ school do not necessarily
challenge the theoretical compatibility of Islam and peace. Rather, they
associate Islamist recalcitrance against peace overtures with the amply
exploited political opportunities such a strategy offers. Jihad evokes a
promise of redemption from both dreadful material conditions and unfulﬁlled spiritual aspirations through scapegoating and rejection of ‘‘the
alien.’’ Bin Laden’s terrorist attacks in Yemen, Nairobi, and New York
are clear instances of this pattern, which externalizes the blame through
jihad. Yet the record of Islamist regimes in power does not support
expectations that Islamist strategies – political and economic – would
result in more just, more equal, more productive, or more innovative
societies.35
The ‘‘conventional wisdom’’ that Islamist movements invariably subsume religious and other ethical considerations to political payoffs has
not gone unchallenged. Esposito, for instance, rejects the instrumentalist
perspective while interpreting Islamist movements as advocates of virtuous lifestyles and religious tolerance.36 Since peace with Israel falls
largely outside this vision, as interpreted by Esposito, even this more benign perspective does not undermine the potential association between
democratization, nationalism, and war. Far more promising are Tessler
and Grobschmidt’s empirical ﬁndings reﬂecting less friction between democratization, Islamic inclusion, and the Arab–Israeli peace process than
is commonly assumed.37 The triumph of moderates and reformists in the
February 2000 elections in Iran was celebrated by neighboring Gulf
states as the prelude to a more cooperative relationship. It may be premature, but not completely far-fetched, to herald the dawn of a new age
in Iran’s approach to the Arab–Israeli conﬂict, once moderates prevail.
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This could begin to erode the links between democratization, Islam, and
violent conﬂict.

Focus: Israel and Palestine
How has the association between democratization, belligerent nationalism, and war played out in the speciﬁc context that constitutes the crux
of the Arab–Israeli conﬂict? Eric Rouleau’s ‘‘balloon theory’’ of radical
Islamist movements advanced that Hamas is ‘‘like a balloon that will deﬂate the moment the PLO gets something signiﬁcant from the Israelis.’’38
This view was validated in the aftermath of the Oslo agreements, which
led to the emergence of a Palestinian National Authority under President
Yasser Arafat. The Islamist camp – including Hamas, Islamic Jihad, and
independent Islamists – was estimated to control about 23 percent of the
vote shortly after Oslo. In January 1994, opposition groups could count
on 39 percent of the votes, against 38 percent favoring Fatah and its
allies.39 Fatah’s approval rate rose to 49.5 percent in early 1995, while
Hamas’s dropped from 16.6 to 14.4 percent. By late 2000, in the wake of
the second intifada launched in September that year, support for Fatah
had declined below 33 percent and Hamas’s had risen to 19 percent.40
After the difﬁcult events of April 2002, Fatah’s popularity was 32 percent
(compared with 28 percent in December 2001), whereas Islamist groups
retained a December 2001 approval of 25 percent, higher than the 17
percent they had in July 2000.
Clearly, the Islamists’ popularity decreased with the perception of a
viable peace process in the mid-1990s and increased with the return of
violent tactics by 2000. On the one hand, the rise in oppositional strength
to Yasser Arafat can be traced to the slow pace of the peace process,
particularly delays in Israel’s withdrawals from the West Bank after
Benjamin Netanyahu’s victory in Israel’s 1996 elections. No less important, on the other hand, was the rise of a secular opposition that decries
the stalled process of democratization since 1996.41 Many in this camp
demanded greater personal freedoms and less concentration of power
around Yasser Arafat, but were not inherently against the overall peace
process (as most Islamist groups have been). Neither was this group uniformly supportive of the Oslo process. Challenges to Arafat emerged
even within Fatah, the virtual ruling party, and within the PNA, demanding an end to corruption and repression.
Were such forces to prevail politically in the aftermath of Arafat’s era,
it is possible to envisage a positive relationship between Palestinian democratization and future regional cooperation. However, as Palestinian–
Israeli relations have reached new lows throughout 2002, it is hard to
gauge the current, let alone future, strength of a democratically oriented
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alternative that also advocates reconciliation with Israel. According to a
May 2002 poll by the Palestinian Center for Policy and Survey Research
(PCPSR), 66 percent of Palestinians support the Saudi peace plan calling
for the establishment of two states, Palestine and Israel, although it is
unclear what precise arrangement is assumed here regarding refugee
issues. As for democratization, an overwhelming majority of 91 percent
supports fundamental changes in the Palestinian Authority, including
dismissal of ministers (95 percent), holding elections soon (83 percent),
and the uniﬁcation of the security services (85 percent).42
In Israel itself, extreme ultra-nationalist messianic movements constitute not merely a danger to peace but a threat to the stability of its
own democratic institutions.43 As Liebman argues, ‘‘one can identify a
mainstream within religious Jewry in Israel, whose core assumptions,
attitudes, and values are in many cases in conﬂict with the system of
assumptions, attitudes, and values that undergird a stable democratic
polity.’’44 Such assumptions are no less in conﬂict with the most basic
requirements for a peaceful settlement of the Israeli–Palestinian question. Netanyahu’s coalition (1996–99) gave new life to this political bloc,
which helped undermine much of the progress achieved by the Labor–
Meretz coalition (1992–96) regarding democratizing reforms within Israel and reconciliation with Palestinians. Likud’s political tent was
stretched far enough toward this camp to accept the political embrace
of some of the most radical religious and nationalist groups, including
settlers whose allegiance to Greater Israel overtakes any allegiance to the
State of Israel, to its elected leaders, or to democracy.
A new Labor-led coalition under Ehud Barak replaced Netanyahu in
1999, including Meretz and its commitment to further democratization
and the peace process as well as religious parties (Agudat Israel, Shas)
opposed to both, albeit in different degrees. As with at least some of
its Palestinian neighbors, here too there is a clear association between
political forces demanding a deepening of Israel’s democracy and those
committed to the peaceful establishment of a Palestinian state. The peace
camp within Israel absorbed a severe blow following the rejection of
Barak’s proposals by Arafat at Camp David. The launching of the second
intifada reduced this camp’s political inﬂuence even more dramatically,
helping Ariel Sharon become prime minister. By early 2002, the Palestinian population’s overwhelming support for terrorist attacks against
civilians within 1967 Israel destroyed Israel’s peace camp completely,
leading to overwhelming Israeli support for the military incursion in
April 2002, designed to undermine the terrorist infrastructure. This is
nothing new: the threat of war can lead to national unity governments
that often narrow the margins of democratic debate. Yet it would seem
premature, given the past trajectory of Israeli democracy (see below), to
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dismiss the future role of embattled opponents of the Sharon government’s policies, such as Yossi Beilin. The nature and direction of democratization in the Palestinian camp will have much to do with this future.

Democratization from above, peace from above
As argued above, democratization from above has been the norm
wherever democratization has taken place throughout the Middle East.
Furthermore, the peace process itself (Madrid 1991, Oslo 1993, the
1994 Israeli–Jordanian peace agreement, the 1991–96 multilateral negotiations) was a result of decisions taken by ruling elites – with greater or
lesser popular support – to shift gear and marshal peacetime resources
for socio-economic renewal. This renewal was expected to secure the
leaders’ own political survival, but did not go far enough to achieve
that objective. The effort to construct ‘‘peace from above’’ was not restricted to the Arab world. Israel’s Labor–Meretz coalition presented the
Israeli public with a fait accompli – the September 1993 Declaration of
Principles – and, literally the day after, the coalition amassed a 65 percent rate of approval.45 Although public support faded later in response
to violent Islamist terror, yielding a rejectionist coalition under Benjamin
Netanyahu, electoral approval for the peace process became evident
from the election of Ehud Barak in 1999. As argued, Arafat’s rejection of
Barak’s Camp David proposal returned a hard-line government to Israel
in 2001. ‘‘Peace from above’’ does not make peace undemocratic when
incumbents eventually face the electoral consequences of their foreign
policy decisions, as Israel’s Labor Party did twice in the 1990s.
The gradual and controlled pace of democratization in the Arab Middle
East is certainly lacking from a normative democratic standpoint, but
it has at least one redeeming advantage. Mansﬁeld and Snyder point to
the unwanted consequences of sharp leaps from authoritarianism to democracy, assumed to increase the likelihood of war. Gradualism may
not merely mitigate the possible effects of such leaps for regional stability
but also guarantee more stable democratic outcomes. As the literature on
democratic transitions suggests, piecemeal democratization through progressive political pacts is well suited to usher in a strong and irreversible
democracy. Stable democracies, in turn, are the foundation of democratic
zones of peace. Few consider the prospects that full autocracies such as
Syria, Iraq, and Sudan might turn fully democratic in rapid sequence to
be signiﬁcant.46 This low probability could, in principle, put to rest concerns about a heightened likelihood of belligerent behavior among states
undergoing swift shifts. At the same time, today’s autocracies do not appear to be viable and stable partners in the creation of a stable, peaceful
regional order.
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Democratization from above, however, does have the potential for
progressing too slowly, and even reversing. Mansﬁeld and Snyder found
autocratization (including regressing to autocracy after failed experiments with democracy) to increase the probability of war. The link between autocratization and war reﬂects the successful use of nationalist or
militant Islamist formulas and of democratic openings for the sake of
developing populist legitimacy while dismantling the democratic process
itself. This pattern resonates with the prevalent political use of Islam
throughout the region. We are still under the fog of 11 September 2001
and the war in Afghanistan, which make any predictions about the prospects for genuine democratization from above highly contingent. These
prospects are heavily conditional on the outcome of another process: the
economic transformation of the region.47 Economic liberalization is central to the connection between democratization and peace in the Middle
East, as elsewhere.
On the one hand, if democratization from above succeeds in consolidating a genuine democratic opening among Arab states participating
in the peace process, the leaders are not likely to emerge discredited
on account of their accommodating regional policies. King Hussein of
Jordan was the model here. Growing democratization could continue,
hand in hand with efforts to construct a regional order compatible with
socio-economic and political reconstruction (i.e. a peaceful order). On
the other hand, if democratization stalls (as in post-1996 Palestine) and
leaders fall short of delivering on broadened civil, political, human, and
economic rights, such failure can undermine – and has undermined –
other potential achievements.48 Under those conditions, political challengers might ﬁnd it helpful to trap their opposition to peace negotiations
in pro-democracy rhetoric, affecting the peace process in adverse ways, as
Hamas is beginning to do in the aftermath of the war of 2002. However,
it is questionable that a return to the ‘‘remote’’ past (pre-1990s) is feasible for any political regime aspiring to survive the political demands for
an improved present and future. President Khatemi’s camp has driven
this point home to the Iranian people. This point leads, once again, to the
centrality of economic performance to both democratization and peace.

Preliminary conclusions and suggestions for further research
The disjointedness between the literatures on the democratic peace (in
international relations), on the one hand, and on democratic transitions
(in comparative politics), on the other, has had detrimental effects for
both ﬁelds. Peace is an important requirement for the effective implementation of political reforms, and democratization affects the proclivity
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and political wherewithal to pursue peaceful regional arrangements.
Building on this chapter’s efforts to conceptualize transitions to democracy and their impact on war and peace, we can distill some preliminary
conclusions of relevance to the Arab–Israeli conﬂict and the Middle East
more broadly deﬁned.

On the democratic peace theory
The good news is that incipient democratization throughout the region
has increased the variability in the independent variable somewhat, albeit
quite marginally, allowing preliminary observations of a possible impact
of democratization on peace. On this account, one ﬁnds some evidence of
a ﬁt between embryonic efforts to democratize the polity and to embrace
the peace process in the Palestinian elections of 1996 and the trends in
Jordan and some of the Gulf states.49 Much of this trend was reversed in
the aftermath of Islamist terrorist attacks on Israel in 1996 and the subsequent ascent of hard-line coalitions there. The most autocratic regimes
in the region also remain the most opposed to Arab–Israeli cooperation.
The bad news is that the deﬁnitional debates affecting the democratic
peace theory are compounded when dealing with a process rather than
an end-product. At what levels of democratization do we observe changes
in the direction of either conﬂict or cooperation?
Given the presumed connections between domestic political institutions and foreign policy embedded in the democratic peace, the argument
that Israel can reach peace with its Arab neighbors only when they
become democratic has some prima facie appeal. Undoubtedly, leaders
of a democratic state face difﬁculties when promoting a peace agenda
in conjunction with authoritarian leaders across the border, insofar as
the subjects of the neighboring non-democracy regard the imposed
peace as an autocrat’s diktat. This leads them at best to accept a ‘‘cold
peace,’’ and at worst to resist the peace, as part of overall resistance to
authoritarianism.
However, arguments that make peace contingent on symmetric democratic institutions have three main problems. First, they are not a logical
corollary of the democratic peace theory, which allows for alternative
paths to peace that do not require democracy. Secondly, such arguments
are sometimes conveniently used by those who oppose Israeli concessions on other grounds, including Likud leaders such as Benjamin Netanyahu and Ariel Sharon, and their coalition ally Natan Sharansky.
Thirdly, the absence of concessions may help strengthen the authoritarian nature of Arab states, including Palestine. Having said that, it is important to remember that the belated outbreak of democracy in parts of
the Arab world has a deeply rooted internal logic. Any attempt to trace
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the fate of Arab democracy merely to Arab–Israeli relations not only is
misleading but likely only perpetuates both authoritarianism and conﬂict.

On democratization and the peace process
The threats to peace hypothesized by Snyder and Mansﬁeld, stemming
from the eventual transition of mixed regimes (which exhibit features of
both democracies and autocracies) into full democracies, cannot be dismissed. However, it is important to remember that mixed regimes have
been in the vanguard of peacemaking in the Arab Middle East, with
Jordan, Palestine (in 1996), and Egypt advancing furthest in the process
of normalization with Israel, and with Morocco, Tunisia, and some Gulf
states providing a regional supportive network.50 Thus far, gradual and
controlled democratization has provided a safety valve against the unwanted consequences hypothesized by Snyder and Mansﬁeld. Democratization from above may help secure a stable democratic outcome but
also has the potential for progressing too slowly or even reversing.51
Neither of these two prospects bodes well for the peace process. The
ideal sequence of a peaceful transition to fully democratic polities in
the near future, as has occurred in Latin America and much of Eastern
Europe and East Asia, does not appear to be very probable.

On radical Islam, democracy, and the peace process
Anticipating whether democratization will lead to democracy or theocracy is burdened by ‘‘the predictability of unpredictability,’’ a phenomenon described by Timur Kuran that may be only marginally different
for the Middle East today than it was for the Soviet Union and Eastern
Europe in the 1980s.52 Predictions are hindered by the imperfect observability of private preferences in a region where both state and societal
coercion encourage preference falsiﬁcation, an effect that can conceal
‘‘bandwagons in formation.’’ Some analysts have predicted bandwagons
forming along Islamist tracks, expecting them both to emasculate democracy and to shelve peace overtures. Others – including Kuran himself
– have warned against assuming a conquering Islamist revolution, particularly given a partial window into private preferences. This warning is
compatible with the ‘‘balloon theory’’ on the volatility of political commitment to Islamist parties, which, in turn, enables democratization and
political inclusion to subsume, and transcend, opposition to the peace
process. The afﬁnity between Islamist regimes, democracy, and peaceful
overtures has not yet been backed by any empirical referents (Sudan,
Saudi Arabia, Libya, Afghanistan), but events in Iran could yet unfold in
that direction.
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On economic liberalization, democratization, and peace
A more complete understanding of the relationship between democratization and peace will require spelling out the mutual effects of another
variable – economic liberalization – on both democratization and peace.
The brittle foundations of peace in the region have sources other than
the brittle foundations of democracy. As I have maintained elsewhere,53
domestic political coalitions advancing internationalization and economic
liberalization have proven more often than not to embrace the peace
process, arguably as the most efﬁcient regional order, for both domestic
political and global implications. In contrast, backlash coalitions more
resistant to internationalization have also forcibly opposed the peace
process, in both its bilateral and multilateral contexts. The politicaleconomic makeup of ruling coalitions steering democratization may thus
help illuminate the conditions under which democratization favors peace.
However, neither lagging economic reforms nor the scant attention paid
to domestic distributive issues bode well for democracy, economic liberalization, or peace.
In sum, even a minimalist, relaxed version of the democratic peace
hypothesis cannot explain the big strides toward a more peaceful region
made in the early 1990s. In the future, the Middle East could become a
critical testing ground for this theory if – in a historically highly belligerent regional context – peace takes root in tandem with democratic political structures. Alas, whereas the theory must await full democracies to
bloom in the region, those negotiating for peace cannot afford to do
so. The slow pace of both democratization and economic liberalization,
and some of their unintended effects (extremist Islamist ascendancy and
socio-economic upheaval), pose serious dilemmas for ruling coalitions
and endanger any cooperative strategies.54 The consolidation of a genuine democratic opening, and one sensitive to the distributional impact
of economic liberalization, may be a necessary condition for sustaining
a peace negotiated from above. A stable peace (salaam rather than
hudna55) may be a long way off, but it may be helped by today’s efforts
to untangle how we – and, most of all, the peoples of that region – are
likely to get there.
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4
The United Nations and the
Middle East
Amin Saikal

The United Nations’ involvement in the Middle East has been extensive,
complex, and wide-ranging. Ever since shortly after its establishment
in 1945, the United Nations has been called upon to engage in political
mediation, conﬂict resolution, peacekeeping, and human rights violation
monitoring, as well as a variety of humanitarian relief activities. In the
process, it has had more successes in the humanitarian areas than in the
political ﬁeld. A number of factors have been responsible for this, ranging
from the fact that the Middle East has been a region of enormous complexity, underlined by its growing geostrategic importance and a high
level of political volatility; to the United Nations’ functioning for most of
its life as a Cold War institution, reﬂecting mainly the rival interests of
the United States and the Soviet Union; to the United States’ concerted
efforts, especially since the 1967 Arab–Israeli War, to limit the United
Nations’ political role in favor of its own in the Middle East. Although
the Soviet Union has gone and the Cold War has ended, there has been
no reduction in America’s efforts to maintain its political dominance in
the region, given its continuing deep economic and strategic interests in
the area.
This chapter has three main objectives. The ﬁrst is to look at the
historical role of the United Nations in the Middle East. The second
is to assess the United Nations’ successes and failures in both political
and non-political terms. The third is to focus on the opportunities and
challenges that have confronted the United Nations’ peacekeeping and
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peacemaking role in the region since the Gulf War of 1991 over Kuwait
and the collapse of the Soviet Union in the same year.

The new state of Israel
The United Nations’ involvement in the Middle East began in 1947 when
the organization itself was in its infancy. It had a very difﬁcult and precarious start, immediately attracting the distrust of the Arabs, who
viewed it as a pro-Zionist and pro-Western organization. This was subsequently to be matched by a parallel development on the part of Israel
and its main ally, the United States, which found the United Nations, or
more speciﬁcally the General Assembly, taking an increasingly pro-Arab
stand. This laid the basis for the United Nations to have no more than a
spasmodic political role – a role that the United States sought to marginalize by augmenting its own interventionist diplomacy in a region of
vital importance to it. To appreciate the force of this view, it is important,
ﬁrst, to look at some of the most relevant historical developments.
The UN involvement in the Middle East commenced against the
backdrop of a bitter conﬂict brewing between the majority Arab population and minority Jewish inhabitants, most of whom were recent settlers,
of what was then the British mandated territory of Palestine. When the
British government ﬁnally found the conﬂict too taxing and decided in
February 1947 to unload its burden, it turned the problem over to the
newly created United Nations for resolution. This was the ﬁrst major
conﬂict-resolution role thrust upon the United Nations. It was clear from
the outset that the United Nations lacked the necessary experience and
mechanisms for handling a problem as complex as that of Palestine.
However, in the highly charged atmosphere of international guilt and
sympathy for the Jews that the Holocaust had created, which the Zionist
movement was able to use to pressure the West to support its cause, the
United Nations was expected to discharge this new responsibility with
blistering speed.
Driven by the permanent members of the Security Council – especially
the United States, which Britain wanted to involve in ﬁnding a resolution
to the Palestine problem – the General Assembly resolved in a special
session on 15 May 1947 to establish an 11-member Special Committee on
Palestine (UNSCOP) to investigate the problem and make recommendations. Although the Arab Palestinian leadership refused to participate
in UNSCOP’s consultation process on the grounds that it was irrelevant,
the Committee produced a majority report and a minority one: the majority report recommended a clear partition of Palestine into separate
Jewish and Arab states, with Jerusalem to be put under International
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Trusteeship; the minority report called for a single federal state, with
Jerusalem as its capital.
The majority report, which was put to a vote in the Special Committee
of the General Assembly on 25 November, at ﬁrst fell short of the twothirds majority required for adoption. However, after much lobbying
and arm-twisting by the supporters of the majority report, especially the
United States, the report was adopted on 29 November. All the Arab and
Muslim delegates walked out in disgust, and even the Mandate Power,
the United Kingdom, abstained, ‘‘making it clear that it would not assist
in the implementation of a plan which could only be put into effect by
force.’’1
This decision by the United Nations indeed proved to be one of the
organization’s most controversial and momentous decisions. The Jewish
leadership promptly accepted the outcome as the most important foundation of legitimacy for the creation of an independent state of Israel, but
the Arabs, the depth of whose aspirations and feelings had not been
gauged, rejected it with disbelief and shock. They had not expected a
resolution of this kind in their wildest imaginings. They quickly condemned the UN action, losing faith in the organization’s ability to be impartial, fair, and just to them.2
The Zionists prompted the British to end their rule sooner than anybody could have anticipated and Israel declared independence, securing
immediate recognition from the United States, and the regular armies of
the neighboring Arab states joined their Palestinian counterparts for the
ﬁrst time to reverse this development, with disastrous consequences for
Arabs on all fronts. They not only lost the war but also most of the territories allocated to the Arab Palestinians under the UN partition plan,
which caused massive dislocation and human misery for the Palestinians,
700,000 of whom became refugees in neighboring Arab countries. This
could only reinforce the Arabs’ resentment of the United Nations as
primarily responsible for legitimating the creation of Israel and creating
what they saw as an uncontrollable force of destruction for them. Thus
the United Nations’ management of the problem laid an important foundation for an erosion of the organization’s political credibility in the region over the next decade.
Of course, the United Nations quickly realized that it had made a major contribution to the creation of an explosive situation, producing real
prospects for lingering bloodshed and instability in the region. This was
reﬂected in the process of damage control that it set out to achieve. As
well as disbanding UNSCOP, it adopted a series of measures that were in
one form or another to shape the character of its future peacekeeping,
peace mediation, and humanitarian operations not only in the Middle
East but also around the world. These measures included the General
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Assembly’s appointment (immediately following Israel’s declaration of
independence) of a Mediator ‘‘to promote a peaceful adjustment of the
future situation in Palestine,’’ and the Security Council’s authorizing, in
the wake of the ﬁrst Arab–Israeli war, of the deployment of unarmed
UN military observers, who formed the base for the Truce Supervision
Organization (UNTSO), which to the present day supervises truces arising from a number of other resolutions pertinent to the situation. Of
these resolutions, perhaps the most important was Resolution 194 (III),
which established a three-nation Conciliation Commission, re-emphasized
the need for the internationalization of Jerusalem, and resolved that the
refugees should be allowed to return to their homes and that compensation should be paid to those who did not want to return. The General
Assembly also set up a special fund and a special organization, which led
to the creation in 1949 of the UN Relief and Works Agency (UNRWA)
to look after the destitute Palestinian refugees.3
However, although they addressed some of the humanitarian aspects
of the conﬂict, these measures resulted in no major political shifts in the
situation. Israel’s refusal to give up anything that it now considered as
imperative for its existence as a sovereign state, and the United States’
growing reluctance to bring pressure to bear on Israel to accept a substantive compromise, halted any resolution of the conﬂict in its tracks.
The United Nations’ one salient positive achievement was its provision
of humanitarian help to the Palestinian refugees – something UNRWA
continues to perform by supporting what has now grown to about 2
million refugees in the Occupied Territories and neighboring states.
However, the effect of this humanitarian achievement was overshadowed
from the beginning by the United Nations’ lack of progress in the political arena, giving the Palestinians in particular and Arabs in general little
reason to overcome their distrust of the United Nations arising from its
initial partition decision.
As time passed, the Israeli–Palestinian dispute only deepened and
widened, with a growing entanglement in regional complexities and
American–Soviet rivalry. Whereas the forces of radical Arab nationalism
under Gamal Abdul-Nasser from 1952 called for regional changes in
pursuit of a united Arab front against Zionism, colonialism, and imperialism, the United States hardened its support for Israel as a strategic asset in a zone of increasing political turbulence but economic signiﬁcance,
and the Soviet Union turned its back on Israel to support the radical
Arab cause as the best way to undermine the US position in the region. As for the Palestinians, they found a source of salvation in Arab
radicalism – a factor that led many of them to come together by the mid1960s in support of a national liberation movement of their own, namely
the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) under Yasser Arafat, but
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did not enable them ultimately to regain any of what they had lost to
Israel.
Even so, the 1956 Suez conﬂict, the 1967 and 1973 Arab–Israeli wars,
and the civil war between King Hussein and the PLO in Jordan in 1970,
which essentially enlarged and complicated the Palestinian problem
and conﬂated it with a wider Arab–Israeli conﬂict, created a series of intermittent but fresh opportunities for more decisive UN political interventions in pursuit of a favorable resolution. However, each time these
opportunities failed to be taken. The United Nations intervened rather to
provide face-saving measures for the local parties (to disengage) and for
the major powers (to move away from a direct confrontation) as well as
to put in place mechanisms and undertake activities to maintain peace for
as long as the parties involved found it beneﬁcial and tolerable. In this
respect, it is important to recall some of the most important instances.

UNEF I
Having secured the ﬁrst armistice agreements between the parties in the
war of 1948 through the efforts of its Acting Mediator, Ralph Bunche,
and building on this to monitor peace in the region, in the wake of the
Suez War of 1956 the United Nations set out to consolidate its peacekeeping efforts. For the ﬁrst and last time until the end of the Cold War,
the Suez War caused the United States and the Soviet Union to embrace
a united position against the aggressors, although for different purposes.
The UN General Assembly adopted a number of resolutions calling not
only for a cease-ﬁre and withdrawal of Israeli forces from Egyptian territory, but also for the establishment of a United Nations Emergency
Force (UNEF I), to replace the invading Anglo-French forces in the Canal Zone and Sinai. UNEF I was the United Nations’ ﬁrst armed peacekeeping force and proved to be quite effective in maintaining peace between Israel and Egypt for a decade.4
However, UNEF I could function only as long as the belligerent states
allowed its stationing on their soils. When President Nasser demanded
its withdrawal in mid-1967, the then UN Secretary-General, U Thant,
promptly complied. This development, which was followed by the June
1967 War, has generated some disquiet, because some have argued that,
if the Secretary-General had not acted so quickly, there would have been
more time either to delay or to prevent the war. However, the counterargument is that, if he had not acted, he not only would have violated the
right of a sovereign state to choose whether or not it wanted the UN
peacekeeping force, but also would have seriously risked the lives of the
peacekeepers in the event that hostilities broke out.
Even so, in addition to new challenges, the 1967 War created an un-
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precedented opportunity for the United Nations to make a serious effort
to ﬁnd a resolution to the Palestinian problem in particular, and to the
Arab–Israeli conﬂict in general. For the ﬁrst time, the Arabs had been
defeated so decisively that they could not but edge toward the possibility
of a negotiated settlement. This fact was reﬂected in the warring Arab
states’ consent to the famous UN Security Council Resolution 242, which
was adopted on 22 November 1967, as well as in President Nasser’s
overtures toward the United States for a negotiated settlement.
Resolution 242 was undoubtedly historic.5 It constituted a serious attempt by the United Nations at conﬂict resolution, giving Arabs, at least
initially, a degree of faith in the United Nations. Despite deliberately
vague wording here and there, the resolution set the necessary foundation for a negotiated settlement. It called not only on the Arabs to respect the existence of Israel within secure borders, but also on Israel to
withdraw from territories that it had occupied and to facilitate the return
of the refugees. Although no mention of the Palestinians was made, this
was implicit in the word ‘‘refugees.’’ It is also important to note that, as
part of conﬂict-resolution efforts, the UN Secretary-General augmented
the use of his Good Ofﬁces by appointing a Special Representative,
Gunnar Jarring, whose mission in support of mediating between the belligerent parties for a resolution lasted from early 1968 to early 1971.

UNEF II
The United Nations had a further opportunity to build on its post–1967
War efforts in the wake of the October 1973 Yom Kippur War, during
which the superpowers came as close as they ever did to a direct confrontation in the Middle East. To circumvent a US–Soviet clash, the
United Nations moved swiftly to adopt two further landmark decisions:
the Security Council adopted Resolution 338, which called for an immediate cease-ﬁre and implementation of Resolution 242; and it set up
UNEF II, which was to ﬁll the gap created by the abrupt departure of
UNEF I six years earlier and to keep the belligerents apart and monitor
the cease-ﬁre.6
However, these measures largely went down the same path as the
United Nations’ previous efforts. They essentially provided a respectable
way for the superpowers to avoid a direct confrontation and for their
regional clients to limit their operations and accept an unconditional
cease-ﬁre, although the United Nations could do little to stop Israel from
achieving its basic military objectives between the time of the Security
Council’s adoption of a resolution for the cease-ﬁre and the point when
Israel actually stopped ﬁghting. As for the implementation of Resolution
338, it remained very much on paper in a way similar to 242, and gave the
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United Nations little scope to make any serious inroads into a resolution
of the conﬂict. Of course, a variety of factors contributed to the lack of
progress, of which three were especially important.
The ﬁrst concerned the fact that Israel’s initial honeymoon with the
United Nations did not last beyond the 1950s. As the era of post–World
War II decolonization accelerated, the membership of the United Nations rapidly swelled with predominantly third world states. These new
members tipped the balance in the General Assembly decisively in favor
of the Palestinian/Arab cause and the Soviet Union. Consequently, from
the late 1960s, the General Assembly passed a number of resolutions
supporting the right of Palestinian people to self-determination (in some
cases as a prelude to an independent homeland) and condemning Israeli
treatment of the Palestinians under its occupation and its non-compliance
with most of the relevant UN resolutions. It was this transformation of
the General Assembly that eventually led to its inviting Yasser Arafat
to address the Assembly in 1974, granting the PLO observer status, and
ﬁnally adopting Resolution 3379 in November 1975 equating Zionism
with racism.
Although the General Assembly’s decisions are not mandatory and
the United States continued to protect Israel’s interests at the Security
Council level, predominantly with its veto power, and although Resolution 3379 was revoked by Resolution 46/86 in December 1991, the growing pro-Arab attitude of the General Assembly eroded Israel’s conﬁdence in the United Nations. This meant that Israeli governments
became increasingly uncooperative, as had earlier been the case with the
Palestinians – a development that peaked with the election to power in
1975 of the right-wing Likud Party under Menachem Begin. Prime Minister Begin took exceptional dislike to the United Nations, treating it with
considerable contempt.
The second factor was that, following the 1967 War, Israel was in a
much stronger bargaining position. Occupying the West Bank, East
Jerusalem, the Gaza, the Golan Heights, and Sinai, Israel not only
secured a sizable territorial security belt for itself but also gained the
necessary psychological strength to resist any proposed compromise that
did not meet its terms. The 1973 War dented Israel’s image of invincibility to an appreciable extent, pressuring it to become somewhat more
obliging in diplomatic negotiations, but this development was not enough
to force Israel to accept Resolution 242 as a basis for a ‘‘land for peace’’
settlement, with the Palestinians in particular and the Arabs in general.
Israel was still in a position to bargain only for the kinds of deals most
favorable to it.
The third factor is related to the United States’ growing desire to be
the paramount player in the Middle East. Washington made its ﬁrst
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major intervention in this respect in Iran in 1953. In one of the Central
Intelligence Agency’s most successful covert operations of the Cold War,
in the wake of an oil nationalization crisis between Iran and Britain, the
CIA engineered the overthrow of the Iranian reformist, nationalist government of Muhammad Mossadeq, transforming Iran into a US client
under the country’s pro-Western conservative monarch, Muhammad
Reza Pahlavi. The United States quickly complemented this development
with the conclusion of bilateral and multilateral economic and military
pacts with Turkey and Pakistan. The objective was to widen America’s
interests and protect them against the spread of Soviet communism and
radical Arab nationalism and British inﬂuence in the region.7 In a similar
vein, the United States could not be benevolent toward the United Nations, or any other force for that matter, if their activities proved to frustrate its goal of regional dominance.
In this respect, however, the crunch came with the Suez conﬂict. Although the United States and the Soviet Union adopted a common
approach to the crisis, it was clear that there was going to be little superpower cooperation from then on. Moscow’s severance of its ties with
Israel and development of close military relations with the radical Arab
nationalist forces under President Nasser placed it ﬁrmly opposed to
Washington in the Middle East. This, together with the decolonization
rapidly enlarging the global support at the United Nations for the Arab
cause and the Soviet position, caused not only Israel but also the United
States to grow disenchanted with the United Nations. As the Soviet
Union repeatedly backed the Arab cause, the United States became
more determined than ever to reduce the role of the United Nations in
the Middle East. Despite American–Soviet cooperation in the coming
years over a number of UN resolutions, especially 242 and 338 as well as
425, which called for an end to the 1982 Israeli invasion of southern
Lebanon and withdrawal of Israeli troops from the country, the United
States precipitously unfolded a campaign to monopolize diplomatic initiatives with regard to the Arab–Israeli conﬂict and the region as a
whole.

The United States versus the United Nations
in the Middle East
The major US initiatives began with the Rogers Plan, launched following
the 1967 War by the US Secretary of State, William Rogers, for a ceaseﬁre to end the war of attrition between Egypt and Israel as a precondition for a settlement. The plan did not achieve much in terms of conﬂict
resolution, largely because President Nixon’s National Security Advisor,
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Henry Kissinger, undermined Rogers’ efforts as part of a power rivalry
between the two. However, the plan produced a renewable six-monthly
cease-ﬁre, which remained in place until the October 1973 War, raising
the credentials of the United States as the only power capable of making
a key contribution to the fostering of peace in the region.
The second initiative was the ‘‘shuttle diplomacy’’ launched in the
wake of the 1973 War by Kissinger, who had by then replaced Rogers as
Secretary of State. Kissinger’s approach to building peace block by block
not only led to the disengagement of forces between Israel and Egypt,
and Israel and Syria, but also established the ﬁrst face-to-face contacts
between Israel and two of its warring neighbors. This development generated much optimism about a possible resolution of the conﬂict, helping
the United States to assume a more center-stage position in the peacemaking process. The failure of the ﬁrst American–Soviet-sponsored
Middle East Peace Conference, held under UN auspices in 1974, simply
enhanced the position of the United States as the only force with the
necessary clout to ﬁnd a resolution of the conﬂict.
Of course, given the deep-seated political differences and psychological
barriers between Israel and the Arabs, there was little progress on the
peace front until Egyptian President Anwar al-Sadat’s dramatic visit to
Jerusalem in November 1977. Although nothing can diminish the importance of Sadat’s visit and Begin’s desire to take Egypt out of the regional
military equation – considerations instrumental in terms of creating more
space for American involvement and accelerating the pace of a settlement on the Egyptian–Israeli front – if it had not been for American
diplomacy, the visit might not ultimately have produced the desired results. It required President Jimmy Carter’s personal mediation and extra
American security and economic support for Israel, as well as sizable
ﬁnancial assistance to Egypt, to produce the 1978 Camp David Accords.
These resulted in a peace deal between Egypt and Israel and the return
of Sinai by Israel to Egypt in 1982.
Whatever the subsequent American initiatives and their outcomes –
leading to the Madrid Middle East peace talks, which opened in November 1991, and to the Oslo peace process, which commenced in September
1993 between Israel and the PLO as the representative of the Palestinian
people, and a number of associated agreements – US activities always
aimed at establishing American centrality to any resolution of the Middle
East conﬂict. From 1967 the United States succeeded in progressively
reducing, for all practical purposes, the roles of the Soviet Union (and its
successor, the Russian Federation) and the United Nations to those of
fringe players in the region. Although the United States welcomed Russia to co-chair the Madrid talks, this plainly was just a diplomatic nicety.
It came as no surprise that, despite the fact that the Israeli–PLO Decla-
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ration of Principles was formulated in secret negotiations between the
two parties in Oslo, it was formally signed on the lawns of the White
House in Washington on 14 September 1993 rather than at the United
Nations or elsewhere.
The United States immediately seized the opportunity to have an exclusive role as a peacemaker in the Oslo process. While renewing its
commitment to the defense of Israel’s sovereignty and territorial integrity
within the framework of its strategic alliance with the Jewish state, the
Clinton administration set out to promote itself as an impartial broker
and to claim whatever political kudos it could from the Oslo process. It
set up a Middle East policy team, most of whose members had wellknown emotional attachments to Israel, in order to reassure Israel that
whatever the consequences of the Oslo process the United States was
behind it all the way. For the next seven years, when the peace process
experienced a very turbulent journey, the United States unquestioningly
embraced Israel’s demand that the United States remain the only outside
power involved in the process. It rebuffed repeated Palestinian calls
for wider outside mediation in the process, especially after the Oslo process faced increasingly serious difﬁculties following the assassination of
Israel’s Prime Minister Yitzchak Rabin by a fellow Jew in late 1995 in
response to his commitment to the peace process. The United States
actively discouraged any substantial role for the United Nations and the
European Union, with a clear aim of maintaining a full monopoly on
managing the process and avoiding pressure on Israel.
The only time that the United States allowed the United Nations and
the European Union to play a somewhat substantial mediatory role was
in early 2001, when the Oslo process had been derailed and the Palestinians had launched their second intifada (uprising) against the Israeli
occupation, resulting in a bloody open conﬂict between the protagonists.
It did so under mounting pressure from the failure of its own role and the
need to avoid an international backlash. However, UN and EU involvement could not amount to much because it came too late and under conditions of conﬂict that could not be conducive to success. By now it was
clear that what the Israelis and Palestinians required in terms of ending
their hostilities and returning to the negotiation table was beyond the
United Nations and European Union. The only power that could pressure both Israel and the Palestinians and meet their political and pecuniary needs to negotiate a successful ﬁnal settlement was the United States
– a factor that forced the new US Republican administration of President
George W. Bush, which took ofﬁce in January 2001, to maintain the
United States’ close involvement in mediation despite its initial reluctance. Thus the United States continued to be the central player in the
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Arab–Israeli conﬂict, with the United Nations playing no more than a
marginal political role in ﬁnding a resolution to the conﬂict.

The Gulf War
The end of the Cold War, with the collapse of the Berlin Wall in 1989
and the subsequent disintegration of the Soviet Union two years later,
helped the United States to continue to strengthen its hold, at the expense of the United Nations and for that matter other international actors, on those parts of the Middle East that really mattered and where it
had the required leverage. It was against this background that the United
States successfully mounted ﬁrst the Desert Shield operation and then, in
January–February 1991, Operation Desert Storm – the largest American
combat operation since the Viet Nam War – to reverse the 2 August 1990
Iraqi invasion of Kuwait. Since the Soviet Union’s role and stature in
world politics had dramatically weakened and the country was itself in
need of some American aid to sustain its recently initiated program of
democratic and capitalist transformation, Washington was left as the only
superpower to assume world leadership. In combining its military might
with checkbook diplomacy to oppose what was widely held to be an unjust invasion by a ‘‘demonic’’ regime, the United States rapidly managed
to dominate the UN Security Council, stimulating and cajoling it to act in
support of what American interests dictated. The United Nations simply
served as a legitimizing body for US policy interests.
All the resolutions adopted by the Security Council – from those condemning the Iraqi invasion and calling for Iraq’s immediate and unconditional withdrawal from Kuwait, to those authorizing the use of all
means, including force, to repulse that invasion – were US driven. The
resolutions were carefully coordinated to be in step with the US military
build-up for the ﬁnal confrontation.8 At the end, the terms for the Iraqi
defeat were also dictated, signed, and sealed by the United States. Even
in the creation and enforcement of a ‘‘safe haven’’ for the Kurds in
northern Iraq and an ‘‘air exclusion zone’’ for the Shi’ites in the south of
the country in the face of Saddam Hussein’s reprisals against those opposing his rule – an opposition that was mounted largely at the urging of
President George Bush – the United States needed no more than a vague
conceptual endorsement by the United Nations.
However, as has been largely true in the case of the Arab–Israeli conﬂict, the United States was happy to let the United Nations take over responsibility for monitoring and implementing the terms of the Iraqi defeat and catering for humanitarian needs generated in the wake of Desert
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Storm, as long as the UN activities remained in line with US interests. In
the ﬁnal analysis, however, even in the humanitarian ﬁeld, the United
States has not always been supportive of the United Nations against operations that could be conducive to its pursuit of regional dominance.
This has been further illustrated, for example, by the US position on repeated Turkish military incursions since late March 1995 into northern
Iraq (and therefore the ‘‘safe haven’’) against the alleged armed operations of the Kurdistan Workers Party (PKK), ﬁghting for the independence of the Turkish Kurds. The main reason that the United States
and its Gulf War Western allies originally enforced the ‘‘safe haven’’ in
northern Iraq was to enable relief agencies, most importantly the UN
High Commissioner for Refugees, to cater for the Iraqi Kurds with a
necessary degree of impunity. But when it has come to the Turkish invasions, the United States has not been prepared to condemn, let alone
stop, the Turkish action, despite protests by humanitarian agencies that it
had hindered their relief operations. This has made a mockery of the
concept of ‘‘safe haven’’ and has implied that the United States is content
to use force against its enemy, the Saddam Hussein regime, but does not
want to use force against its ally, Turkey, because the latter’s alliance is
more important to US maintenance of its regional dominance than the
United Nations’ humanitarian operations.

The Iran–Iraq war
The case where perhaps the United Nations could claim a degree of success in peace mediation was in the Iran–Iraq conﬂict. In this conﬂict – the
longest (1980–8), bloodiest, and costliest war ever fought in the history
of the modern Middle East – the United States was largely content to
support UN efforts toward a cease-ﬁre, which came into force from mid1988. What contributed substantially to the UN success in this instance
was that: (1) the combatants had reached the point of total exhaustion;
(2) Mikhail Gorbachev had embarked on his process of ending the Cold
War and supporting the United Nations to become a more effective body;
and (3) Washington had ﬁnally failed in its attempts to cultivate Iraqi
President Saddam Hussein as an Arab bulwark against the United States’
main enemy, Ayatollah Khomeini’s Islamic regime, and ultimately could
not rely on any of the combatants for important strategic gains in the region. It was therefore in the interest of the United States to act through
rather than at the expense of the United Nations.
The history of UN involvement in the Middle East can be characterized
more by its political failures than by its humanitarian services, which
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have brought much kudos to the organization. Having said this, it is important to be reminded that essentially the United Nations is the reﬂection of its members, especially its permanent Security Council members.
For a long time it was paralyzed by the conﬂict between its rival superpower members. Since the end of the Cold War and the collapse of the
Soviet Union, it has functioned more or less at the mercy of its most
powerful member, the United States. However, the situation is changing,
with demand for UN services sky-rocketing and some rifts developing
within the Western alliance, for example over sanctions against Iraq. This
could cause the United States to act more in concert with other permanent members of the Security Council than before. The future of the
United Nations – in terms of direction, functions, and effectiveness – will
depend very much on the achievement of three things: a consensus
among the Western powers over a post–Cold War order; structural reform of the United Nations so that it truly mirrors the transition from a
Cold War to a post–Cold War global situation; and the availability of
resources and mandates to the United Nations so that it can take on the
tasks that at present the United States performs in its name. Without
achievement in these areas, the United Nations may not be able to play
an effective political role in the Middle East for the foreseeable future.
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Part II
Secularization and democracy

5
Disenchanted worlds: Secularization
and democratization in the
Middle East
Majid Tehranian

[M]odernization involves a process of secularization; that is, it systematically displaces religious institutions, beliefs, and practices, substituting for them those of
reason and science . . . [Max Weber called this process] ‘‘the disenchantment of
the world.’’ It eliminates all the superhuman and supernatural forces, the gods
and spirits, with which nonindustrial cultures populate the universe and to which
they attribute responsibility for the phenomena of the natural and social worlds.
In their place it substitutes as the sole cosmology the modern scientiﬁc interpretation of nature. Only the laws and regularities discovered by the scientiﬁc
method are admitted as valid explanations of phenomena. If it rains, or does not
rain, it is not because the gods are angry but because of atmospheric conditions,
as measured by the barometer and photographed by satellites.
‘‘Modernization,’’ Encyclopedia Britannica Online.1

This chapter considers secularization and democratization in the context
of a diversity of Middle Eastern societies. It argues that relations between secularization and democratization in the Middle East are far
more complex than those experienced by the West.2 Islam and democracy have been allies in some contexts and adversaries in others. Historically, relations between mosque and state in Islamic societies have been
signiﬁcantly different from the relations between church and state in
Christendom. In contrast to the Christian doctrine of separation of spiritual and temporal realms, Islam generally sees them as united. Politically,
absolutist monarchies in the Middle East were not transformed into en79
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lightened despotism as in Europe but, rather, became Western colonial
satrapies. They could not therefore pursue an effective policy of modernization and secularization. In the anti-imperialist struggles, the Islamic
ulama tended to make common cause with secular nationalists and liberals. Such alliances often led to nationalist and constitutional revolts, as
in Egypt (1881), Iran (1905–9), and Ottoman Turkey (1908). However,
as secularization gained momentum, it also led to a sense of betrayal by
the religious elements, resulting in militant Islamic movements such as
the al-Ikhwan al-Muslimun (Muslim Brotherhood) in Egypt (1928). Economically, most modern Middle Eastern states became directly or indirectly recipients of large oil revenues in the form of windfall ‘‘rents,’’
which allowed them to avoid taxing their population while extending
some social beneﬁts and resisting the pressures for political participation.
Thus, democratization and political accountability were not urgent demands from the population. Culturally, the transition from orality to literacy, print, and electronic media systems has led to accelerating mobilization of the tradition-bound lower strata of society with Islamic rather
than secular ideological orientations.
A pathology of transition to modernity has characterized Middle Eastern development no less than it had plagued prior industrialization experiences in the world. The passage to modernity requires mobilization
of human and natural resources, which in turn fosters ideologies of disciplined puritanism requiring mobilization, dedication, hard work, and
abstinence from consumption. In past historical experiences, the Puritan,
Nazi, Fascist, and Communist revolutions have performed that function.
Faced with colonial domination, Middle Eastern societies have resorted
to the more indigenous varieties of purist ideologies, including ‘‘pure’’
nationalism and Islamism. Such ideologies clearly hamper democratic
development, which requires coexistence and compromise among political adversaries.
Following a brief discussion of the comparative aspects of secularization and democratization, the chapter takes a historical approach. It
reviews the ebb and ﬂow of secularization and democratization under the
rubric of three historical phases: (1) incremental secularization and democratization in the nineteenth century, (2) radical secularization without democratization in the inter-war period (1918–40), and (3) radical
Islamization with or without democratization in the post-war period. In
conclusion, the problems and prospects for an emerging democratic coexistence between mosque and state, and the consequence of this uneasy
relationship for peace and stability in the region, will be examined.
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Secularization and democratization in
comparative perspective
In modernization theories, secularization and democratization have
been often considered mutually reinforcing processes. In the Marxist
tradition, religion is considered the opium of the masses that blunts classconsciousness and revolutionary fervor. In the liberal tradition, traditional religious values are considered obstacles to modernity and modernization. In both traditions, secularization is considered an essential
component of democratization.
This orthodox view may be generally valid for the Western historical
experience. The rise of the modern world in Western Europe and North
America was accompanied by a decline of religious authority and monarchical power. It also led to a rise of secular nation-states and a succession of liberal democratic revolutions that laid the foundations of the
modern democratic states. One feature of this transition was the separation of church and state, as exempliﬁed by the United States constitution. In Western countries with an ofﬁcial church, such as the Church of
England in Britain, secular laws eventually prevailed. Moreover, the
transition from orality and writing to print and electronic cultures generally led to a diffusion of knowledge. This, in turn, reduced the authority
of the Roman Catholic Church as the custodian of revealed knowledge.
Secularization in the West was thus the result of increasing democratization of knowledge and power. Jesus’ injunction ‘‘render to Caesar the
things that are Caesar’s, and to God the things that are God’s’’3 provided
the theological legitimation for the separation of church and state.
By contrast to the early history of Christianity, temporal and spiritual
authorities were united for the ﬁrst 40 years of Islamic history (622–61).
Under the leadership of Prophet Muhammad and his Rightly-Guided
Caliphs (khulaf al-rashidun), the nascent Islamic community was led by
political leaders who were at the same time considered vicars of God on
earth. Following the assassination of the fourth Caliph Ali, the Prophet’s
son-in-law, political power passed to two dynasties that did not enjoy as
much religious legitimacy. Although the Ummayed and Abbasid Caliphs
continued to call themselves amir al-mu’minin, Commander of the Faithful, they were not universally respected or followed. Except for its ﬁrst 40
years, therefore, Islamic history was characterized by a de facto separation of mosque and state.
But historical memories of pristine Islam have persisted to give rise to
several different tendencies, including Islamic conservatism, messianism,
reformism, mysticism, separatism, and revolution (see table 5.1). The
most militant of these tendencies is an effort to return to the purity
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of pristine Islam by unifying mosque and state power. This tendency
has expressed itself in both conservative and revolutionary politics. The
earliest of such movements was the nineteenth-century Wahhabi movement in the Arabian Peninsula that ﬁnally underlined the creation of the
Saudi regime in 1932. The movement was and continues to be a puritanical doctrine that tries to re-establish pristine Islam. So was Ayatollah
Khomeini’s call for the establishment of an Islamic Republic. Both calls
are fundamentally against secular regimes. They have reverberated
throughout the Islamic world. However, the revolutionary tendency also
contains within itself reformist secular potentials that have led in Iran to
a struggle between the conservatives, liberals, and pragmatists.
The other three tendencies (messianism, mysticism, and separatism)
may be considered strategies of resistance. By reliance on the messianic
notions of the return of the Mahdi (in Arabic, he who is divinely guided),
for centuries Muslims have risen against their oppressive governments.
The latest such incidence took place in Sudan in 1885 when, by declaring
himself Mahdi, Muhammad Ahmad successfully defeated the British
forces.4 In the mid-nineteenth century, the Babi movement in Iran led
a less successful revolt. It merged with the constitutional revolutionary
movement as well as the Bahai Faith founded by Mirza Hussein Ali, who
had declared himself Mahdi in 1863 just before he was exiled.
Suﬁsm, or Islamic mysticism, is arguably as old as Islam. In later centuries, it turned into a formidable movement of folk Islam organized in a
variety of Suﬁ orders or brotherhoods (ukhuwwat). As a reaction against
Islamic positivism, Suﬁsm emphasized the Way (Tariqa) vis-à-vis the Law
(Shari’a). It established a constellation of saints and places of Suﬁ gathering and worship other than the mosque, including khaneqah, zawiya,
and tekya. A few Suﬁ orders, such as the Sanusis in Libya5 and the Safavids in Iran, also achieved positions of state power by establishing dynastic rule. Ofﬁcial Islam considered Suﬁsm a religious deviance until the
eleventh century, when Imam Ghazali (1058–1111) reconciled its principles with those of the Shari’a. Suﬁ orders subsequently helped to propagate Islam into South and Southeast Asia. To this day, Suﬁsm continues
to be a source of religious inspiration for millions of Muslims. It provides
a worldview that often shuns state power in favor of personal spiritual
pursuits. It is largely quietist and, except for a few historical instances, it
does not directly confront state power.
By contrast, as typiﬁed by khawarij in early Islam and Shi’ism in much
of Islamic history, Islamic separatism challenges the legitimacy of the
state on religious grounds. Today, many separatist groups in the Islamic
world wish to set themselves apart from a dominant secular society that is
perceived as depraved and beyond salvation.6 In contemporary Egypt,
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such groups are exempliﬁed by Jama’at al-Muslimin, later dubbed by
authorities Takﬁr wa-Hijra (Condemnation and Migration), and al-Uzlat
al-Shu’uriyya (Emotional Seclusion).
The six tendencies under discussion are not mutually exclusive. As
table 5.1 shows, the conservative, reformist, and revolutionary tendencies
can be readily identiﬁed in terms of historical periods and movements.
But the religious tendencies toward messianism, mysticism, and separatism cannot be as readily identiﬁed and dated. The latter tendencies may
be considered as strategies of resistance that have a long and sometimes
secret history.
Secularization and democratization in the modern Middle East can be
analyzed in terms of the ebbs and ﬂows of the transition to modernity. As
prismatic societies,7 Middle Eastern countries present almost every color
in the complex prism of mosque–state relations. However, patterns seem
to have shifted from incremental to radical secularization and democratization followed by radical Islamization with or without democratization.
Although it is too early to judge, the last period may be followed again
by a period of incremental secularization and democratization. As in the
Western transition to modernity during which Christianity was transformed through Renaissance and Reformation, Islam too is currently
undergoing profound changes in its belief systems and practices. The
transition from orality and literacy to print and electronic cultures in the
Middle East, as elsewhere, is leading to democratization and secularization of knowledge and power.8
Before we discuss this evolutionary process, a few caveats on democratization and secularization are in order. First, as the preceding discussion has shown, Islam is not a monolith. There are enormous variations
in beliefs and practices with respect to mosque–state relations. Secondly,
in the processes of broadening and deepening of political participation,
democratization is a journey not a destination. No country in the world
can claim to have achieved perfect democracy, which in Lincoln’s apt
words means ‘‘government of the people, by the people, and for the
people.’’ However, elements of that ideal can be summarized as follows:
political democracy: popular sovereignty; universal suffrage; protection of life, liberty, and pursuit of happiness; majority rule, minority
rights; fair representation and periodic elections; peaceful succession;
direct voting such as referenda on critical issues; rule of law, habeas
corpus, bill of rights; and responsibilities of citizenship;
economic democracy: protection of property; free markets; free competition; government regulation of trade and investment to ensure the
absence of monopolies and fair standards in trade, exchange, competition, health, and environment;
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social democracy: social security for the unemployed, the retired,
pregnant women, and children; the provision of public health, education, and welfare;
cultural democracy: universal education; access to means of communication; freedom of identity, including speech, assembly, religion, language, privacy, and lifestyle.
As for secularization, the fundamental principle is a separation of religion and state. This does not, however, mean a separation of religion and
politics. In a secular society, religious institutions, like other social institutions, are free to compete and express their political views in the
marketplace of ideas. In contrast to theocracies, secular regimes do not
allow a clerical class to monopolize political power in the name of God
without reference to popular will. In this sense, democratization and secularization must be considered as two sides of the same coin.
One last caveat: signiﬁcant differences in Sunni and Shi’a theologies
and religious organizations have led to different consequences in Iran,
Turkey, and the Arab world. Whereas the unity of temporal and spiritual
authority continued to be a tenet of Sunni Islam, Shi’ism from the beginning was a minority sect upholding the legitimacy of the House of Ali
against the temporal rulers. From time to time, Shi’a dynasties came to
power, as in the cases of the Fatimids in Egypt (973–1171), the Buyids in
Iran and Iraq (945–1055), and the Safavids (1501–1722) in Iran. But the
majority sect continued to be Sunni, even in Iran until the Safavids
brought Shi’a missionaries from Lebanon to convert the population to
Shi’ism vis-à-vis the Ottoman Sunnis. For this reason, some scholars have
argued that Shi’a Islam is an Iranian cultural creation that has grafted the
Divine Rights of Kings onto Islamic theology by vesting spiritual and
temporal authority exclusively in the House of Ali. Whatever its origins,
Shi’ism in modern Iran and Iraq, where it is followed by majorities, has
generally assumed an oppositionist posture against secular governments.
According to Twelver Shi’ites, dominant in Iran and Iraq, legitimate
power belongs to the Twelfth Imam Mahdi, who disappeared into occultation in 878 and who will reappear some day to restore peace and justice
in the world. By virtue of their spiritual authority as custodians of the
Inmate, the Shi’a ulama often succeeded in creating a state within the
state. Collection of religious taxes (khoms, zakat, and sahm-i-Imam) and
control of religious endowments (waqf) also gave them some ﬁnancial
independence. Although modern secular states have tried time and again
to turn the ulama into state pensioners, the Shi’a ulama have often succeeded in maintaining their autonomy. They have thus generally acted
as a stronger source of opposition to secular policies than their Sunni
counterparts.
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Incremental secularization and democratization
Middle Eastern societies came into direct contact and conﬂict with the
secular West as early as the military defeats they experienced. The landing of Napoleon in Egypt in 1798 was the most dramatic of these events.
Although the French were expelled in 1802 by the combined forces of
British and Ottoman troops, the shock of contact started a secularization
process that continues to this day. For the Ottoman Empire, the loss of
Greece and Egypt in the early nineteenth century brought military defeat
home. For Qajar Iran, defeat took place in the early nineteenth century
as a result of two successive wars with Russia in which the country lost its
control over the Caucasus and Central Asia. The resulting shock awakened the governments in Ottoman Turkey, Iran, and Egypt to the need
for reform.
Reform began ﬁrst with military institutions. Reorganization of armies
along Western models of conscription, armament, and warfare was the
ﬁrst item on the agenda. In Ottoman Turkey, the Tanzimat Reforms of
1836–76 took the lead. A proclamation in 1839 upheld the principles of
individual liberty, freedom from oppression, and equality before the law,
and a section of the 1856 edict concerned itself with the rights of Christians. However, such declarations by the Ottoman Sultans were primarily
window dressing aimed at pleasing Western powers. The real reforms
were in the army, including the major reorganizations of 1842 and 1869
following the pattern of the successful Prussian conscript system.
In Iran, military reform was conducted under the leadership of Crown
Prince Abbas Mirza. A French military mission sent to Iran by Napoleon
assisted him in the task. However, as soon as France reached an agreement with Russia against Britain, the mission was withdrawn and Iran
suffered defeat at the hands of the Russians.9
In Egypt, an ambitious Albanian military ofﬁcer named Muhammad
Ali led the modernization and secularization drives. As a society ruled
by the control of a single superhighway, the Nile, Egypt presented the
greatest opportunity in the Ottoman Empire for a total restructuring of
society. The three-year French occupation (1798–1801) had undermined
the country’s traditional system. Muhammad Ali completed the task by
putting an end to Egypt’s traditional society. He organized a modern
army, eliminated the former ruling oligarchy, expropriated the old landholding classes, turned the religious class into government pensioners,
restricted the activities of the native merchants and artisans, neutralized
the Bedouins, and crushed all movements of rebellion among the peasants. The task of rebuilding Egypt along modern lines now lay before
him. Although he largely failed in this task by refusing to democratize
the political system, his secular policies in administration, education, and
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law laid the foundation. Disbanding his mercenary army, he created a
ﬂeet and an army of Egyptians conscripted from the peasant class. To
supply services for his armed forces, he created Western-style schools to
train doctors, engineers, veterinarians, and other specialists. He also
began sending students to European countries for training in modern
techniques.
After military reform, educational secularization made the greatest
progress. Education in Islamic societies had been the responsibility of
the various millets (religious communities) recognized by the state as
the Peoples of the Book, including Zoroastrian, Jewish, Christian, and
Islamic communities. Education for Muslims was controlled by the ulama and directed toward religious learning. The ﬁrst inroads into the
Ottoman educational system had been made with the creation of naval
engineering (1773), military engineering (1793), medical (1827), and
military science (1834) colleges. Similar institutions for diplomats and
administrators were founded, including the translation bureau (1833)
and the civil service school (1859). The latter was reorganized in 1877
and eventually became the political science department of the University
of Ankara and the major training center for higher civil servants.
In 1846, the ﬁrst comprehensive plan for state education was put
forward. It provided for a complete system of primary and secondary
schools leading to the university level, all under the Ministry of Education. A still more ambitious educational plan, inaugurated in 1869,
provided for free and compulsory primary education. Both schemes progressed slowly because of a lack of money, but they provided a framework within which development toward a systematic, secular educational
program could take place. By 1914 there were more than 36,000 Ottoman
schools, although the great majority were small, traditional primary
schools. The development of the state system was aided by the example
of progress among the non-Muslim millet schools, in which the education
provided was more modern than that in the Ottoman schools. These included more than 1,800 Greek schools with about 185,000 pupils, and
some 800 Armenian schools with more than 81,000 pupils. Non-Muslims
also used schools provided by foreign missionary groups in the empire;
there were 675 US, 500 French Catholic, and 178 British missionary
schools, with more than 100,000 pupils between them. These foreign
schools included such famous institutions as Robert College (founded
1863), the Syrian Protestant College (1866; later the American University
of Beirut), and the Université Saint-Joseph (1874). In Iran and Egypt,
secularization by state expansion of military, civilian, and educational
bureaucracies followed similar patterns to those in the Ottoman Empire,
but with signiﬁcant lags.
Middle Eastern efforts toward state-building, centralization, and secu-
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larization resembled the European models of benevolent despots such as
Louis XIV in France (1638–1715), Frederick the Great in Prussia (1712–
86), and Peter the Great in Russia (1672–1725). However, the results
were radically different. From the nineteenth century onwards, European
powers and cultural inﬂuences were increasingly penetrating Middle
Eastern polities and societies. That in turn led to strongly ambivalent
feelings about modernization and secularization cum Westernization.
Modernization was thus viewed by some as Western imperialism and to
be resisted. To the ulama, the process seemed to be not only undermining their authority but also destroying the very fabric of Islamic culture and civilization.
The seeds of dualistic cultural and educational development in the
Middle East were thus sown during the nineteenth century. Although
Turkey and Iran were not formally colonized, they too developed dualistic systems of religious and secular schools alongside the countries that
were colonized (Egypt, Syria, Lebanon, Palestine, Iraq, and Jordan).
Iran followed Turkey and Egypt by establishing in 1852 its ﬁrst modern
university, dar al-funun, with the explicit objective of teaching modern
sciences and technology. Missions of Middle Eastern students were also
sent to Europe to learn Western science, technology, and culture. The
returning students inaugurated the translation of European works into
Arabic, Persian, and Turkish. Schools, especially in the Levant, soon established printing presses in Ottoman Turkey (1727), Iran (1812), Egypt
(1815), and Iraq (around 1870). Introduced earlier by Protestant and
Roman Catholic missionaries, printing presses stimulated the growth of
Beirut’s publishing industry, mainly in Arabic but also in French and
English. By 1900 Beirut was in the vanguard of Arabic journalism. A
group of intellectuals sought to revive the Arabic cultural heritage and
eventually became the ﬁrst spokespeople of a new Arab nationalism.10
The modern educational institutions involved only a small percentage
of the people, whereas the masses continued to receive traditional education in the Islamic schools. An unintended consequence of all this was
the rise of an anti-imperialist and reformist pan-Islamic movement. A
charismatic and forceful cleric, Seyyed Jamal ed-Din al-Afghani (1838–
97), led the way. In the career of this single leader, we can see how the
religious and secular forces were going to confront each other in the next
century or so of Middle Eastern history.11 Born in Asadabad, Afghani
followed an extraordinary career of religious and political agitation that
took him from Iran to Afghanistan, India, Egypt, France, Britain, Russia,
and ﬁnally the Ottoman court in Istanbul. Wherever he went, he counseled the leaders, led religious and political agitation against Western
colonialists and their native allies, and called for external unity and internal reform of the Islamic world. He was followed by Islamic reformists
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such as Muhammad ’Abduh and Rashid Reda in Egypt, and constitutional revolutions such as those in Iran, Egypt, and Turkey. He was
clearly the precursor to the late twentieth-century resurgence of Islamic
movements in many parts of the Middle East.12 He may be considered as
the godfather of the Muslim Brotherhood (Ikhwan al-Muslimun) in the
Arab world and the Islamic republican movement in Iran.
Afghani’s legacy was fourfold: anti-imperialism, anti-absolutism, Islamic militancy, and Islamic reform. The four legacies converged in the
constitutionalist movements in Ottoman Turkey, Egypt, and Iran. Revolutionary sentiments were also encouraged by the Japanese defeat of
Russia in 1905 and the Russian Revolution of 1905. Although the Ottoman constitution of 1876–8 was short-lived, followed by Sultan AbdulHamid’s autocratic rule, the Young Turks Revolution of 1908 reinstated
it.13 In Iran, the Tobacco Revolt of 1891, the assassination of Nasser
ed-Din Shah in 1898, and the Constitutional Revolution of 1905–9 can be
all traced back to Afghani’s inﬂuence. However, the Shi’a ulama in Iran
were somewhat divided on constitutionalism. A dominant faction led by
two ayatollahs, Behbahani and Tabatabai, supported the constitutional
movement. Another faction, led by a more learned and respected Ayatollah Nuri, opposed constitutionalism on the ground that secular, parliamentary legislation violated the Shari’a codes. Following the success of
the revolutionaries, Nuri was hanged on charges of murder; 70 years
later, in the Islamic Republican Revolution of 1979, Nuri was resurrected
as the hero of the Islamic revolutionaries.14
The nascent nationalist and democratic movements were facing strong
foreign enemies. In Iran, the secret Anglo-Russian Treaty of 1907 divided the country into three spheres of inﬂuence, with Russia controlling
the northern provinces and Britain controlling the southern provinces.
The central provinces were left to the Iranian government to operate as a
buffer zone.15 In Egypt, the revolt of Egyptian military ofﬁcers in 1881
under Colonel Ahmed Arabi was inspired by Afghani. This was the ﬁrst
open expression of a nationalist movement directed against foreign and
Turkish domination that also called for constitutional government. After
a period of turmoil, in 1888 the British in effect turned Egypt and the
Suez Canal into their own protectorate. Under Lord Cromer and Lord
Kitchener, Egypt as well as Sudan became virtual British colonies.
Incremental secularization and democratization during the nineteenth
century thus had a patchy and lop-sided achievement. The new constitutions of Iran, Turkey, and later Egypt (1922) were copies of the
constitutions of Western parliamentary monarchies, introducing democratic and secular legislation. Although Western powers paid lip-service
to the democratic ideals, their policies were dictated more by their interimperialist rivalries or cooperation than by a genuine desire to see the
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Middle East move toward secular and democratic societies. As a result of
increasing Western penetration of the Middle East, dualistic cultural and
political development became the main historic trend in the twentieth
century. In the Iranian constitution, for instance, an article called for
a committee of ﬁve mujtahids to pass judgment on the laws passed by
the Majlis (National Assembly) to make sure that they conform to the
Shari’a. But this article was never enacted. Narrowly based ruling elites
often sided with Western powers in policies of secularization without
democratization. In the meantime, the masses were kept relatively uneducated and steeped in their religious beliefs and practices.

Radical secularization without democratization
The next chapter in Middle Eastern secularization begins with the interwar period (1918–40). The defeat of the Ottomans and the occupation
and fragmentation of Iran brought into play two strongmen on horseback. In the name of national salvation, Kemal Ataturk in Turkey and
Reza Shah in Iran led vigorous national uniﬁcation, modernization, and
secularization campaigns that excluded democratization from their agendas. In this respect, Turkey was generally ahead of Iran. Reza Shah thus
followed Ataturk’s lead. However, given the exceptional power of the
Shi’a ulama in Iran, Reza Shah’s achievement was perhaps the more remarkable. As prime minister, Reza Khan (later Reza Shah Pahlavi)
toyed with the idea of replacing the Qajar monarchy with a republic. But
the ulama’s opposition dissuaded him. The ulama clearly saw Ataturk’s
example as a threat to their own power. Instead, under Reza Khan’s
direction, the Majlis passed a resolution in 1925 to replace the Qajar
Dynasty with the Pahlavi Dynasty, a name that invoked pre-Islamic nationalist memories.
In the rest of the Middle East (Egypt, Syria, Lebanon, Iraq, Palestine,
Transjordan, and the Persian Gulf emirates), the British and French colonial powers were directly in charge. Although they followed less rigorous secularization policies than did Ataturk or Reza Shah, their agents
were eager to reduce the power of the ulama. In contrast to Iran and
Turkey, where authoritarian secular nationalism dominated the scene,
liberal nationalism in the Arab world proved a more potent weapon
against the colonial powers. Only in Saudi Arabia, where a new dynasty
had come to power in the name of Wahhabi puritanism, was the Shari’a
the exclusive law.
The winds of nationalism in the Middle East at the turn of the twentieth century were so strong that they often swept the ulama along. Nationalism, however, converged with a number of other ideological trends,
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including pan-Islamism, pan-Arabism, pan-Turkism, pan-Iranism, as well
as liberalism and Marxism. What uniﬁed these disparate ideologies was
anti-imperialism. The sentiments were directed against Western domination, although the primary attitude toward Western science, technology,
and culture was positive. This was particularly true of Westernized intellectuals. Even among the ulama, many wished to adopt Western constitutional limits on the power of the ruling despots.
The authoritarian nationalism of Ataturk and Reza Shah was heavily
focused on state- and nation-building rather than institutions of political
participation. Ataturk’s instrument of modernization was the Republican
People’s Party, formed on 9 August 1923, replacing all other political
organizations. Its program consisted of ‘‘Six Arrows: Republicanism,
Nationalism, Populism, Statism, Secularism, and Revolution.’’ The arrow
of Secularism hit its targets most expeditiously one after another:
abolition of the Caliphate on 3 March 1924 (since the early sixteenth
century, the Ottoman sultans had laid claim to the title of Caliph of the
Muslims);
abolition of religious schools and courts;
adoption of Western-style clothing;
abolition of Suﬁ brotherhoods;
emancipation of women, including the rights to vote and stand for
election, abolition of polygamy, turning marriage into a civil contract
and divorce into a civil action;
adoption of the Swiss civil code, the Italian penal code, and the German commercial code in place of the Shari’a;
adoption of the Latin alphabet to replace the Arabic script in which
Ottoman Turkish had been written; this had the effect of cutting the
younger generation off from Islamic historical memories and literature, but it also led to an increase in literacy;
adoption of Western-style surnames in place of old Islamic names and
titles.
With some delay, Reza Shah in Iran followed essentially the same secularization policies. He did not, however, have the instrument of a political party and faced the opposition of a retrenched ulama. He took away
the schools and the courts from the control of the ulama, but left personal
affairs (marriage, divorce, and inheritance) largely under the control of
the Shari’a. Although he succeeded in some of his social secularization
policies (unveiling of women, institution of Western-style clothing, adoption of surnames, and compulsory military conscription), he could not go
so far as to grant suffrage to women or to abolish polygamy. Even so, his
social reforms were strongly resisted in some provinces.16
There was initially a high degree of consensus on secularization among
the ruling elite in Turkey and Iran. As many of its goals were achieved,
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many Turkish and Iranian nationalists wished to see more democratic
regimes. In fact, Ataturk experimented in 1930 with the creation of an
opposition party led by his longtime associate Ali Fethi, but its immediate and overwhelming success caused Ataturk to suppress it. In their
later years, both Ataturk and Reza Shah grew more remote from their
people – Ataturk by reason of excessive drinking and ill health; Reza
Shah by reason of excessive autocracy and greed. Ataturk left a secular
republican legacy behind in Kemalism that continues to this day as the
dominant ideology of the Turkish ruling elite. By contrast, Reza Shah’s
legacy was challenged from the secular left as well as the religious right
as soon as he was forced into exile by the Allied powers in 1941.
In contrast to Iran and Turkey, the Egyptian monarchy (1922–52) was
torn between the king, the Wafd Party, and the British. The constitution
(promulgated in 1923) was, like the Iranian constitution, based on that of
Belgium. But Egyptian constitutionalism was as illusory as Egyptian independence. King Fu’ad was never popular and was prepared to intrigue
with the nationalists or with the British to secure his power. The Wafd,
with its mass following, elaborate organization, and charismatic leadership of Sa’ad Zaghlul, was the only truly national party in Egypt. Ideologically, it stood for national independence against the British and for
constitutional government against royal autocracy. In practice – and increasingly after the death of Zaghlul in 1927 – its leaders were prepared
to make deals with the British or the king to obtain or retain power.
Personal and political rivalries led to the formation of splinter parties, the
ﬁrst of which, the Liberal Constitutionalist Party, broke off as early as
1922. The primary aim of the British government was to secure its imperial interests, especially control of the Suez Canal. Egyptian political
conditions thus bred competition and maneuvering among the parties
representing different factions of the ruling elite.
Nevertheless, the dominant ideological trend in Turkey, Iran, and
Egypt during the inter-war period was the same – secular nationalism. A
return to pre-Islamic mythologies and memories was a distinctive feature
of this nationalism. Secular intellectual and political leaders considered
religion to be a barrier to modernization and turned to pre-Islamic lore
for salvation. In Turkey, Kemalism looked to the Turkik past in Central
Asia and Anatolia to transform Ottomanism into a Turkish identity
not dependent on Islam. ‘‘Islamic’’ dress was discouraged. Turkish was
purged of its Arabic and Persian vocabularies and Turkik equivalents
were found or coined to replace them. History was rewritten to glorify
Turkish origins and achievements. Zia Gökalp (1876–1924), a leading Turkish intellectual, had already laid the ideological foundations
for pan-Turkism and later secular Turkish nationalism conﬁned to the
Ottoman Turks. Although he did not live long enough to see his dreams
realized, he was elected to the parliament of the new republic shortly
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before he died. His inﬂuence on the development of Turkish secular nationalism was next to that of Ataturk himself.17
In Iran, the secularists argued that the Arabs had imposed Islam on
the Iranians and that the Islamic period represented a decline in Iranian
civilization. A return to ancient Iranian architecture, names, celebrations, and customs was encouraged. Zoroastrianism as the religion of preIslamic Iran was celebrated. An Academy of Iranian Languages was established to purge Persian of its Arabic vocabulary and to replace it with
revived or newly coined words. The leading Iranian intellectuals in the
development of a secular nationalist ideology were Mirza Malkam Khan,
Mirza Fath Ali Akhundzadeh, Mirza Agha Khan Kermani, Hassan Taqizadeh, Seyyed Jamal ed-Din Esfahani and his son Seyed Muhammad Ali
Jamalzadeh, Sadeq Hedayat, and Ahmad Kasravi.18 Some of these intellectuals, novelists, preachers, and politicians came from clerical backgrounds, adopting a secular, freethinking ideology. Among them, Ahmad
Kasravi (1880–1946) went furthest in his anti-clerical views by establishing a religion of pakdini (pure religion) that tried to purge all metaphysics and superstition. He paid for his beliefs when, in 1946, a Fadaii Islam
zealot assassinated him.19
In Egypt, an inﬂuential intellectual, Taha Hussein (1889–1973), connected his country’s national identity with Pharaonic times and with
Mediterranean–European culture. Having been educated at al-Ahzar
(the oldest Islamic university), the newly established secular Cairo University, and the Sorbonne, he was uniquely qualiﬁed to challenge religious beliefs and establishments. He was eventually declared an apostate
by the ulama. But this did not prevent him from serving as Minister of
Education (1950–2) in the last Wafd government before the overthrow of
the monarchy. During his tenure, he vastly extended state education and
abolished school fees. Secularists such as Taha Hussein considered Egypt
capable of easily sharing in modern Western civilization. Religious differences were considered of no consequence; Muslims, Copts, and Jews
were seen as equally Egyptian. The development of a standard literary
Arabic, fusha, emphasized the unity of all Arabs, regardless of confession.
In all three countries (Turkey, Iran, and Egypt), these approaches
allowed, indeed required, all religious communities to partake in a single
legal and societal system, at the price of denying the Muslim loyalty of
the majority of the population. In Saudi Arabia and Pakistan, by contrast, Islam played a primary role in the formation of a national identity.
In Pakistan, it provided an alternative for Muslims who would otherwise
have had to share in an identity deﬁned by a Hindu majority in independent India. In spite of the fact that Muhammad Ali Jinah (1876–1948)
was himself a thoroughly secular, British-educated barrister, he led the
Muslims into partition from India. In Saudi Arabia, the state was forged
in the image of the Wahhabi fundamentalist faith. Elsewhere in the Arab
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world, especially in the Maghrib, secular nationalism’s downgrading of
Islam was muted by a qualiﬁed acceptance of Islam as one important
source of loyalty, but not the only one.

Secular education
The main instrument of secular nationalism, in turn, was secular education. This was as true for the three large states as for the smaller ones
in the region. Not only could secular education provide skilled workers
for modernization; it also could inculcate the civic virtues necessary for
modern citizenship. Educational expansion, however, was more rapid in
independent countries (Turkey and Iran) than in the colonies. In Lebanon, Syria, Tunisia, Morocco, and Algeria, educational policy mirrored
French interests. In Egypt, Jordan, Palestine, and Iraq, British policy was
dominant. Both colonial powers followed similar policies: to preserve
the status quo, train a limited number of native administrators, arrest
nationalism, and, in the case of France, promote its own culture and
language. Accordingly, they limited educational growth. The colonial
powers favored private, foreign, and missionary schools for the upper
classes. The public systems were centrally administered. Their curricula
were often copied from the British or the French and therefore were of
limited relevance to local needs. The quantity and quality of teachers
were inadequate, and dropout rates were high. Few modern schools were
to be found in the Arabian Peninsula. Only in Lebanon and in the Jewish
community in Palestine were large numbers of students enrolled in modern schools. Elsewhere, only a small percentage of the populace (including a few women) received a modern education.
Following independence, each country nationalized some of its private
schools, which were regarded as promoting alien religions and cultures.
Each country also greatly expanded educational opportunities, especially
at the upper levels. In 1925, Egypt nationalized a private institution
founded in Cairo in 1908 and made it into a national university, and
subsequently opened state universities in Alexandria (1942) and ’Ain
Shams (1950). The newly independent countries also sought to equalize
educational opportunities. Iraq provided free tuition and scholarships to
low-income students. In 1946, Syria made primary education free and
compulsory. Jordan enacted a series of laws calling for free and compulsory education and placed strict controls on foreign schools, especially
missionary schools.
Despite progress, secular education could not overcome the existing
cultural and social obstacles to universal education. The modern educational systems were divided into schools for the masses and for the elite.
Both types coexisted uneasily with the traditional Islamic schools, which
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ran the gamut from traditional maktabs (primary schools) to the venerable al-Azhar University. Educational participation rates in the secular
schools stood at relatively low levels.
In both Turkey and Iran, progress toward secular education was more
strident. Ataturk and, to a lesser degree, Reza Shah were determined
secularizers. Ataturk closed the religious schools, promoted coeducation,
prepared new curricula, emphasized vocational and technical education,
launched a compulsory adult education project, and established the innovative Village Institutes program to train rural teachers. In 1933, he
reorganized Istanbul University into a modern institution and later established Ankara University. In Iran, Reza Shah followed similar policies. He integrated and centralized the educational system, expanded
the schools, especially at the higher levels, founded the University of
Tehran (1934), sent students abroad for training, moved against the Islamic schools, promoted the education of women, and inaugurated an
adult education program. Nevertheless, the Iranian educational system
remained small and elitist.20
Following World War II, secular socialist ‘‘revolutions’’ led by the
military regimes called for universal primary education, an emphasis
upon vocational training, expansion of the higher levels, and the promotion of women’s education. Gamal Abdul-Nasser in Egypt and the
Ba’athist regimes in Syria and Iraq promoted their secular pan-Arab
ideologies by means of the mass media (notably newspapers and radio
broadcasting). Their aim was to transform society and culture. They integrated and uniﬁed the educational system by bringing the religious
schools under secular control. All public education was made free, and
strong efforts were made to universalize primary education, to upgrade
technical and vocational education, and to improve the quality of education generally.
In North Africa, the substitution of Arabic for French as the language
of instruction presented yet other difﬁculties. When Tunisia, Algeria, and
Morocco gained independence from France, most teachers taught only in
French. Appropriate texts in Arabic were not available. By the 1980s the
Arabization process remained incomplete; in all three countries, some
instruction was still being given in French.
Generally speaking, the educational reforms did not always produce
the anticipated results. Egypt failed to devise a coherent ﬁt between
educational expansion and developments in other sectors. Tunisia, too,
despite large investments, was unable to coordinate educational expansion with the needs of the economy. Above all, secular education was no
match for the powerful religious beliefs of incoming students from the
more traditional lower strata of society, who had Islamic rather than
secular orientations.
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Islamization with or without democratization
Recent decades have witnessed mounting social and political mobilization in the Middle East. An Islamic resurgence against the secular policies of the twentieth century has been an integral part of this mobilization. Rapid urbanization, increasing literacy, deepening media exposure,
and a demographic revolution that has tilted the population composition
toward the young have catapulted the more religious, lower strata of
society onto the political scene. Yet the formation of democratic institutions of political participation (trade unions, voluntary associations,
political parties, and free elections) has not kept pace with increasing
mobilization. If we consider political development and democracy to be a
function of the institutionalization of political participation, the outcome
of this lag has been political decay rather than development, i.e. the rise
of underground political activism, violence, and terrorism.21
Much of this activism has expressed itself in Islamic terms. As the
lower strata of society have gained increasing access to cities, literacy,
and the media, their Islamic leaders and movements have best articulated
their political aspirations. The secular elites, in contrast, through their
close association with Western powers and interests, have largely lost
the competition for the political imagination and loyalties of this mobilized, semi-urbanized, youthful, and often unemployed or underemployed
population.
The historical roots of Islamic resurgence are embedded in the social
structure of Middle Eastern societies. As a crossroads of major population movements in history, the Middle East has been an ethnic melting
pot for centuries. Iranians, Arabs, Turks, Kurds, Armenians, Jews, Copts,
Maronites, Druzes, and Assyrians have lived, intermarried, and interacted with each other for a very long time indeed. The Medina Constitution of Prophet Muhammad (622–32) had found an ingenious solution to
the problem of ethnic and religious diversity. It gave religious and political autonomy to the Peoples of the Book (ahl al-kitab), requiring them to
pay special taxes (jizyah) in return for protection. Successive Islamic
empires adopted this constitutional regime under what came to be known
as the millet system. The system produced a high level of tolerance for
the minorities.
Modeled after the European Westphalian order of territorial nationstates, secular nationalism inevitably exacerbated ethnic and religious
tensions. As Iranian, Arab, and Turkish secular nationalist regimes reconstructed the Middle Eastern states in the image of newly deﬁned,
purist models of ‘‘nations,’’ their traditional Muslim populations as well
as their ethnic minorities were increasingly put into a defensive position.
Long before the 1979 Islamic Revolution in Iran, which dramatized the
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vulnerability of the secular nationalist regimes, a number of Islamic
thinkers had opposed nationalism altogether. In India, Mawlana Abu’‘Cia’ Mawdudi, who was the founder of the Jama’at-i Islami, opposed
both secular and religious nationalism and argued for the Islamization
of society as an alternative to nationalism. Mawdudi later became the
most inﬂuential Islamic ideologue in the formation of Pakistan. In Egypt,
Sayyid Qutb and Hasan al-Banna’, who were the mentors of the Muslim
Brotherhood, fought for the educational, moral, and social reform of
Egyptian society and indeed of all Islamdom. In Iran, Ayatollah Shaikh
Fazlullah Nuri (died in 1909), Ayatollah Ruhollah Musavi Khomeini
(1902–89), and a French-educated sociologist Ali Shariati led the charge
against secular nationalism. Among the Islamic ideologues, Khomeini
was perhaps the most daring to call for the overthrow of all secular regimes and their replacement with Islamic republics led by Islamic jurists
(fuqaha, or vicars of God on earth).22
Given their signiﬁcantly different conditions, Middle Eastern societies
have experienced the Islamic resurgence in different ways. At the risk of
oversimplifying a very complex and evolving situation, Middle Eastern
countries can be divided into ﬁve groups with respect to relations between mosque and state:
1. convergence of mosque and state: Saudi Arabia, Iran, Sudan, Afghanistan;
2. suppression of mosque by state: Turkey, Algeria, Iraq, Syria;
3. confessional: Lebanon;
4. uneasy coexistence: Egypt, Israel;
5. evolving coexistence: Jordan, Kuwait.
For reasons that have already been reviewed in this chapter, the Shi’a
ulama in Iran were possessed of sufﬁcient ﬁnancial and administrative
autonomy to be able to ﬁll the political vacuum left by a monarchical
regime. The story of the Iranian Revolution has been extensively researched and published and need not detain us here.23 Two men who are
not normally credited for it paved the way for the Islamic revolution.
During his long tenure as the chief Shi’a mujtahid (marja’ taqlid), Ayatollah Boroujerdi (died in 1961) created a virtual state within the state by
developing the most extensive ﬁnancial and administrative system that
the Shi’a ulama had achieved up to that time. By pursuing a policy of
modernization without democratization, Muhammad Reza Shah also had
created a political vacuum. By destroying all secular communist and liberal sources of opposition, the Shah’s regime had paved the way for the
Shi’a clerical hegemony. Given the fact that the Shi’a ulama are rather
decentralized in organization and ﬁnancing, following the death of Ayatollah Khomeini in 1989 signiﬁcant differences among them have gradually emerged. Three groups may be identiﬁed: the conservatives, led by
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Ayatollah Seyyed Ali Khamanei (Supreme Leader); the liberals, led
by Seyyed Muhammad Khatami (president since 1997); and the pragmatists, led by Hojjaul-Islam Ali Akbar Hashemi Rafsanjani (president
during 1989–97). All three groups are united in their goal of upholding
the Islamic regime, but they differ on how to respond to the democratic
pressures from below.
By comparison with the revolutionary regime in Iran, the theocratic
regimes in Saudi Arabia, Afghanistan, and Sudan are politically repressive and socially conservative. The Saudi regime has been intolerant
toward the rights of women and minorities. The Taliban in Afghanistan
were brought to power by United States arms, Saudi money, and Pakistan military leadership. They suppressed women and minorities. The
Sudanese regime has been engaged in a bloody civil war against its own
Christian population in the south. In December 1999, however, President
Omar el-Bashir deposed the clerical parliamentary speaker and political
strongman Hassan Tourabi. The president’s increasing power suggests
that he can normalize relations with Sudan’s neighbors and perhaps bring
some stability to this corner of the African continent.
The second group of regimes, including those in Turkey, Algeria, Iraq,
and Syria, are secularist with little tolerance toward their Islamic oppositions and critics. As Hakan Yavuz argues,
The social fault lines that have emerged in Turkey because of the crisis of Kemalism and growing economic inequalities involve four major actors: the military, which uses Kemalism to legitimize its dominant institutional position; the
TUSIAD [Association of Turkish Industrialists and Businessmen], which also
controls the major media outlets; Sunni Islamic groups, which are divided into
four major factions; and Turkish ethnic and sectarian minorities, mainly the
Kurds and Alevis. The fault lines these actors straddle do not represent ‘‘ancient
hatreds’’ between competing groups. They are instead a product of a closed political system whose military–bureaucratic guardians have played an active role in
aggravating societal divisions.24

Although the situation in each country is unique and requires its own
analysis (see the relevant chapters in this volume), many of the same
problems apply to Algeria, Iraq, and Syria, where military–bureaucratic
regimes preside over restive civil societies. By contrast to Turkey, where
the Islamic resurgence has been relatively non-violent, Algeria, Iraq, and
Syria have experienced militant and violent Islamist movements. In Iraq
and Syria, the iron hand of the state has so far squashed the movements.
In Algeria, following the cancellation of the 1992 elections in which the
Front Islamique du Salut (FIS, or Islamic Salvation Front) won a majority of the National Assembly seats, a merciless civil war started pitting
the military regime against the militant Muslims. However, by the elec-
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tion of Abdelaziz Bouteﬂika to the presidency in 1999, Algeria has
inaugurated a new phase of reconciliation between the secular and
religious elements. According to Robert Mortimer, ‘‘despite his lack of
electoral legitimacy, Bouteﬂika has the skills to lead Algeria out of
the nightmare of the 1990s.’’25 That may or may not prove to be the case.
Because of its high literacy and civil society strength, Lebanon has
always enjoyed a greater level of democratic freedoms than most other
Middle Eastern societies.26 Through a national compact, the Lebanese
political system has attempted to maintain a delicate balance between
its main religious–ethnic communities. The resulting confessional system
has reserved the presidency for a Maronite, the premiership for a Sunni,
and the speakership of the parliament for a Shi’a. The civil war of the
1980s disturbed this delicate balance, which had to be reconstructed
through difﬁcult negotiations by giving more power to the underrepresented Shi’a population. The presence of Syrian forces in Lebanon currently guarantees short-term stability but undermines long-term stability.
Nevertheless, Lebanon is now trying to restore its democratic tradition.
Having had the longest experience with Islamic movements, the Egyptian military–bureaucratic regime has had an uneasy coexistence with its
militant Muslims. President Gamal Abdul-Nasser (1954–70) attempted to
co-opt the Ikhwan members by advancing reforms at home and militancy
abroad while waging battle against Israel. For a while in the 1960s, Nasser’s banner of pan-Arabism could not be easily challenged. President
Anwar Sadat (1970–81) reversed Nasser’s policies by entering into a
peace accord with Israel, befriending the West, and inaugurating economic liberalization. He also confronted the Muslim militants by repressive measures that led to his assassination.
Democratization from above is thus the norm in the Middle East
wherever pressures from below build up sufﬁciently to threaten the regimes. In the aftermath of the Iranian Revolution, decline of oil revenues
in the 1980s and 1990s, and the Persian Gulf War of 1991, several Middle
Eastern regimes had to liberalize to survive. The logic of rentier states,
which generally deny participation in recompense for no taxation, has
been greatly undermined. In Jordan, for example, high levels of debt and
inﬂation and the expulsion of Palestinians from Kuwait into Jordan
strained the ﬁnancial capabilities of the state.27 The 1989 riots in southern towns populated by Jordanian tribes loyal to the Hashemite throne
awakened King Hussein to the need for democratization. The parliamentary elections that were subsequently held allowed multiparty competition, including some Islamic militants who made it to the parliament;
following the ascension of King Abdullah to the throne in February 1999,
however, severe limits on political activity have been reintroduced. Similarly in Kuwait after the Gulf War, the regime could no longer resist de-
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mands for the revival of the parliament. In 1999, however, the parliament
rejected the Amir’s proposal for the extension of suffrage to women.
As demonstrated also in the Iranian and Algerian revolutions, political participation by patriarchal Middle Eastern men often denies political
democracy to women.

Conclusion
This chapter has limited its analysis of secularization and democratization
in the Middle East to primarily internal rather than external factors. In
a region that has been dominated by foreign powers for the past two
centuries, this analysis may be considered incomplete. Nevertheless, it
has been argued here that foreign domination has played a critical role
in creating serious obstacles to secularization and democratization. Although Western powers have generally supported secularization, they
have often stood in the way of democratization by supporting client dictatorial regimes. In contrast to the Western historical experience in which
secular nationalism and liberal democracy undermined the authority of
the church, Middle Eastern anti-imperialism has brought the ulama,
nationalists, and democrats into an uneasy alliance. In recent decades,
however, that alliance has been fractured by the increasing militancy of
Islamism, as evidenced notably in Iran, Sudan, Afghanistan, and Algeria.
The chapter also has identiﬁed the varieties of state–mosque relations
with respect to secularization and democratization trends. These varieties
include convergence of state and mosque, suppression of the mosque by
the state, confessionalism, and uneasy and evolving coexistence. The
interactions of secularization and democratization have thus been too
complex to lend themselves to any facile generalization. Radical secularization as typiﬁed by Kemalist Turkey and Iran under the Pahlavis followed an authoritarian path. A more liberal secularization regime, as
typiﬁed by Egypt, has led to an evolving coexistence between state and
the mosque. The Middle East’s multi-ethnic and multi-religious societies,
however, best lend themselves to constitutional regimes that allow freedom and autonomy for the varieties of religious communities. The Lebanese confessional system best typiﬁes such a regime.
If we consider democracy as a process of broadening and deepening of
political participation, its minimal requirements are popular sovereignty,
electoral representation, and civil liberties, which together may be identiﬁed as political democracy. Social democracy goes beyond this minimum requirement by providing equality of opportunity and social security for all citizens. Cultural democracy goes even further by providing
freedom of identity negotiations with respect to language, religion, eth-
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nicity, gender, and lifestyles. Although some Middle Eastern societies
have made halting progress toward political democracy, most of them
have failed to make any signiﬁcant strides toward social or cultural democracy. In rentier states where falling windfall revenues (from oil or
immigrants’ remittances) are forcing the states to concede democratic
freedoms to their civil societies (notably Iran, Jordan, and Algeria),
prospects for democracy currently seem more encouraging.
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6
The inﬂuence of Islam on attitudes
toward democracy in Morocco and
Algeria
Mark Tessler

Both academic and policy discussions about democracy in the Arab
world, as well as inquiries about the relationship between democracy and
peace, usually include attention to the political orientations of ordinary
men and women. In particular, questions are raised about whether popular attitudes and beliefs constitute an obstacle to democratization, possibly because the religious or cultural traditions that predominate in most
Arab countries inhibit the emergence of a democratic political culture.
Although questions are frequently raised about the views of ordinary
citizens, about what is sometimes described as ‘‘the Arab street,’’ answers
are most often based on impressionistic and anecdotal information. Indeed, some analyses appear to be inﬂuenced by Western stereotypes
about Arabs and Muslims. By contrast, systematic empirical inquiries
into the nature, distribution, and determinants of political attitudes in the
Arab world are rare.
Similarly, there is a growing body of scholarly (and popular) literature
devoted to the relationship between Islam and democracy. Again, however, there has been almost no systematic research at the individual level
of analysis, and so there is little evidence with which to answer questions
about whether, and if so how, religious attachments inﬂuence the political orientations of ordinary citizens.
Against this background, this chapter examines the inﬂuence of Islam
on attitudes toward governance in general and democracy in particular
through the analysis of public opinion data collected in Morocco and Al103
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geria. Based on interviews with representative samples of adults in Rabat
and Oran, these data were collected through survey research designed
and carried out in collaboration with Moroccan and Algerian scholars.
The interview schedule includes questions about governance and democracy and also about conceptions and practices relating to Islam. Although
more research will be needed before generalizable conclusions can be
advanced with conﬁdence, these data provide a solid empirical foundation for considering questions that are usually discussed with little or no
systematic evidence.
To place this research within the context of the overall volume’s concerns, and thereby to establish its relevance and potential utility, the discussion begins by brieﬂy reviewing: the importance of democracy in
the Arab world; the elements of democratic transitions in other world
regions, with particular reference to citizen orientations; the possible
salience of Islam in assessments of Arab democratization; and ﬁndings
from research in the West about the inﬂuence of religion on political attitudes. The data are then presented in order to shed light on the degree
to which Islamic attachments have an impact on attitudes toward democracy and governance in Morocco and Algeria.

The importance of democracy in the Arab states
With a few exceptions, the Arab world has made relatively little progress
toward political liberalization in recent years. On the contrary, many of
the experiments in democratization that were launched a decade or so
ago have been cut back substantially or even abandoned. Lisa Anderson
describes the situation as ‘‘exceptionally bleak . . . from the spectacular
crash and burn of Algeria’s liberalization to Tunisia’s more subtle but no
less profound transformation into a police state, from Egypt’s backsliding
into electoral manipulation [and repression of Islamic political movements] to the obvious reluctance of Palestinian authorities to embrace
human rights.’’1
Yet the importance of democracy has been repeatedly emphasized by
Arab as well as Western scholars. A concern for political liberalization,
and ultimately for democracy, does not reﬂect an uncritical infatuation
with globalization or a belief that Western political forms are inherently
superior. It rather reﬂects a deep desire for accountability and morality
on the part of political leaders and a rejection of political and economic relationships through which, as described by a Jordanian journalist, ‘‘autocratic rulers and non-accountable power elites pursue whimsical, wasteful and regressive policies.’’2
Indeed, discontent with the political and economic situation has led to
outbursts of citizen anger, including rioting, in a number of Arab coun-
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tries.3 Thus, as expressed by an American scholar of Egyptian origin, ‘‘a
severe, multi-dimensional, and protracted crisis is faced by many regimes
in the Muslim [and Arab] world. This is evidenced by a decline of state
legitimacy and has resulted in ‘state exhaustion’.’’4 The result, according
to a Lebanese political scientist, is that unchecked authoritarianism in
many Arab countries is ‘‘paving the way to a deep crisis in the fabric of
society.’’5 Similarly, an Egyptian sociologist argues that ‘‘political reform
must be initiated, or else there is a real danger of political chaos,’’ and a
second Egyptian scholar states that ‘‘I dreamed of democracy in my
youth and now I see that our country is regressing politically.’’6
Additionally, there is at least some evidence that democratization in
the Arab world would contribute to the peaceful resolution of regional
conﬂicts7 and also to regional economic integration.8 These assessments
are consistent with the thesis, well established in the scholarly literature
(and discussed in Solingen’s chapter in this volume), that a state’s international behavior is strongly inﬂuenced by the pattern of its domestic
governance.9
Alternatively, the absence of democracy may produce support for
adventurism and militarism in international affairs, as Arab and other
scholars have observed when seeking to explain the support for Saddam
Hussein among ordinary citizens in many Arab countries.10 According to
a Moroccan analyst, many judged the anti-Iraq coalition in the Gulf War
to be ‘‘enemies of the people . . . The sole motivation of the sultans of the
Gulf, of Mubarak, and even of Assad, all of whom joined in the war
against Saddam, was to remain in power and protect their personal
interests . . . to defend themselves against their own people.’’11 Had these
governments been more democratic and hence legitimate, their campaign
against Iraq’s adventurism would presumably have had much more popular support among their citizens.
It should be repeated that the motivation for democratic governance is
not based on a desire to imitate the West. Nor does it necessarily reﬂect a
belief that democracy will contribute to regional peace and integration,
even though these may be desirable by-products. There is rather an
awareness that mechanisms by which ordinary men and women can hold
their governments accountable are necessary to limit mismanagement
and corruption and to push for policies that address the needs of all citizens, rather than simply deliver resources to the ruling elite. These
themes continue to be emphasized in a wide range of settings, as, for
example, at a December 1999 conference in Amman attended by intellectuals from 13 Arab countries. The meeting, which focused on the
challenges of globalization, issued a call for ‘‘greater political freedoms and intellectual pluralism,’’ as well as the preservation of Arab
speciﬁcity.12
In view of the importance of democratic governance, and despite the
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pessimism of most present-day assessments, there is at least some hope
for renewed political liberalization in the years ahead. On the one hand,
there are new rulers and/or regimes in a number of important countries,
including Jordan, Morocco, and Algeria. On the other, various domestic
and international forces will keep issues of governance on the agenda
and, in all probability, exert pressure for at least gradual democratization. Relevant considerations include popular demands for more responsive and accountable government;13 pressures for economic liberalization, which may lead to greater pluralism in the shaping of public
policy;14 and a growing number of civil society organizations.15

The role of citizen attitudes
Studies of democratic transitions and democratic consolidation usually
identify two analytically distinct dimensions to which attention must be
devoted.16 One involves political institutions and processes. The other
involves citizen attitudes and values, often described as political culture.
Institutional and process considerations call attention to the need for
mechanisms that make political leaders accountable to those they govern,
including free, competitive, and regular elections. Political culture calls
attention to the orientations of ordinary men and women and, so far as
democracy is concerned, to the need to develop civic and participatory
norms at the individual level of analysis.
With respect to political culture more particularly, the constellation of
citizen attitudes necessary for a mature democracy is variously described
as ‘‘participant citizenship,’’ a ‘‘civic culture,’’ and a ‘‘democratic culture.’’ This is deﬁned in the following terms by a prominent student of
democratization in Russia and Eastern Europe: a democratic citizen
‘‘believes in individual liberty and is politically tolerant, has a certain
distrust of political authority but at the same time is trusting of fellow
citizens, is obedient but nonetheless willing to assert rights against the
state, and views the state as constrained by legality.’’17
Important questions are raised about the relationship between the institutional and political culture dimensions of democratization. Speciﬁcally, there is discussion and disagreement about whether reasonably
high levels of participant citizenship are a prerequisite for successful democratization, or whether citizens can acquire democratic orientations at
a somewhat later stage, as a result of exposure to a political environment
in which political life is characterized by pluralism and competition. As
noted by Rose, a student of democratization in post-communist countries, ‘‘some theorists argue that a democratic culture is a consequence
that follows the establishment of democratic institutions, while others
consider it a prerequisite for achieving stable democracy.’’18
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Huntington summarizes the precondition thesis, noting that ‘‘a profoundly antidemocratic culture would impede the spread of democratic
norms in the society and deny legitimacy to democratic institutions.’’19
Yet, as noted by Rose, ‘‘if this is the case, it could take generations before democracy is secure in a given country.’’ In fact, however, Rose
asserts that most scholars take a ‘‘realist’’ position and tend to see the
emergence of democratic attitudes among ordinary citizens as a consequence of democratization at the institutional level. Progress toward democracy, he suggests, begins with ‘‘teams of elites competing for votes to
win ofﬁce. This does not require every voter to believe in democracy or
that every politician believe in anything – the latter are simply advocating policies they think the public wants.’’20
Debates about sequencing notwithstanding, there is general agreement that ordinary men and women must eventually possess the kinds
of orientations associated with a civic or democratic political culture if
democratic transitions are to succeed and be consolidated. As a consequence, it is necessary to identify the experiences and conditions that
either encourage or hinder the emergence of such orientations, and
studies devoted to this question are increasingly common in some postauthoritarian polities. This includes research in Eastern Europe,21 Latin
America,22 and, to a lesser extent, East Asia23 and Africa.24
Despite numerous calls for the investigation of political attitudes, some
going back almost two decades, individual-level research focusing on
political culture has lagged in the Arab world.25 The primary reason, according to both Arab and non-Arab observers, is the authoritarian political climate that prevails in most Arab states.26 There have been a few
exceptions in recent years, primarily, though not exclusively, involving
work in Palestine.27 Moreover, one recent review asserts that ‘‘the limited survey research done in the Arab world has had disproportionately
high payoffs.’’28 Still, opinion studies focusing on democracy and governance in Arab countries remain few in number and also, for the most
part, limited in analytical scope. Consequently, relatively little is known
about the nature, distribution, and determinants of the political attitudes
held by ordinary Arab men and women.

Islam and democracy
Against this background, there is discussion, and often disagreement,
about the relationship between democracy and Islam. Although stereotypes are sometimes advanced, questions about the inﬂuence of Islam are
not inappropriate. There is a strong historic connection between religion
and politics in the Muslim world, reﬂecting Islam’s character as a religion
of laws pertaining to societal organization as well as individual morality.
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In addition, Islam has become increasingly inﬂuential in Arab political
and cultural life during the past quarter-century. New Muslim cultural
associations, study groups, welfare organizations, and ﬁnancial institutions have emerged, accompanied by a sharp increase in such expressions
of personal piety as mosque attendance and public prayer.
Islam has also become an important point of reference in debates
about how the Arab world should be governed.29 Emphasizing political
and economic problems and campaigning under the banner ‘‘Islam is
the solution,’’ Muslim political organizations have had notable success in
attracting new followers. Adherents include younger individuals, women
as well as men, and many well-educated persons.30 These ‘‘Islamist’’
groups, as they are called, have also shown signiﬁcant electoral strength
when citizens have had an opportunity to express their preferences at the
polls.31
Morocco and Algeria, the focus of this study, are prominent among
the Arab countries to which these generalizations about Islam apply. In
Morocco, both the monarchy and one of the country’s oldest political
parties, the Istiqlal, have a historically established and continuing identiﬁcation with Islam. More recently, Islamist opposition movements have
come to prominence on university campuses and elsewhere, and several
representatives of these movements won seats in parliament in the 1999
elections. In Algeria, Islamists won the elections of 1990 and 1991, demonstrating at the time both their organizational ability and the strength of
their appeal.
So far as democracy is concerned, some observers, particularly some
Western observers, assert that democracy and Islam are incompatible.
Whereas democracy requires openness, competition, pluralism, and tolerance of diversity, Islam, they argue, encourages intellectual conformity
and an uncritical acceptance of authority. In the words of one authority,
‘‘the idea of democracy is quite alien to the mind-set of Islam.’’32 Equally
important, Islam is said to be anti-democratic because it vests sovereignty
in God, who is the sole source of political authority and from whose divine law must come all regulations governing the community of believers.
In the view of some, this means that Islam ‘‘has to be ultimately embodied in a totalitarian state.’’33
But many others reject the suggestion that Islam is an enemy in the
struggle to establish accountable government. They point out that Islam
has many facets and tendencies, making unidimensional characterizations
of the religion highly suspect.34 They also report that there is considerable variation in the interpretations of religious law advanced by
Muslim scholars and theologians, and that among these are expressions
of support for democracy, including some by leading Islamist theorists.35
Finally, they insist that openness, tolerance, and progressive innovation
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are well represented among traditions associated with the religion, and
are thus entirely compatible with Islam.36
As the preceding suggests, within Islamic doctrine and Muslim traditions one can ﬁnd both elements that are and elements that are not congenial to democracy; and this in turn means that the inﬂuence of the religion depends to a very considerable extent on how and by whom it is
interpreted. There is no single or accepted interpretation on many issues,
and sometimes not even a consensus on who speaks for Islam. As one
study demonstrated with respect to Islamic strictures about family planning and contraception, different religious authorities give different advice about what is permissible in Islam.37 In addition, serious doubts
have been expressed about the motivation of some religious authorities.
As one Arab scholar asks, focusing in particular on the relationship between Islam and democracy:
Can democracy occur if the ulama or jurists have sole charge of legal interpretation? May not the ulama’s ability to declare laws compatible or incompatible with
the teaching of the shariah lead to abuse? There are numerous examples of ulama
manipulating Islamic teachings to the advantage of political leaders. Indeed, the
religion has been dominated by the state since its inception and the ulama have
often played a role that sometimes also has been played by Christian clergy:
motivated by political rather than religious considerations, they have offered
doctrinal interpretations that are deliberately designed to justify the behavior of
political leaders.38

Research in the West on religion and politics
This study seeks to provide information about the inﬂuence of religious
orientations on attitudes toward governance in North Africa. It does not
aspire to resolve debates about the relationship between Islam and democracy. It is limited to the individual level of analysis, and even here it
is only one among the many studies needed to lay an empirical foundation for serious consideration of this issue. At the same time, it does draw
upon an unusually solid base of original public opinion data collected in
Morocco and Algeria, and it may accordingly make a contribution that
moves beyond broad generalizations and stereotypes.
Further, the study can contribute to a more objective assessment of
whether and how Islam inﬂuences political orientations in Muslim societies. It can also help to incorporate insights drawn from these societies
into comparative research concerned with the locus of applicability of
particular connections between religion and politics. Such research, like
that in the Arab world, is still at an early stage. But there have been a
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number of studies in Western countries concerned with the relationship
between religious orientations and political attitudes among ordinary
citizens, and these may be brieﬂy summarized in order to place the present investigation in comparative perspective.
This comparative perspective also serves as a reminder that questions
about the inﬂuence of religion are not unique to the Arab world or to
Islam. Social scientists in the West have also called for, and carried out,
studies of the relationships between religion and politics. These include
individual-level research that assesses the utility of religious orientations in accounting for variance in political attitudes. The existence of
such studies should discourage stereotypes that emphasize Islamic exceptionalism.
Findings from a number of empirical studies in Western countries, although not entirely consistent, suggest a nuanced and conditional relationship between religion and politics, one in which religious orientations
are neither consistently useful nor consistently irrelevant in accounting
for variance in political attitudes and behavior. Several opinion surveys
report, for example, that personal religiosity is strongly and positively
related to the degree of importance that individuals attach to issues
of public policy pertaining to personal conduct, especially when, as in
the case of abortion, homosexuality, and gender roles, this conduct is
deemed to involve an ethical or moral dimension.39 Another study, using
data from the United States, looked at religiosity deﬁned in terms of a
tendency to seek religious guidance and biblical literalism and found a
positive correlation with anti-communism and higher levels of support
for military and defense-related spending.40
Although these ﬁndings suggest that religiosity frequently pushes toward conservative and nationalistic political views, a study using European data found that greater religiosity was positively correlated with
higher levels of internationalism, and speciﬁcally with more support for
European integration and for aid to developing countries.41 In this case,
religiosity was measured by the degree to which respondents reported
that religion was important in shaping their political outlook.
The ﬁndings of yet another scholar are similarly diverse.42 Using data
from the United States, Jelen found that respondents with evangelical
beliefs associated with Protestantism were more likely to display hawkish
foreign policy attitudes related to defense spending, the use of military
power to achieve foreign policy goals, and the bombing of civilian targets
in war-time situations. Roman Catholics, by contrast, took more dovish
positions on a number of foreign policy questions. A less consistent pattern emerged from his analysis of cross-national European data, however. Speciﬁcally, there was a direct positive correlation between religiosity and support for military security in three countries, a direct but
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negative correlation between these variables in two countries, and a positive but indirect correlation in seven countries.43
Several other studies have constructed attitudinal scales measuring
different normative dimensions associated with religion and then examined the correlation between each scale and a series of political attitudes.
This research found that more individualistic orientations, such as an
emphasis on a personal relationship with God rather than religion’s
contribution to solving societal problems, were correlated with greater
conservatism in ideology, partisanship, and policy preferences.44 These
ﬁndings suggest that the type of religious orientation, as well as the degree of religiosity, may be useful in accounting for variance in individual
political attitudes.
Taken as a whole, this research suggests that religion in the West often
pushes toward political conservatism and nationalism, but also that these
tendencies are both inconsistent and in all probability conditional. A
more coherent picture may emerge as additional research is undertaken.

Data from opinion research in North Africa
This study’s empirical contribution draws upon a cross-national opinion
survey carried out in North Africa in late 1995 and early 1996 under the
auspices of the American Institute for Maghrib Studies, with supplementary ﬁnancial support provided by the Ford Foundation and United
States Information Agency. The survey was conducted in Rabat, Morocco, and Oran, Algeria. Tunisian government permission to conduct
the survey in Tunis was initially denied but has since been obtained, and
so the Tunisian component of the project is presently being carried out.
Although limited to a single city in each country, the surveys are based
on carefully drawn random samples of 1,000 households in each city, and
they are thus representative of large and very heterogeneous populations. Further, extensive care was taken in the training of interviewers,
and a lengthy ‘‘interviewer manual’’ was prepared for use in each country. In addition, not only was the survey instrument carefully prepared
and pre-tested, it included a very broad array of items, thus making
the data of interest to students and scholars in many different disciplines.
Finally, an innovative, multi-stage procedure was developed for selecting
respondents. One battery of questions was administered to household
heads; another, composed of questions dealing with political, social, and
economic attitudes, was given to a second, randomly selected member of
each household; and, when this second respondent was a woman of childbearing years, an additional set of questions pertaining to fertility and
family planning was asked.
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Perhaps the most notable feature of the project was the composition of
the research team. This was a truly international effort, involving 15
social scientists from Tunisia, Algeria, Morocco, and the United States.
Each country was represented in approximately equal measure and all
national ‘‘delegations’’ included scholars from at least three different
academic disciplines. The group met regularly over a three-year period,
ﬁrst to develop and then to reﬁne both conceptual and methodological
aspects of the project and later to exchange ﬁndings from preliminary
analyses. I have written or co-authored several papers that report selected ﬁndings and give additional information about the study.45
For this chapter, a multidimensional scaling technique known as factor
analysis has been used to select items from the interview schedule to
measure attitudes toward Islam and toward governance. Used in this
way, factor analysis has a number of important advantages.46 First, it
provides an objective basis for selecting the items. Although selection is
of course limited by the composition of the interview schedule, factor
analysis identiﬁes those items that are most closely associated with whatever conceptual property or properties characterize the collection of
items that ask about Islam and about governance. Secondly, factor analysis offers evidence of reliability and validity. High loadings on a common factor indicate reproducibility, and hence reliability. They also indicate unidimensionality, meaning that the items measure a common
conceptual property, which is a basis for inferring validity. Thirdly, factor
analysis permits the construction of multi-item scales, or indices, which
add precision when measuring the views of respondents. This is accomplished either by computing factor ‘‘scores’’ or by summing the items
associated with a given dimension, those that factor analysis indicates
‘‘belong together.’’
A factor analysis of items from the Moroccan and Algerian survey
instruments has identiﬁed a number of dimensions, or factors, four of
which are of interest to our present analysis. These include two dimensions pertaining to Islam: personal piety and attitudes toward Islamic
guidance in public affairs. The other two dimensions involve political
orientations: attitudes toward democracy and civic participation.
The Moroccan and Algerian data yield nearly identical results with respect to both the nature of the dimensions and the individual survey
items associated with each, thereby inspiring additional conﬁdence in
the validity and reliability of these measures. Further, conﬁdence that
respondents understood the survey items properly and gave coherent
responses is indicated by the comparability of the observed patterns to
ﬁndings from other empirical studies. Reports based on data from Egypt,
Palestine, Kuwait, Lebanon, and Jordan, as well as from Morocco and
Algeria, consistently show the same two dimensions of Islamic orienta-
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tion.47 Similarly, research on political culture in the context of democratization conﬁrms the salience of the civic attitudes identiﬁed in the present study.48 Against this background, the items associated with each of
the dimensions identiﬁed by factor analysis are shown below.
Personal piety:
1. prays regularly
2. consults imam or f’kih if has a personal problem
3. often reads works on religion (only for Morocco)
Islamic guidance:
1. believes that religion should guide political and administrative affairs
2. believes that religion should guide economic and commercial affairs
Attitudes toward democracy:
1. believes openness to diverse ideas is an important criterion for political leadership
2. believes the development of democratic institutions is a high priority
for government
Civic participation:
1. belongs to one or more civic associations
2. participates in public service projects

Findings
Prior to examining the connections between religious orientations and
political attitudes, it may be instructive to present descriptive information
about the nature and distribution of responses to selected items from the
survey instrument. Accordingly, two tables are included in an appendix.
Table 6A.1 gives the aggregate percentage of respondents in each country reporting various attitudes and behavior patterns. Table 6A.2, which
presents responses to one item from each dimension, shows the distributions of attitudes and behavior patterns across demographic categories based on gender, education, and age. Although these tables do not
shed light on the relationship between Islam and democracy, they do
provide valuable information about some of the normative and behavioral characteristics of the populations under study with respect to Islam
and politics.
Correlation and regression analysis have been used to examine the relationships between religious dimensions and political dimensions. The
latter method, which treats political orientations as dependent variables
and religious orientations as independent variables, is the more powerful
of these techniques. It assesses the explanatory power of each indepen-
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dent variable with all others held constant, thus addressing the problem
of multicolinearity.

Morocco
Turning ﬁrst to Morocco and beginning with attitudes toward democracy,
there are statistically signiﬁcant correlations involving both personal
piety and attitudes toward Islamic guidance. Speciﬁcally, in both cases,
individuals with stronger religious orientations are signiﬁcantly less likely
to attach high priority to democratic institutions and values. Regression
analysis shows that the relationship between personal piety and attitudes
toward democracy is spurious, however. Personal piety and support for
Islamic guidance are themselves strongly intercorrelated and, when the
latter variable is held constant, personal piety’s relationship to support
for democracy loses much of its statistical signiﬁcance. Further, it loses all
of its statistical signiﬁcance with the introduction of two additional control variables: age and education. By contrast, the inverse relationship
between support for Islamic guidance and priority attached to democracy
remains statistically signiﬁcant when piety, age, and education are held
constant.
These patterns are shown in table 6.1, which reports correlation coefﬁcients for the correlations and t-values for the regressions, both of
which show the direction as well as the strength of relationships. Probability values are given in parentheses. The lower the probability value
(p), the greater the likelihood that the variables are actually related in
the population from which the sample has been drawn. The generally
accepted cut-off point for statistical signiﬁcance is p < :05; when signiﬁcance at or beyond the .05 level is attained, the values are in bold in
the table. Note also that the larger the number of variables held constant,
the greater the likelihood that the relationship is causal, meaning that the
independent variable is a determinant of variance on the dependent
variable.
Additional insight is provided by two further analyses. The ﬁrst replaces the scale measuring attitudes toward Islamic guidance by its two
constituent items. The regression in this case shows that the item pertaining to guidance in economic and commercial affairs provides the
scale’s explanatory power; it remains statistically signiﬁcant in the new
regression model, whereas the item pertaining to guidance in political
and administrative affairs loses its statistical signiﬁcance. The second involves disaggregating, with separate analyses undertaken for men and
women. When this is done, the previously reported pattern holds for
women but not for men. These patterns, too, are shown in table 6.1.
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Table 6.1 Religious orientations and attitudes toward democracy in Morocco
Regressions
Correlation

Full
sample

Full
sample

Personal piety

C.101
(.009)

1.74
(.083)

0.48
(.706)

Islamic guidance in
public affairs
1. in politics and
administration
2. in economics
and commerce

C.153
(.000)

3.16
(.002)

C2.50
(.013)

Age
Education

Full
sample
0.08
(.937)

Men
only
0.24
(.810)

Women
only
0.09
(.926)

1.23
(.218)
C2.43
(.015)

1.67
0.15
(.097)
(.882)
1.20
C2.17
(.232)
(.031)

1.37
(.171)

1.48
(.140)

0.58
C1.99
(.565)
(.047)

10.70
(.000)

9.75
(.000)

7.54
C5.36
(.000)
(.000)

Notes: Reported for correlations are correlation coefﬁcients, and reported for
regressions are t-statistics; both show the direction as well as the strength of relationships. Figures in parentheses are probabilities; p < :05 is the generally accepted minimum level of statistical signiﬁcance, indicated in bold when attained.

One conclusion to be drawn from this analysis is that personal piety
has no independent explanatory power. With other variables held constant, there are no signiﬁcant differences in the attitudes toward democracy held by individuals who are more pious and observant and those
who are less pious and observant. Conversely, attitudes about Islamic
guidance in public affairs do have an inﬂuence on attitudes toward democracy. However, although an inverse relationship persists when controls are included in the analysis, the relationship is nonetheless limited
and conditional. It is limited to attitudes involving guidance in economic
and commercial affairs, and it is signiﬁcant only in the case of women.
The pattern is much less elaborate with respect to civic participation.
In neither the regression analysis nor even the correlation analysis is
participation related to a statistically signiﬁcant degree to either personal
piety or attitudes toward Islamic guidance. In other words, in both bivariate and multivariate analyses, individuals with stronger religious orientations are neither more likely nor less likely to participate in civic
associations and public service projects than are individuals with weaker
religious orientations. Islamic attachments thus have no inﬂuence on civic
participation.
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Algeria
Findings from Algeria are similar to those from Morocco with one important exception. As in Morocco, there is an inverse and statistically
signiﬁcant relationship between support for democracy and both personal
piety and support for Islamic guidance in public affairs. In contrast to
Morocco, however, the statistical signiﬁcance of personal piety does not
disappear in the regression analysis. This is the case even when age and
education are introduced as control variables. These ﬁndings are presented in table 6.2.
Additional regression models are also presented in table 6.2. First, as
in Morocco, the scale measuring attitudes toward Islamic guidance has
been replaced by its constituent items. Further, precisely as observed in
Morocco, it is views about Islamic guidance in economic and commercial
affairs that provide the scale’s explanatory power. Views about Islamic

Table 6.2 Religious orientations and attitudes toward democracy in Algeria
Regressions

Personal piety

Correlation

Full
sample

Full
sample

C.114
(.001)

C2.57
C2.50
(.010)
(.013)

1. prays regularly
2. consults imam
or f’kih
Islamic guidance in
public affairs
1. in politics and
administration
2. in economics
and commerce

C.140
(.009)

Full
sample

Men
only

Women
only

C2.05
(.041)
1.61
(.108)

0.23
C2.58
(.819)
(.010)
0.69
1.74
(.490)
(.082)

0.88
(.382)
C3.38
(.001)

0.80
0.44
(.422)
(.659)
1.47
C3.29
(.142)
(.001)

C2.93
C2.63
(.004)
(.009)

Age

0.59
(.558)

0.85
(.395)

0.17
(.869)

1.06
(.289)

Education

2.87
(.000)

3.09
(.002)

2.06
C2.32
(.040)
(.021)

Notes: Reported for correlations are correlation coefﬁcients, and reported for
regressions are t-statistics; both show the direction as well as the strength of relationships. Figures in parentheses are probabilities; p < :05 is the generally accepted minimum level of statistical signiﬁcance, indicated in bold when attained.
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guidance in political and administrative affairs are not independently related to attitudes toward democracy.
Second, constituent items have also been substituted for the personal
piety scale, since in Algeria this scale is also related to attitudes toward
democracy to a statistically signiﬁcant degree. In this case, it is regular
prayer that carries the scale’s explanatory power. Consulting an imam or
f’kih is not independently related to attitudes toward democracy.
Third, separate regressions have again been undertaken for men and
women, and as in Morocco the statistically signiﬁcant relationships hold
in the case of women but not men. Thus, to summarize, women who pray
more regularly are less likely to attach importance to democratic institutions and values, as are women who are more favorably disposed
toward Islamic guidance in economic and commercial affairs. This pattern is observed with age, education, and the other constituent items of
the two Islamic orientation scales held constant. Among Algerian men,
by contrast, as among men in Morocco, none of the Islamic orientations
examined is related to attitudes toward democracy to a statistically signiﬁcant degree.
Turning ﬁnally to civic participation, ﬁndings again parallel those observed in Morocco. No statistically signiﬁcant relationships have been
observed. In both the bivariate and multivariate analyses, individuals
with stronger religious orientations are neither more likely nor less likely
than those with weaker religious orientations to participate in civic associations or public service projects. Islamic orientations thus do not account for variance in levels of civic participation.

Conclusion
Survey data from the Maghrib suggest that, although religious orientations do have some inﬂuence on attitudes toward democracy and governance, this inﬂuence is limited and conditional. In Morocco, personal
piety does not predispose individuals either favorably or unfavorably
toward democracy or, similarly, toward civic participation. In Algeria,
regular prayer is the only aspect of religious piety that inﬂuences political
orientations, more frequent prayer being associated with less support
for democracy. But this relationship holds only among women, and frequency of prayer is unrelated to civic participation. In both Morocco and
Algeria, one but only one aspect of support for religious guidance in
public affairs is associated with political orientations. This is support for
guidance in economic and commercial affairs, which is inversely related
to support for democracy. Again, however, this relationship holds only
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among women. Support for Islamic guidance in economics and commerce
is unrelated to civic participation among either women or men, and
among both men and women support for guidance in political and administrative affairs is unrelated either to attitudes toward democracy or
to civic participation. All of the latter ﬁndings obtain in both Morocco
and Algeria.
Three sets of conclusions may be tentatively advanced on the basis of
these ﬁndings. All raise questions that deserve additional research. First,
despite some statistically signiﬁcant relationships, Islam appears to have
less inﬂuence on political attitudes and behavior than is frequently suggested by students of Arab and Islamic society. The present study is
of course limited in both space and time, and it is also restricted to the
individual level of analysis. Nevertheless, it strongly suggests that Islam
should not be reiﬁed when attempting to explain Arab political orientations, and, more speciﬁcally, it offers evidence that support for democracy and participation in civic affairs are not in most cases lower among
individuals with the strongest Islamic attachments.
Secondly, the locus of those relationships that are statistically signiﬁcant is noteworthy. In both of the countries for which data are available,
support for Islamic guidance has explanatory power only among women,
and only with respect to guidance in economic and commercial affairs.
This suggests that it may be economic concerns that discourage support
for democracy, rather than a desire for the broad application of Islamic
codes to public affairs. And it is also possible, although additional research is needed to test this hypothesis, that this is because democracy is
perceived to include an economic opening that will increase inequality
and is therefore less attractive to those for whom economic concerns are
more pronounced. Further, it may be that such concerns are greater
among women than men, a hypothesis that is supported by a recent study
exploring the consequences for Maghribi and other Arab women of political and economic liberalization.49
Thirdly, studies in the United States and Europe report that religious
orientations have more explanatory power than has been observed in the
present investigation. The difference should not be overstated, since
ﬁndings from Western countries are not entirely consistent and since the
present study indicates that religion has at least a limited and conditional
impact on political orientations in North Africa. Further, research in the
United States and Europe has not examined the same political orientations. Nevertheless, perhaps surprisingly, the present study suggests that
religion inﬂuences political orientations more frequently and consistently
in the West than in the Arab world. This may be because levels of personal piety are higher in the Arab world and also because of a strong and
historically legitimated connection between Islam and politics, thereby
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making religious orientations less useful in distinguishing among individuals with dissimilar political inclinations.
If correct, this suggests that aggregate religiosity at the system level
constitutes a conditionality affecting the relationship between religion
and politics at the individual level of analysis. Speciﬁcally, whereas religiosity tends to push toward political conservatism in more secular societies, it frequently does not push toward any particular political tendency
in more religious societies. It remains to be seen whether future research
supports this hypothesis. For the present, however, ﬁndings from North
Africa do indicate a need for comparative analyses aimed at identifying
system-level characteristics that specify the locus of religion’s inﬂuence
on the political orientations of ordinary citizens.
More opinion studies, as well as research at other levels of analysis, are
necessary in order to arrive at a fuller understanding of whether and how
Islam inﬂuences the prospects for successful democratic transitions in
the Arab world. This study aspires to encourage and advance this effort,
while at the same time making a contribution to scientiﬁc cumulativeness
that is signiﬁcant despite its limitations. And the evidence presently
available from Morocco and Algeria suggests that Islam is not the obstacle to democratization that some Western scholars allege it to be. A
democratic, civic, and participant political culture may indeed be necessary for mature democracy, but there is nothing in the present study’s
ﬁndings to suggest that the emergence of such a political culture is discouraged by the Islamic attachments of Arab men and women.

Appendix
Table 6A.1 Aggregate attitudes toward Islam and governance (percent)
Morocco Algeria
Personal piety
Prays regularly
Consults imam or f’kih if personal problems

73
29

78
12

Islamic guidance
Religion should guide economic and social affairs
Religion should guide political and administrative affairs

62
50

50
31

Attitudes toward democracy
Development of democratic institutions is a high priority
Openness to diverse ideas an important leadership criterion

20
16

17
26

Political participation
Belongs to one or more civic associations
Participates in public service projects

11
14

5
13
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Table 6A.2 Distributions of attitudes and behavior patterns across demographic
categories (percent)
Male

Female

Young Old
Young Old
Young Old
Young Old
Lo Ed. Lo Ed. Hi Ed. Hi Ed. Lo Ed. Lo Ed. Hi Ed. Hi Ed.
(MYL) (MOL) (MYH) (MOH) (FYL) (FOL) (FYH) (FOH)
Respondents who pray regularly
Algeria
50
92
60
Morocco
42
89
56

87
81

47
31

96
90

74
61

86
80

Respondents who believe religion should guide political and administrative
affairs
Algeria
47
34
28
15
43
40
33
18
Morocco
33
56
46
44
42
50
53
37
Respondents who consider openness to diverse ideas an important leadership
criterion
Algeria
13
25
32
18
22
19
35
27
Morocco
25
11
31
25
11
6
30
15
Respondents who participate in public service projects
Algeria
21
17
16
41
5
Morocco
11
10
23
29
0

7
5

7
17

14
21
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Part III
National and regional experiences

7
The democratic process in Syria,
Lebanon, and Jordan
Kamel S. Abu Jaber

Some have suggested that, because of societal and historical circumstances in the Arab world, the term ‘‘democratization’’ does not necessarily imply what it means in the Western world.1 The idea of electing
leaders at speciﬁed intervals with a certain agreed-upon procedure; the
occasional exchange of leadership roles between government and opposition; and indeed the very idea of loyal opposition have not yet taken
root anywhere in the Arab world.2 Freedoms generally associated with
human rights, including a free press, remain in the painful process of
asserting themselves. Throughout the Arab region, the democratization
process is ongoing, with some regimes more liberal than others.3 This is
in spite of the fact that legislative institutions in accordance with constitutional provisions do exist, although the degree of their docility to the
executive differs from country to country. Full compliance with the written constitutions, however, remains for the large part a promise against
the future. Constitutions are merely a step in the right direction, not
living documents venerated by rulers and ruled alike. In many instances
the democratization process has hardly begun, with the very term ‘‘democracy’’ not yet fully understood by either leaders or society.
What is meant by democracy?4 A distinction should be made between
formalized democracy and liberalism. If democracy merely means the
process of electing ofﬁcials through the vote to legitimize or, as in many
cases in the Arab world, give the illusion of legitimacy, then some may
conclude that a certain type of democracy does exist in the Arab world.
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However, if democracy is coupled with the practice of liberalism based
on constitutional government, the rule of law, and the protection of human rights, the system can then be called democratic. For, in certain circumstances, a system may be liberal yet not democratic or an illiberal
democracy.5 What matters is not the formality of suffrage alone, but the
spirit and ofﬁcial practice in accordance with the limits set by the constitution. In the three countries discussed in this chapter – Jordan, Lebanon, and Syria – the success of the advance toward such a system varies.
Personality and charisma prove to be the most important factors in the
political life of the state.
In the Western industrialized countries, the institutional structures, the
procedures, and the spirit of a democratic system based on a venerated
living constitution have become a fact of life. Although personalities are
important, it is the constitutional set-up that is the ﬁnal arbiter in the
process of decision-making in public life. The situation is different in
the Arab world, where the personalization of power reigns supreme.
Often a country is identiﬁed with the ruler, rather than the other way
around: Qaddaﬁ’s Libya, Saddam Hussein’s Iraq, al-Assad’s Syria, or
Mubarak’s Egypt. Institutionalization may take a long time.6 At the moment, liberalization – the creation of a liberal atmosphere in which the
regime begins to respect the minds and bodies of individuals, and in
which concepts of civil society and human rights ﬁnd fertile soil to take
root – is of great concern to the intellectuals and the peoples of the region. We have to remember that the three countries under discussion
were catapulted into the twentieth and the twenty-ﬁrst centuries from
societies not vastly different from those of the Middle Ages, and they are
now attempting to achieve in one or two generations the political, economic, and cultural revolutions that took centuries to achieve in Europe
and the West as a whole.
What does the term ‘‘democratization’’ mean in the Arab world? Two
points need to be made immediately. The ﬁrst is that, whatever liberality
exists,7 it is essentially a gift by the state rather than a sacred right emanating from the people and possibly expressed in a constitutional document.8 As such it is not a constant institution or process whose existence
can be relied upon by all persons at all times; its parameters can be expanded or restricted at the will of the state and the ruler(s) at the top.
The second point is that the parameters of liberality depend, in turn, on
two factors. The ﬁrst is the degree to which the state and its security apparatus determine the power of the local opposition, and the danger they
pose. The second factor refers to the intensity of regional and local crises
taking place at the moment. The Arab–Israeli conﬂict, for instance, has
always been a convenient excuse for many Arab regimes to curtail civil
and political liberties. It is claimed that the state of war necessitates the
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marshaling of all resources to confront that challenge. It is also emphasized that this would not be the right time to allow debate, political liberalization, and the possibility of political dissension. Similarly,
radicalism – often expressed in nationalist authoritarian ideologies – or
the politicization of Islam have tended to ﬁnd sustenance in existing,
seemingly intractable, conﬂicts.
Of course there is a variety of groups clamoring not only for minor
offers of political liberalization but for a serious commitment to the institutionalization of the democratic process. The crisis atmosphere in the
region, however, has been a major factor in turning the state’s attention inward, with the result that stability has overtaken democracy as a
supreme value. This, in turn, has meant the strengthening, indeed enlargement, of the security apparatus and the expansion of its functions.
Almost all Arab states now have a legislative council in their institutional set-up; yet this remains a mere mechanical instrument to pass and
legitimize laws proposed by the executive branch. What is more relevant
at this stage is the creation of a liberal atmosphere, a major re-education
of political leaders and decision-makers, and the education of both authorities and citizens about the meaning of democracy and its potential
value for society and government. Competing opinions must be given a
place in the political process, and the government’s legitimate concern
for stability must not cause it to resort to violence against its own people.
Similarly, there is a need to instill the values of civic society and respect
for the ‘‘other.’’ It should also be remembered that terror on the street is
often more frightening and effective than that of the state.
Global pressures in a rapidly changing political environment and the
accumulation, indeed conﬂuence, of internal pressures and external
challenges simultaneously have been major factors behind the maintenance of authoritarianism throughout the region. Some countries remain
locked into medieval autocracy. The degree of liberalization and relaxation that may exist depends on the personalities, the circumstances, and
the feeling of legitimacy that a regime may have or thinks it has. Traditional regimes as well as so-called ‘‘progressive’’ or ‘‘revolutionary’’ ones
advance different claims for their legitimacy. Hereditary regimes often
advance dynastic and religious foundations for legitimacy. ‘‘Progressive’’
and ‘‘revolutionary’’ regimes, sometimes dominated by a single party,
claim legitimacy in the name of the masses and their ‘‘revolution.’’
Throughout most of the past 50 years, all Arab regimes have continued
to expand their legitimacy through economic development. Social justice,
social democracy, indeed all economic dimensions have been the state’s
primary focus, in the hope of steering attention away from politics and
the authoritarian nature of the regime.9 This blurred atmosphere leaves
the average person quite uncertain about the permitted limits for move-
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ment and thought. Thus, for those who care to do so and are willing to
take the risks, a process of constant testing takes place.10
The transition from an authoritarian political heritage is not easy either
for the individual or for the state itself. Confronted with the challenges of
the times, the state seeks stability above all else, which of necessity often
places it on a collision course with the demands to expand the frontiers of
political liberalization.
The traditional state has always been distant, authoritarian, and more
or less an object of fear. The Ottoman Empire, in which the three countries under discussion shared a common legacy, rarely interfered in the
lives of its subjects, either economically or socially; its justice, or sometimes injustice, was speedy, and its sticks were heavy and without procedure. By and large the attitude of the state toward its subjects – Ra’iyyah
(ﬂock) – was that they were mere objects to be manipulated, not citizens
with sacred rights. Subjects were expected to obey, not to question, and
certainly not to hope to participate in the decision-making process. This
political legacy inherited by the modern Arab state system also explains
the difﬁculty of attempting to replace it or graft on a new liberal political
culture. The attempt is an ongoing one pursued by the elite and the intelligentsia; resistance, however, remains great, not merely from the regimes but often from the masses, whose sentiments continue to be more
attuned to the traditional order.
The hope of most Arabs today is to avoid getting into trouble with the
government. Over the past 50 years they have learned that they have no
chance of winning a contest against the state. Although mass communications and mass media have reduced time and space limitations, the
mental distance between the masses and their state is as great as ever.
The best Arabs can hope for is to participate in the physical beneﬁts that
the state offers. They remain basically skeptical of its enticements to feel
a strong sense of belonging and identity. The lesson of the last few decades of the twentieth century is that in the interests of one’s well-being
and prosperity it might be better to stay as far away from the state as
one’s ancestors.
The mass media, which should have deepened and expanded people’s
political awareness, have become a handy tool for governments to expand their own power. In this era of globalization, the mass media have
further diverted attention to consumerism and the economic dimension
of life. For the most part, Arab societies have become polarized between
a well-off minority and the impoverished masses, who read about or view
on their television screens the by-products of the global consumer culture
without being able to enjoy any of its beneﬁts.
All Arab regimes claim to be democratic. The intelligentsia continue to
exert pressure for the institutionalization of a participatory system, but
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the majority of the people have only a vague idea what this means. Considering the continuous crises that have been a recurring feature of the
politics of the area and the prevalent authoritarian character of the regimes, mass expectations regarding the possibility of establishing a liberal
democratic system are not high. Of course a few intellectuals maintain
the dream, yet intellectuals and masses alike realize that it is a remote
dream. Throughout the Middle East, the government is far stronger than
the governed, and all that the latter hope for from their government is
some degree of political opening and fewer violent or repressive measures against them. Democracy in the Western sense, based on institutions, remains a stranger to the region.
There is a realization that the adoption of a constitution is not enough,
that a constitution is no more than a purely mechanical vehicle, and that
time is needed – time to acculturate the rulers and the ruled alike. Over
recent decades the Arab peoples have learned that the state, if it wishes,
can always ﬁnd ways to ignore the constitution and the will of the people.
They have also learned that even the voting exercise, and not only in
one-party states, is no more than a formality and does not necessarily
reﬂect genuine democratic values. The use in many Arab countries of
plebiscites to reconﬁrm the already selected head of state with astronomical majorities, sometimes reaching over 99 percent, has exacerbated
the cynicism of both the masses and the intelligentsia.
The rapid and sometimes violent regime changes in the area have
caused many to hope for no more than stability, an improvement in living
conditions, and a milder, less repressive state apparatus; that is, a return
to the traditional idea of al-Mustabid al-Adil, the Just Tyrant. A just
tyrant is one who will not be too cruel in administering the affairs of the
state, and who will have the interests of the people at heart.

Syria
The shock and trauma that accompanied Arab societies’ entrance into
the modern age in the wake of the collapse of the Ottoman Empire at the
end of World War I remain a salient feature of Arab political life. The
Arab world as a whole, and the peoples of Greater Syria in particular,
remain in the grip of an identity crisis of vast dimensions. With the umbrella of the Ottoman state removed, the peoples of Syria suddenly had to
face the challenges of modernity and the need to build a secular nationstate.11
In the Arab world, the state of transition seems to be lasting much
longer than elsewhere in the developing world. Nothing seems certain
any more, and the new identities attempting to replace the once familiar
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Ottoman identity continue to face great resistance. Even Syria’s honoriﬁc
title of Um al-Urubah (Mother of Arabism) has not given the people of
Syria an adequate and satisfactory sense of identity. The lure of Arab
unity as a nationalist goal remains very attractive, more so than Syrian,
Jordanian, Lebanese, or Palestinian patriotism. Over the course of the
twentieth century, disillusionment deepened into frustration as the nascent national feelings were further wounded by the successive defeats in
Palestine, the loss of Iskanderun (Alexandretta), and the failure of successive regimes to deal even semi-adequately with either domestic or external challenges.
Curiously enough it was easier for Lebanon, despite its fractionalized
state and sectarian divisions, to achieve a sense of Lebanese identity than
was the case with Syria. This phenomenon is perhaps accounted for by
the emphasis of successive Syrian regimes on Arab unity and the insistence that Syria must play a leading role in Arab and regional politics,
thus placing it at odds with its neighbors, who are not interested in Arab
unity and wish to maintain their independence.
Syria’s historical development throughout the twentieth century was
intertwined with the seemingly intractable crises of the area, especially
the Palestine question. Although Syria was less affected by this conﬂict
than Jordan, and in some ways even less than Lebanon, Syrian domestic
and international politics continue to be inﬂuenced by the Arab–Israeli
conﬂict. Whereas Lebanon attempted to legitimize its regime through its
fragile sectarian-based democratization process, and Jordan, being heir
to the Great Arab Revolt, experienced continued efforts to establish a
liberal civic society, Syria’s legitimization is still based on confronting
Zionism and achieving military parity with Israel. All else has had to be
of lower priority by comparison. Since the 1940s, the perceived Zionist
threat, not only to Syria but also to the entire Arab world, took precedence. Human and natural resources were marshaled to face this challenge. In a state of war, it was reasoned, certain sacriﬁces had to be
made, including the possibility of establishing a civic society. At the same
time, however, the struggle necessitated a serious socio-economic development effort in which the government had to take a leading role. State
socialism became the natural vehicle to direct all resources and means of
production into serving the goals of the state. It was hoped, no doubt,
that an improvement in living conditions would divert attention away
from the oppressive practices of an authoritarian regime.
I should point out that, in all Arab societies, government is the largest
pool of resources and talent. However, this phenomenon is more noticeable in some Arab governments than in others. In the management of
change, the Syrian regime has always placed the democratization process
below stability and economic development. The pressure of rising expec-
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tations and population explosion account for only part of this prioritization; external threats account for the rest.
The need for stability is certainly still uppermost in the mind of Syrian
leaders. They are faced with many problems, and have hardly any experience or precedents to rely on. The Syrian regime, like that of Jordan
and many other Arab regimes established in the twentieth century, had
to be built block by block from the ground up. During the centuries of
Ottoman rule, the Arabs had little practice in governing themselves.
Moreover, the historical political legacy was an authoritarian one. There
were no liberal institutions, no contrary opinion was tolerated, and only
the whim of the ruler at the top really mattered. In his hands the ruler
combined the executive, legislative, and sometimes the judicial powers.
There was no procedure for decision-making, which was simply the prerogative of the ruler alone.
Thus, whatever breath of liberalism may have existed in Syria in the
wake of the Ottoman Empire, it soon expired in the searing heat of
the attempt to confront the internal and external challenges that arose at
the same time. After the initial experiment with trying to fashion a liberal
constitutional system following independence from French colonialism,
the country was beset by a succession of military coups d’état. It took but
a few years for the ﬁrst coup d’état, of Husni al-Zaim, to happen, followed by that of Sami Hinnawi and, in quick succession, that of Adib
Shishakli. Although the 1950 Syrian constitution, which replaced the
1930 constitution, was a liberal document, it was soon ignored by the
successive unstable regimes of the 1950s and 1960s. In fact, Shishakli
staged his second coup d’état, in November 1951, to pre-empt conservative politicians attempting to curtail his power. He was overthrown in
1954, ushering in the ascendancy of the Ba’th Party and its control of the
state. This was interrupted only brieﬂy by the era of the union of Syria
and Egypt in the United Arab Republic under Nasser and the right of
center coup government that took over at the end of September 1961.
That government was ousted a few months later, in March 1962, by leftwing elements paving the way for the 1963 Ba’th military coup d’état.
Syria’s instability ended with the advent of the ‘‘Correctionist’’ movement of Hafez al-Assad in 1970.
Since independence, Syria has been governed by more than six different constitutions.12 The constitution outlines the theoretical framework
of political life, which is at variance with actual practice. The National
Front, led by the Ba’th Party (which in turn was led by its SecretaryGeneral, President Hafez al-Assad, until his death in 2000), delineated
the parameters of political life in Syria and, in theory, the Ba’th Party’s
ideology, woven into the constitution, dominates political life. In reality,
however, it is the army, dominated by the Alawite minority, that uses
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both ideology and party as a legitimizing cover. Since independence,
Syrian politics have basically revolved around the military, which explains the coups d’état and abrupt changes of regime.13
During the rule of President Hafez al-Assad (1970–2000), Syria experienced a period of stability unprecedented in its modern history. This
was the longest period that a regime had remained in power. Although at
times the regime resorted to repression, as was the case with the Muslim
Brotherhood, or the treatment of Sunnis in Hama in 1982, there were
attempts in the last two decades of al-Assad’s rule to relax the grip of the
state on public life. However, this was more evident in the economic than
in the political ﬁeld, which faces considerable uncertainties even under
al-Assad’s successor, his son Bashar.14
The elections to the legislature, Majlis al-Sha’b (the People’s Council),
have remained essentially a formality to approve Ba’th candidates. What
the Syrian constitution gives with one hand, it takes with the other. It
achieves this through the dominance of the one-party system as well as
the provision that, although freedoms may be practised, such practice
must be within the parameters of the law and national interest as deﬁned
by the Ba’th Party. Popular participation remains within the conﬁnes
outlined by the state. Genuine change in leadership can only be accomplished through the instrument of a coup d’état. With Bashar al-Assad
succeeding his father, the republic of Syria has been turned into a hereditary republic.

Lebanon
In an interview in 1989, the newly elected president of Lebanon, Emile
Lahhoud, emphasized his desire to maintain national unity based on the
Taif Agreement of 1989, which in turn is based on proportional sectarian
representation for all Lebanese.15 Although different in manner, style,
form, and content from sectarianism in Syria, that in Lebanon remains
the salient feature of Lebanese political life. Yet, whereas in Syria sectarianism is denied, in Lebanon, especially after the ﬁerce civil war of the
1970s and 1980s, it is openly promoted and defended as the only path to
social peace. The prominent Lebanese politician Michael Edde states
that sectarianism is no more than an adherence to the right to be different while admitting the right of the other to hold a contrary belief, which,
in his words, is the essence of democracy.16 Other politicians and intellectuals, both internally and externally, take a different view, emphasizing that sectarianism essentially maintains separation, not integration,
and strengthens the selective memory of each sect. This explains why
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Lebanon has not one common history but several histories, corresponding to the number of sects in Lebanon.
Lebanon stands unique in its social as well as its political orientation –
a forward-looking liberalism that even 15 years of civil war could not
stiﬂe. Accounting for this partly was the geographical isolation of the
country during the Ottoman period, which allowed for a certain measure of autonomy. This semi-autonomous status, characterized by proWestern sentiment on the part of the Maronites, who, until the civil war
started in 1975, accounted for almost 50 percent of the population, was
strengthened by special ties with Rome. At the end of the sixteenth century, Pope Gregory XIII founded a special seminary for the Maronite
clergy. In 1649 this pro-Western orientation was further strengthened
when the Ottoman sultan permitted King Louis XII of France to ‘‘adopt’’
the Maronites. To this day the Maronites refer to France as al-Um alHanoon, the ‘‘gentle Mother.’’17
It was thus natural for Lebanon to adopt a liberal constitution in 1926,
which has survived in a variety of revisions.18 In conjunction with the
constitution, relations between the different sects were organized along
the lines of the unwritten National Pact of 1943, whereby the Maronites
promised to forgo their traditional dependence on France and the Muslims promised to forgo their desire for a union with Syria.
Sectarianism spelled out the division of power within the state: positions in government were distributed in accordance to sects. The president was a Maronite, the prime minister a Sunni, the speaker of parliament a Shia’, and the ratio of Christian to Muslim deputies in parliament
was to be 6 : 5. Other executive and administrative positions within the
state were divided in a similar fashion.19 At the same time, the 1943
constitution stipulated that all Lebanese were equal, regardless of the
sect they belonged to.
Following the civil war, the parliament met in Taif on 24 October 1989.
It reached the Agreement that kept the presidency as the prerogative of
the Maronites, the prime minister a Sunni, the speaker of parliament a
Shia’, while this time dividing the seats in parliament equally between the
Muslim and Christian sects. As a result, Salim al-Hoss, who would later
become prime minister, emphasized that, although Lebanon offers some
political freedoms, there is little democracy.20 He also criticized the system as undemocratic, stating that although Lebanon has 18 ofﬁcially recognized sects, one monopolizes the presidency, only three can assume the
three other prominent posts, and only eight can assume a ministerial
post. The remaining sects have no chance of assuming any of the high
state ofﬁces.21 Although the composition of the population has changed,
with the Christian sects now a minority, this unusual and anachronistic
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system is still maintained. It is important at this juncture to emphasize
that sectarianism, which is a carryover and a legacy from the traditional
Ottoman millet (communal system), is not conﬁned to the political dimension of life but informs the social dimension as well. The different
sects are independent in personal matters.22
It is important to note that the Lebanese brand of liberalism, which is
enshrined in the sectarian system, is a unique experiment. Its continued
survival and resilience are living proof that democracy has as many faces
as it has interpretations. Democracy, after all, is designed to structure the
distribution of power and authority in a rational, representative, and just
manner. The objective factors behind the distribution and division of
power must ultimately reﬂect the countervailing interests and forces
within society.
Although each sect internally maintains its spiritual separateness, at
the same time there exists a Lebanese sense of loyalty and belonging.
Especially since the civil war few Lebanese harbor any serious attachment or sense of belonging to places other than Lebanon. This factor
alone distinguishes Lebanon from Syria, where a sense of identity is still
in the process of formation, or Jordan, where the Palestinian factor is
hampering the development of a sense of Jordanian identity. In all three
states, however, the process is ongoing, and the dialectic is constantly at
work. In all countries under consideration it is safe to say that, although
the apparatus of the state is well advanced, a sense of nationhood has not
yet matured.
In spite of the terrible civil war, the Lebanese sense of nationhood
remains more prominent than that of Syria or Jordan. The state has developed into a nation with strong feelings of belonging. This has undoubtedly been strengthened by the country’s free press, a functioning
parliament, and a more advanced sense of civil society. It is not only the
constitution that accounts for this atmosphere of political freedom, but
also the modern participatory system, in which the head of state and
other politicians realize that their power, indeed their sphere of inﬂuence
and operation, is governed and limited by the power of other groups and
parties. Very limited room is available to the president to act freely or to
manipulate, as occurs in both Jordan and Syria. In Lebanon, groups,
parties, and sects compete, and, within each of these, individuals also
compete for primacy and ascendancy.

Jordan
Since its establishment as a modern nation-state in 1921, Jordan’s political life, and indeed its socio-economic development, have been domi-
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nated by the personalities of King Abdullah I, founding father of the
kingdom, his grandson King Hussein, and, since February 1999, his great
grandson King Abdullah II. The Hashemite lineage and the legacy of the
Great Arab Revolt confer on the Jordanian regime a secular as well as a
religious aura of legitimacy. This legitimacy has been further buttressed
by the sustained effort by the Jordanian government to maintain a liberal
atmosphere and the attempt to institutionalize the country’s democratic
structures.
In spite of the crisis atmosphere that continues to engulf the region, the
Jordanian experiment to bring about good governance through the institutionalization of a rational, moderate political system has been steady.
The process was at times more formal, reﬂecting no doubt the heat and
the intensity of the crisis at that particular historical moment. Yet resort
to violent and repressive measures, except in very brief emergency situations, was rare.23
The present 1952 liberal constitution of Jordan, which amended the
more conservative document of 1946, outlines the structure and the distribution of power in Jordan. Alongside it, a patriarchal style of governance dominated by the king has emerged, which was no doubt the result of the semi-primitive socio-economic and political conditions of the
country in the early days of the establishment of the state. Although
Jordan has experienced tremendous strides in its socio-economic development from its original simple social structure, the traditional symbolism of the primacy of the patriarch has not diminished.
Unlike both Syria and Lebanon, Jordan’s population is basically a
homogeneous Arab Sunni society, with a small minority of about 6–7
percent Christian Arabs and yet smaller minorities of Circassians and
Chechens. The election law provides for the proportional representation
of these three minorities, as well as for the Bedouins. Currently, there is a
considerable debate in Jordan concerning the wisdom of such a quota
system, or indeed its necessity. Debate is also raging about whether
women should be guaranteed a quota in view of the election of only one
woman to the twelfth parliament, elected in 1989, and of the failure to
elect any women to the thirteenth and current parliament.
Jordan’s political life, like that of Syria and Lebanon, also continues to
be affected by the trials and tribulations of the Arab–Israeli conﬂict. For
Jordan especially, the Palestine question is both a domestic and a foreign
policy issue. This is explained partly by the fact that the population is
divided almost equally between what were once called East and West
Bankers, and partly by geographical proximity and the historical association between Jordan and Palestine. Until a comprehensive, ﬁnal, and
just settlement of the Arab–Israeli conﬂict is reached, including not only
a settlement with the Palestinians but also settlements with Syria and
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Lebanon, the politics of Jordan, indeed of the entire Arab world, will
continue to be erratic. Should the countries of the region become free
of the fetters and the entanglements of the Arab–Israeli conﬂict, the
chances for the establishment and success of liberal systems will be
greatly enhanced. Until then, the factors of geography, demography, and
history will continue to cast their heavy shadow on the politics of both
Jordan and the region, giving sustenance to peace rejectionists, radicals,
and political Islamists.24
Jordan’s democratization process may have been more formal at some
times than at others, but the non-violent liberal style of governance and
atmosphere has rarely been abandoned. Jordan is unique in that the
Islamists have always been able not only to exist but also to function
openly, holding rallies, publishing newspapers, and putting up candidates
for parliament. Between 1958 and 1993, when political parties were ofﬁcially banned and martial law existed, repression, as practiced in other
third world regimes, was kept to an absolute minimum. None lost their
lives because of politics, and in fact the supposedly banned political
parties continued to operate. In the by-elections to parliament in 1984
and then in the elections of 1989, opposition parties openly entered the
race with their own candidates.
Jordan’s pragmatic, centrist, non-violent regime has other attributes
that allowed it not only to survive but also to prosper and possibly become a model for other Arab regimes to study and emulate. It is thus one
of the few regimes in the third world that allows opposition movements
to survive, and that purposefully maintains a dialogue with them. Jordan has also managed to co-opt some of its most prominent opposition
leaders to become some of the most loyal defenders of the regime.
Over the years, once-rebellious ‘‘free ofﬁcers,’’ Ba’thists, communists,
Islamists, and various types of nationalist pan-Arabists have been rehabilitated to assume some of the highest political and security positions
in the state apparatus. These include the sensitive positions of ministers
of Foreign Affairs and of the Interior, and chief of the state security and
police and public security departments. Once reabsorbed into the system,
they have become elements of the regime’s resilience and strength.
The factors of lenient and enlightened governance have of course been
sustained by the longevity, style, pragmatism, and legitimacy of the Hashemite leadership. Abdullah I ruled from 1921 to 1951, Hussein from
1953 to 1999, with the short rule of King Talal in between, and King
Abdullah II from February 1999. The common denominator of the four
monarchs has been a patient, mild, pragmatic, and non-violent patriarchal system. Each in his own way has addressed the people as ‘‘My Jordanian Family.’’ The monarchy and the institution of the throne have
become the rallying point of Jordanian politics and a nascent sense of
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Jordanian nationhood and belonging is emerging. No doubt this sense
of belonging and national unity will be enhanced once the Palestinian–
Israeli conﬂict is resolved and an independent Palestinian state becomes
part of the state system of the region.

The merits of the Jordanian approach
Of course if one were to adhere strictly to the restricted deﬁnitions of
democracy offered by some intellectuals, Jordan’s democratization process might be called a merely ‘‘defensive democratization’’ process. Such
narrow deﬁnitions, however, emanate from a strictly Western orientation, and do not take into account either the time factor or the circumstances.25
Robinson’s understanding of the democratization process is essentially
a bottom–up process in which social changes instigate institutional reform. This was true of the experience in the West where social classes,
indeed the great upheavals of the age of enlightenment, either preceded
the existence of the modern nation-state or were independent of it. Neither the capitalist revolution nor the processes of socio-political and economic development were initiated by the state. This is not the case in
Jordan, or indeed in most developing countries, where the government
initiated the processes of socio-political and economic development. In
fact, without the very prominent role that the state continues to take in
the process of development it would be difﬁcult to see how these societies
would move forward. It is also important to note that Jordan and for that
matter Syria and Lebanon, as well as most Arab societies, do not have
Western societies’ class structure and reﬁned division of labor. The social
structure in Arab societies in transition is extremely ﬂuid, making party
differentiation along socio-economic interests and lines very difﬁcult.
This explains at least in part why most Jordanian parties, and Arab political parties in general, are very broad-based and inclusive. This also
explains why the parties continue to fail ‘‘to inﬂuence the political behavior of the citizens.’’26
The question of democratization in Jordan should go beyond whether
it adheres to criteria developed in the West over a long period of time,
and consider whether there is respect for human rights and a genuine attempt to increase the process of participation. Jordanian society, semiprimitive when the state was established in 1921, found itself suddenly in
the twentieth century with hardly any experience in governance. From
day one of its existence, Jordan was almost always in the eye of the storm
of the Palestine question and, later, the Arab–Israeli conﬂict. Considering the conﬂuence of internal pressure for development and external
challenges, it had to steer a slow but sustained course toward democracy.
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8
‘‘Democratic peace’’ and the
Jewish political tradition
Gerald M. Steinberg

In considering the relationship between democracy and religion in the
Middle East in the context of ‘‘democratic peace’’ theories, Israel is
clearly a unique case. The political institutions of the modern state of
Israel – a ‘‘Jewish state’’ (or a state for the Jews) in a region characterized by states in which Islam is the ofﬁcial religion and dominant
culture – were modeled on the conceptions developed in Europe during
the late nineteenth century. As a result, democratic institutions and
principles are an integral part of the Israeli political culture, in a manner
that is fundamentally different from that of the rest of the region.
The effort to merge the long and complex Jewish tradition with Western liberal democracy created considerable tension in Israeli society. The
Jewish population (which constitutes 80 percent of the total and is the
main focus of this chapter) is sharply divided between secular and religious communities. The religious or traditional sector, constituting between 20 percent and 60 percent of the population (depending on deﬁnitions and issues), is itself split across a number of dimensions (national
religious, ultra-orthodox, Sephardic, etc.) but is characterized in general
by a major emphasis on Jewish history and tradition. Historically, the
acceptance of divine authority is at the core of Jewish practices and beliefs. According to most rabbinical edicts, in clashes between religious
requirements and the demands of secular political leaders or institutions,
the former must prevail. In recent years, the increasing role of the secular
court system in Israeli society has led to major protests and mass demonstrations involving religious opponents and secular supporters.
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Following the 1991 Madrid Middle East Peace Conference and the
1993 Declaration of Principles (the ‘‘Oslo’’ agreement), the discourse
in Israel has focused increasingly on the intersection and interaction
between democracy, the Jewish tradition, and peace negotiations. The
changing relationship between these three central aspects of Israeli society, and the tension between them, is reﬂected in many areas and dimensions. Israeli political and religious leaders, as well as educators and
journalists, often address themselves to the relationship between these
factors.1
The uniqueness of the Israeli case is also the result of the religious
tradition that emphasizes the centrality of the Land of Israel. Jewish
sovereignty and settlement in this Land, based on the biblical Covenant,
beginning with Abraham, and associated religious commandments, are
fundamental aspects of the tradition. As a result, changes in the status of
the territory and, in particular, the exchange of ‘‘land for peace’’ are very
important religious issues to many Israelis.
In this context, the roles of democracy and secular political institutions
are sources of intense controversy, both within the religious community
and between this sector and secular Israeli society. The 1993 Oslo agreement and subsequent pacts unleashed an intense and often violent debate. While opponents closed highways and sought to prevent implementation of the agreements, proponents accused them of using violent
and undemocratic means to obstruct the policies of the government
chosen by the majority in a democratic and free election. In response,
critics of the process, both religious and secular, argued that, despite the
formal trappings of democracy, the broader concepts of transparency,
accountability, free and open debate, and minority rights are not always
respected or even recognized by a narrow political elite.
Criticism was exacerbated by a political system that focused power in
the hands of a few individuals, elected indirectly. Until 1996, the prime
minister was the head of the party that succeeded in building a governing
coalition in the Knesset (the Israeli parliament). Because the government
has a parliamentary majority in the Knesset, this legislative body does
not play an effective role in terms of checks and balances. For some religious Israelis, the narrowly secular government lacked a mandate for
the far-reaching changes embodied in the Oslo agreements. (The secrecy
of the negotiations and the sudden reversal of long- and strongly held
policies that had prohibited any contact with the Palestine Liberation
Organization contributed to the intensity of the disaffection among opponents.) Others rejected the authority of the government to make decisions that violated religious precepts regarding the sanctity of the Land.
The assassination of Prime Minister Rabin in November 1995 occurred
in the context of these conﬂicts. This tragedy, in turn, triggered a national
re-examination of the different strands and interpretations of the Jewish
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tradition, the relationship between the Jewish and democratic aspects of
Israeli society, and the impact of the peace process. As a result of these
events, the roles of pluralism and democracy are increasingly the subjects
of discussions and debates within religious society.2 Interpretations of
Jewish tradition and law (halacha) that stress the legitimacy of pluralism
and secular democratic government are gaining support. In addition, a
number of rabbis and religious intellectuals have stressed the need to
balance the importance of sovereignty in the Land of Israel with the
precepts emphasizing peace and the preservation of human life ( pikuach
nefesh). Indeed, the external events related to the Middle East peace
efforts triggered an intense internal debate on the interpretation of
the Jewish tradition. The results of this debate, as well as the substance
of the negotiation process and the developments toward democracy and
pluralism in neighboring Islamic states, will also determine the future
policies that are adopted by Israel.

Nationalism and democracy in Israeli society
As an ethno-national community uniﬁed by an ancient religious tradition,
and tracing its legitimacy to events that took place over 2,000 years ago,
Israel is an exceptional political entity.3 The foundations of the Zionist
movement and the modern state of Israel are based on a combination of
both ancient Jewish and modern Western political traditions. In Jewish
history, the concept of a nation-state long predates modern nationalism,
which developed in the wake of the French Revolution.4 Indeed, the
principle of national sovereignty in a territorial state with deﬁned borders
is inherent in centuries of Jewish history and tradition. According to
Jewish commentators, the objective of the biblical narrative from Genesis
through the Exodus and the wandering in the desert is to establish the
rights of the Jewish people to sovereignty in the Land of Israel.5 These
concepts remained central to Jewish philosophy and practice during 2,000
years of exile following the destruction of Jerusalem and the Roman
conquest.
With the modern revival of Jewish nationalism, nineteenth- and
twentieth-century Zionism was also strongly inﬂuenced by modern democracy and nationalism. Many of Israel’s secular ‘‘founding fathers,’’
who were responsible for forming its political institutions, came from
Eastern Europe, and they incorporated many of the concepts and institutions that were then current. The governmental system is a parliamentary democracy with universal suffrage, and the basic freedoms of
speech and of the press are protected under law. Furthermore, the North
American and European Jewish Diasporas are strongly committed to
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democratic norms, and their close links with and strong inﬂuence in Israel have reinforced these norms.6
However, for over 50 years, during both the pre-state and postindependence periods, most aspects of Israeli society were controlled
by a single dominant group, embodied in Mapai (the Israeli Workers’
Party). As Yonathan Shapiro has noted, Israeli political processes were
characterized by procedural democracy based on majoritarian hegemony,
in contrast to pluralistic liberal democracy and the protection of minority
rights.7 The power structure controlled all aspects of public life (the
economy, the media, health care, education, and even sports and entertainment), and often furthered its objectives through illegal and less than
democratic means.8 This elite was also militantly secular, substituting
socialist Zionism and statism for religious tradition.9
The dominance of the Labor Party was broken in 1977 (following the
‘‘earthquake’’ of the 1973 War), but narrow electoral victories in 1992
and 1999 revived the tendency toward formal majoritarian deﬁnitions of
democracy, in which concepts of minority rights and consensus based on
compromise and pluralism are often overwhelmed. On issues of religious
tradition in the public sphere, religious Israelis often feel that they have
been relegated to the status of a ‘‘besieged minority.’’ Similarly, the ultraorthodox majorities in parts of Jerusalem, Bnai Brak, and other areas are
often intolerant with respect to secular and even other religious groups.
The nature of the Israeli population and the lack of experience with
democratic institutions have constituted an additional obstacle to the
adoption of more pluralistic and tolerant norms. Following the establishment of the state of Israel in 1948, the Israeli population increased tenfold, from 600,000 to over 6 million. During the 1950s and 1960s, many
of these immigrants were Jewish refugees from the Middle East (from
North Africa to Iraq and Iran); later, the majority of immigrants came
from the former Soviet Union. The vast majority had no previous exposure to liberal democracy. Although participation in party politics and
elections is very high (often exceeding 90 percent of the eligible voters,
excluding those abroad at the time, as Israel has no provisions for absentee voting), the strong emotions regarding the expression of opposing views, and, in some cases, the violence that has characterized election campaigns, may be attributable to the briefness of the democratic
tradition.
Immigrants were absorbed into a political culture that used elections
and political processes as vehicles for dominance and control over the
allocation of public resources. As these groups formed their own parties
and developed political power (that is, Shas or Russian parties), they
have followed this pattern, seeking to use the process to enhance narrow
sectoral interests. As a result, although democratic processes and institu-
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tions are ﬁrmly entrenched, pluralistic institutions and norms remain relatively weak and vulnerable.

Religion and democracy in Israel
Zionism is rooted deeply in Jewish tradition, and the concept of ‘‘Return
to the Land of Israel’’ was nurtured as a central aspect of religious precept and practice during 2,000 years of exile. The conditions required for
the Return were heatedly debated throughout this period, with some religious authorities supporting individual aliya (literally, ‘‘going up’’) from
exile to the Land in a practical sense. Their opponents prohibited this,
requiring divine intervention and restoration of the Temple in Jerusalem
(which, according to one interpretation, would descend as a complete
entity from heaven) prior to the end of exile. However, throughout this
period, the concept of the Return remained a central precept of the
Jewish religion.10 As Rabbi Zvi Yehuda Kook wrote, ‘‘[t]he quintessential value of the entire Torah, including its commandments that are not
dependent on Eretz Israel, lies in the Land of Israel.’’11
With the inception of political Zionism, these approaches were also
manifested in the attitudes of religious groups. In 1948, the Declaration
of Independence proclaimed Israel as Medinat HaYehudim – a Jewish
state – founded on the principles of liberty, justice, and peace as conceived by the Prophets of Israel, and guaranteeing the full social and
political equality of all its citizens.12 (Christians, Muslims, Druze, and
others are acknowledged as members of minority groups in the predominantly Jewish environment. From the Jewish perspective, the Arab–
Israeli conﬂict is not the result of religious antagonism. Judaism and
Jewish tradition view Islam in a positive light, in part because Islam is
monotheistic and is based on Jewish precepts and texts,13 and in part
because Jews have been treated relatively well under Islamic rule, despite being relegated to second-class status as dhimmis.)
From the beginning of the Zionist movement, Jewish society in Israel
has been divided between religious and secular communities, and each
group, as well as the numerous subgroups, has held strong ideological
and value-oriented views on the future of Israel and the Jewish people.
For religious Israelis, the state of Israel was seen as the seed from which
the Jewish nation would re-emerge following the decimation of the Jewish people in the twentieth century, culminating in the Holocaust. Indeed,
in Jewish tradition, the return to the Land of Israel and an end to the
exile were equated with Messianic redemption. In this context, the religious Zionists (Mizrachi) saw the establishment of a sovereign Jewish
state as marking the ﬁrst steps in this redemption.14 In a manner consis-
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tent with this view, the physical return to the Land was seen as requiring
and providing the conditions for a religious framework for society. ‘‘The
religious Zionist sees no justiﬁcation for a separation between national
social life and [Jewish law].’’15
In the ﬁrst decades following independence, the tension between the
Jewish and secular democratic (majoritarian) emphases was reﬂected in
the difﬁculties in developing national policies in a number of areas of
friction. These included education, personal status (marriage, divorce,
burial, etc.), kosher food regulations, and the operation of public services
on the Sabbath (transportation, entertainment, etc.).16 Continuing the
Ottoman millet system, personal status was regulated according to membership of a particular recognized religious group (Jewish, Catholic,
Protestant, Muslim, Druze, etc.), and every citizen was expected to be a
member of one of these groups. Separate secular and religious (rabbinical for the majority Jewish population) court systems were established,
as was a Chief Rabbinate, all ﬁnanced by the state. Religious Israeli
children attended separate religious schools, whereas secular Israelis attended secular schools. Equal status was an important principle but, in
contrast to Western liberal democratic norms, this equality was group
based and not individual. Each person was entitled to rights and bound
by obligations as a member of a recognized religious group.
During this period, efforts to develop a written constitution failed
owing to differences over the ofﬁcial status of the Rabbinate and fundamental principles relating to the nature of a Jewish state and the role of
the religious establishment.17 The ‘‘ultra-orthodox’’ community did not
(and does not) recognize the legitimacy of the secular state and, in contrast to the ‘‘modern orthodox’’ approach, linked political salvation, in
the form of restored Jewish sovereignty in the Land of Israel, with religious salvation. For some, a secular Jewish state was and is considered an
abomination.18
In the absence of agreement, the Knesset began to adopt a series of
Basic Laws dealing with speciﬁc issues and institutions, which formed the
constitutional skeleton. In many cases, the drafting and adoption of these
Basic Laws were also the result of negotiation and compromise between
the religious and secular factions in the Knesset.
In order to avoid internal divisions during the 1948 Arab–Israeli war,
which threatened national survival, conﬂicts in this area were resolved by
acceptance of the status quo in areas of disagreement. Thus, for example,
the separate school systems that had existed during the Mandate period
were continued, and the level of ofﬁcial Sabbath observance with respect
to public transportation, which varied from place to place (the buses
operated on the Sabbath in Haifa but not in Jerusalem or Tel Aviv), was
continued. In a broader sense, the Israeli political system was consocia-
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tional in nature, incorporating different groups (cleavages) into the government by dividing resources among the groups, while allowing each
group a high level of internal autonomy.19
Beyond these speciﬁc policy differences, the role of democracy and the
authority of the secular political system are also points of contention.
Commentators note that the Jewish tradition and religion are not, per se,
anti-democratic, and the governing concept of a covenant between the
people (edah) and God is central.20 Popular acceptance and ratiﬁcation
of rulers, including kings, are an important norm with roots in biblical
and Talmudic sources. The tradition and legal framework emphasize
popular participation in government,21 and in later periods many Jewish
communities adopted democratic practices.22
The Bible and the Talmud (Tractate Sanhedrin) also emphasize the
importance of establishing a clear and accepted political authority, and a
number of passages suggest that, even during Talmudic times, democratic
concepts were important. Jewish sages declared that the legitimacy of
different forms of government is based on ﬁrst securing the consent of the
governed.23 During the Mandate period, Chief Rabbi Avraham Yitzchak
Hacohen Kook and other authorities expanded the traditional frameworks to include a democratic state and its president or prime minister.24
However, as Schweid notes, ‘‘there is a substantial difference between
socio-religious democracy, which in the Jewish religion carries a signiﬁcant portion of its values, and secular democracy, which was adopted recently as the basis for government on the basis of external European
origins . . . Religious democracy is based on the concept of the supremacy
of the Torah, whose authority is super-human (al enoshi).’’ It is up to the
human leaders (rabbis, prophets, etc.) to interpret the words of the Torah
and to make the legal rulings on this basis, but they receive their authority, or are recognized by the religious institutions, consistent with popular
will. ‘‘In this sense, democracy is expressed in the requirement that the
religious leadership respond to the legitimate demands of the populace,
on the one hand, and from the popular desire to obey the rulings of the
religious leaders according to Torah principles, on the other.’’25 According to Liebman,26 in principle the differences are sharper, but in most
cases ‘‘[t]here is no major or peculiar incompatibility between halakah
and democracy in practice because Jewish law is subject to interpretation.’’27
As a result of both religious/ideological and political/cultural factors,
the consociational model appears to be weakening, and the clash between the secular and religious norms has become particularly pronounced.28 The expanded authority and scope taken on by the secular
court system in the past decade have contributed to the undermining of the
status quo. Under the inﬂuence of Judge Aharon Barak (Chief Justice
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of the High Court of Appeal), the courts have entered into areas and
assumed powers that had, in the past, been rejected by the secular courts
as outside their areas of jurisdiction. The secular courts have ruled on
cases pertaining to religious conversion practices, property division in
divorce, public allocations to religious institutions, and other areas that
had previously been considered ‘‘off limits.’’ In response, religious (primarily, but not exclusively, ultra-orthodox) groups organized protest
movements, and in 1999 over 100,000 people participated in a major rally
in Jerusalem. The ultra-orthodox groups have also sought to use their
political power in the Knesset and the government to trim the powers of
the secular courts. Thus, the nature of Israeli democracy is still highly
dynamic and evolving.

Religion, democracy, and the peace process
In the ﬁrst two decades of Israeli statehood, foreign and security policy
(issues of war and peace) did not play a signiﬁcant role in the religious–
secular debate. The armistice lines resulting from the 1948 War created
the territorial boundaries of the state of Israel, and the question of settlement outside these lines was moot.29 The prospects for formal peace
were also remote, given the widespread Arab rejection of the legitimacy
of the state of Israel and repeated vows to destroy the Jewish state.30
In this period, frequent cross-border terror attacks, Israeli military responses, and periodic wars were the dominant elements of the political
environment.
This situation changed radically following the 1967 War, in which the
Israeli forces took control of East Jerusalem and the West Bank areas
that were occupied and then annexed by Jordan in 1948–9. These areas,
known to Israelis as Judea and Samaria (based on their biblical names),
include many biblical sites, such as Hebron, Bethlehem, Beth El, Shechem (Nablus in Arabic), which had been closed to Jews since 1948.
The return to the ancient Jewish quarter of Jerusalem and the Temple
Mount was of great historic and religious importance. This small area
contains the remains of Solomon’s Temple, the Second Temple, as well
as synagogues and other sacred sites. Throughout the 2,000 years of exile,
Jews continued to pray daily for the restoration of Jerusalem, and Jewish
weddings include a ritual in which a glass is broken to symbolize mourning for Jerusalem. The loss of this area during the 1948 War and the
subsequent destruction and desecration of much of the Jewish quarter
were and continue to be a source of contention and emotion.31
For many members of the religious community in Israel, the outcome
of the 1967 War provided a divinely ordained opportunity to re-establish
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Jewish control over the Sacred City of Jerusalem and all of the Land of
Israel, and to observe the religious commandments that pertained to this
Land. Settlement in these areas became the primary objective for religious nationalists but not, at the time, for the ultra-orthodox (Haredi)
communities – as will be discussed in detail below.
The results of the 1967 War also changed Israeli democracy in a fundamental manner, and altered the approach of the religious sectors of
society with respect to issues of security, territory, and borders. Immediately after the 1967 War ended, movements were organized with the goal
of building Jewish settlements in the captured areas, including Sinai, the
Golan, and the West Bank. These settler movements included many religious Jews, but this was not an exclusively religious cause and also encompassed secular Israelis. However, the religious parties and leaders
were prominent, and their role increased over time.
Their political power was enhanced by the stalemate between the two
secular political blocs (Labor/Left and Likud/Right). The religious
parties, and the National Religious Party (NRP) in particular, used this
power to lobby the government to provide incentives for the settlements,
and they consistently worked to expand and strengthen Jewish sovereignty and control in these areas. (Initially, the secular community was
divided, with some joining forces with the religious settlement movement
to form the Greater Land of Israel Movement, while others called for
withdrawal from the ‘‘Occupied Territories’’ in the context of a peace
treaty.)
Shortly after the 1967 War, Rabbi Zvi Yehuda Kook published a list
of biblical quotations and passages to demonstrate that withdrawal from
‘‘the eternal land of our forefathers’’ was prohibited under religious law
and unacceptable.32 Members of the Gush Emunim movement declared
that ‘‘in the Jewish tradition lies the key to the understanding of the
uniqueness and mission of the people and the Land of Israel . . . Forfeiting Jewish roots puts into question the very value of Israel’s survival and
their adherence to Eretz Israel.’’33
From this perspective, democratic procedures, particularly with respect
to settlement activities, were not central considerations. Settlements were
established without the permission of the government, and led to intermittent confrontations with the police and army (for example, Sebastia,
1974; later known as Kadum and Elon Moreh). The settlers were often
able to negotiate a compromise, allowing them to maintain a presence
on state-owned land nearby, and eventually growing into larger settlements.34 Although religious objectives were given priority over obedience to the law, the culture of ‘‘illegalism,’’ fostered by the secular
founders of Zionism and Israel, also contributed to this pattern of behavior.35
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The tension between democracy and religious hierarchy in the context
of Middle East peace negotiations increased during the negotiations between Egypt and Israel following the 1978 Camp David Accords, and
the agreement by the Israeli government to dismantle settlements in the
Sinai. Although the Yamit settlement and the rest of Sinai are outside the
biblical boundary of the Land of Israel, religious Jews and rabbis led the
protests and resistance efforts, in large part to demonstrate their commitment to maintaining control over the settlements in Judea and Samaria.
At the time, the Israeli government was headed by Menachem Begin
and the Likud Party, and the National Religious Party was a member of
the ruling coalition. This government could not be accused of being militantly secular and anti-religious or oblivious to Jewish values and history. Nevertheless, the confrontations with the government (including
the army sent to dismantle the settlements) were very intense and often
violent. The religious leaders declared that the secular political power
structure lacked the authority to violate Jewish law. This group called on
soldiers to ignore government orders to dismantle settlements, rather
than violate religious edicts.
The confrontations resumed and intensiﬁed following the 1993 Oslo
agreement, when the territory involved was the heartland of Jewish settlement in Judea and Samaria. The creation of the Palestinian Authority,
and the transfer of territory to it, were anathema to the concept of exclusive Jewish sovereignty in the Land of Israel. This situation, combined
with the waves of Palestinian suicide bombings and other forms of violence, and the continued rejection of Israeli legitimacy among Palestinians, led to the massive protests that developed in 1994 and 1995. This
atmosphere, in turn, provided the background for the assassination of
Prime Minister Yitzchak Rabin by a fellow Jew in November 1995.
As the negotiation and implementation of withdrawal agreements proceeded, these issues continued to be highly contentious. However, as will
be seen below, the public debate in the Jewish religious community (as
distinct from the majority secular and Arab communities in Israel) crystallized into three different approaches.

Three religious responses
The Jewish religion is by no means monolithic, and there are many
different schools of interpretation. In a broad sense, the confrontation
between religious and democratic authority in Israel generated three responses within the religious authority. Each response emphasizes a different central principle in considering the relative importance of the
three primary values: (1) sovereign control over the Land, (2) the sanc-
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tity of life and the prevention of war, and (3) the role of democracy and
avoidance of civil conﬂict. (There is also a fourth approach, which opposes maintenance of control over inhabited occupied territories, based
on the biblical injunction to treat the stranger with dignity, ‘‘for you were
strangers in the land of Egypt’’ (Exodus 22: 21). This approach often
overlaps with the third group and will be discussed in a further development of this chapter.)

The primacy of sovereignty over the Land of Israel
The centrality of settlement in the Land of Israel became a major focus
of religious nationalist ideology after the 1967 War, and the principle was
essential to the rise of the Young Guard in the NRP, beginning in 1963.36
For this group, settlement in the territories and opposition to any withdrawal are a religious requirement that is not open to compromise and
bargaining.37 The commandment is based on the biblical verse: ‘‘And
you shall take possession of the land and settle in it, for I have given the
land to you to possess it’’ (Numbers 33: 53).
Building on the commandment to settle the Land, this group relies on
the religious messianic ideology of Rabbi Zvi Yehuda Kook, in which the
state of Israel is viewed as the beginning of the ﬂowering of Jewish
redemption. The Israeli military successes are interpreted in terms of
miraculous divine intervention, precisely in order to implement the commandment of settlement in the Land of Israel.38 Major leaders of this
movement include former Chief Rabbis of Israel such as Rabbi Avraham
Shapira, Rabbi Haim Druckman, who headed the religious youth group
Bnei Akiva, and Yitzchak Levy, head of the NRP and cabinet minister
from 1996 until 1998. In addition, some ultra-orthodox groups, such as
the Lubovitch (Chabad) movement, have taken a similar position.39
In the 1973 elections, a substantial portion of religious Zionists who
traditionally supported the NRP voted for other parties, in large part as a
result of policies that were not sufﬁciently vigorous on security policy and
support for settlements in the territories. In 1977, however, following a
change in leadership and a more ‘‘Land of Israel’’ centered platform,
support for the NRP increased.40 Since then, the NRP has emphasized
the territorial issue.
Adherents of this group support a policy that gives priority to Jewish
sovereignty in the land and they oppose territorial withdrawal. In 1981–2,
following the signing of the Egyptian–Israeli peace treaty and prior to
the evacuation of Yamit in the Sinai region, a number of rabbis issued an
edict forbidding the transfer of any part of the Land of Israel to nonJewish control.41 In 1985, the Council of Jewish Settlements in Judea,
Samaria, and Gaza declared that any surrender of territory in these areas
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would ‘‘represent a prima facie annulment of the State of Israel . . . whose
purpose is to bring Jews to the sovereign Land of Israel.’’42
In December 1993, following the Oslo agreement, the late Rabbi
Shlomo Goren, a former Chief Rabbi, published a ruling forbidding Jews
to evacuate any settlement in the biblical Land of Israel, which includes
Judea, Samaria, and Gaza, and declared that Israeli soldiers should disobey any such evacuation orders: ‘‘according to Halacha [Jewish law], a
soldier who receives an order that runs contrary to Torah law should
uphold the Halacha, and not the secular order. And since settling the
land is a commandment, and uprooting the settlements is breaking the
commandment, the soldier should not carry out an order to uproot settlements.’’43 He was not alone in his opinions, and many other rabbis
issued similar statements and rulings.44
In April 1994, discussion of possible evacuation of the Jewish residents
of Hebron caused a number of rabbis, including Chief Rabbi Avraham
Shapira, Rabbi Moshe-Zvi Neria of the Bnei Akiva movement, and
Rabbi Shaul Yisraeli, to direct soldiers to reject any order to evacuate
Jews from Hebron or other settlements.45 Citing the religious importance
of Hebron to Jews, an NRP member of the Knesset, Hanan Porat, declared that ‘‘[t]his would be a palpably illegal order, which I could not
carry out, as it goes against my conscience and everything I believe. I
would be willing to pay the price by going to jail.’’46
In July 1995, during the intense national debate that took place following the Oslo Declaration of Principles and the Cairo implementation
agreements, seven rabbis (eight more joined the ruling later on) belonging to the Council of Religious Zionist Rabbis and headed by former
Ashkenazi Chief Rabbi Avraham Shapira issued another religious (halachic) edict. It declared that ‘‘there is a Torah prohibition against uprooting [IDF] Israeli Defense Force bases and transferring the sites to Gentiles, since this contravenes a positive [Torah] commandment and also
endangers life and the existence of the state.’’47
Subsequently, another decree stated that the peace process would
open ‘‘the way for [Arabs] to conquer the entire land’’ and therefore ‘‘it
is forbidden, under any circumstance, to hand over parts of Eretz Yisrael
to Arabs.’’ Rabbi Nachum Rabinovich, head of the Birkat Moshe Yeshiva in Ma’aleh Adumim, and one of the signatories of the ruling, also cited
the precept of protecting life. ‘‘Wherever the Israeli army pulls out, settlers’ lives will be endangered. There is a fundamental moral issue here
and the moral law supersedes any government.’’48
These edicts explicitly emphasized the view that rabbinical authority
supersedes the secular authority of the government (whether democratic
or in any other form). Its authors based their argument on Maimonides
(twelfth century, Spain) who wrote that, ‘‘[e]ven if the king ordered [one]
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to disobey the Torah, he should not be listened to.’’49 From this perception, a secular government has no right to violate Jewish law, which
places primacy on control over the Land of Israel.50 The rabbinical authorities also cited threats to national security resulting from territorial
withdrawal, claiming precedence of their analysis over the judgment of
the professional military and political leaders. This is an extraordinary
development in the context of Jewish religious authority, although consistent with the overall trend toward daat Torah – the doctrine that attributes expertise and authority in all public issues to prominent rabbinical ﬁgures.51
These edicts had a quick and substantive impact. In August 1995, a
soldier was sentenced to 28 days in military jail for refusing to evict settlers encamped without permission near Hebron. He stated that he refused the order on ideological grounds and that he did not join the army
to ﬁght Jews.52
The reactions to these developments were intense and came from all
sections of the Israeli population. Secular Israelis generally condemned
the rabbinical edicts; among the religious sectors of society, the responses
were mixed. As will be seen below, many rabbis criticized the edicts for
undermining the military command structure and for paving the way for
anarchy and disorder.
The assassination of Prime Minister Rabin in November 1995 shocked
some leaders and members of this group, and led them to a fundamental
reassessment of philosophy and policy. This process accelerated during
the Netanyahu period (1996–9) and contributed to strengthening the
support for alternative positions within the religious community, as will
be discussed in the following sections.
In the 1999 election campaign, the NRP’s more militant supporters of
the settlers and opponents of concessions in the peace process, such as
Hanan Porat, lost power and were replaced by more dovish members of
the party.53 (Porat then joined a new party, The National Union, which
placed territorial issues at the forefront. This party did quite poorly in the
elections, and Porat resigned his Knesset seat. However, at a later stage,
the NRP leadership asked Rabbi Haim Druckman, whose positions on
territorial issues are similar to those of Porat, to take the second position
on the Knesset list.) At the same time, two alternative approaches based
on Jewish law and tradition were developed and gained strength.

The primacy of human life and prevention of war over sovereignty
in the Land of Israel
From the beginning of the Oslo process, some prominent rabbis and religious leaders ruled that, although settling the Land of Israel is an im-
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portant commandment, negotiating peace is of even greater importance,
citing the importance placed on pikuach nefesh, the preservation of
human life, in the Torah. They based this ruling on the Biblical verse: ‘‘I
have put before you life and death, blessing and curse. Choose life – if
you and your offspring would live – by loving the Lord your God’’
(Deuteronomy 30: 19).
This approach was articulated by the late Rabbi Yosef Dov Soloveichik, who lived in the United States and was regarded by many modern
orthodox Jews, including Israelis, as the leading authority of his generation. Opposing the rabbinical rulings that gave exclusive emphasis to
sovereignty in the Land of Israel, and noting the centrality of pikuach
nefesh, his view was that policy decisions on these issues are best left to
the professional military and political authorities.54
Rabbi Ovadia Yosef, the former Sephardic Chief Rabbi of Israel and
founder of the Shas political party, adopted a similar position. (Poll data
suggest that Shas supporters have tended to be more hawkish than its
leadership, but in most cases the voters are willing to accept the religious
and political authority of the rabbinical leadership. Shas was a member of
the Netanyahu coalition government, but often attempted to exert a
moderating inﬂuence on policies related to the peace process.) In Rabbi
Yosef’s opinion, the positive commandment to settle the land is overridden by the commandment to avoid unnecessary loss of life. Thus, he
has declared that, ‘‘[i]f the heads of the army with the members of the
government, declare that lives will be endangered unless territories in the
Land of Israel are relinquished, and there is the danger of an immediate
declaration of war by the neighboring Arab [states], . . . and if territories
are relinquished, the danger of war will be removed, and that there are
realistic chances of lasting peace, then it appears, according to all the
opinions, that it is permissible to relinquish territories of the Land of
Israel . . . [according to the principle of] pikuach nefesh.’’55 In the same
discourse, however, Rabbi Yosef noted that military ofﬁcers, government
ofﬁcials, and security experts are divided and some have concluded that
returning territories could increase the dangers to Israel, and that these
views should also be considered.
During this period, Rabbi Yosef was also active in meeting with Arab
leaders. In July 1989, Rabbi Yosef met with Egyptian President Hosni
Mubarak, and in May 1997 a Palestinian ofﬁcial said Yasser Arafat would
welcome Rabbi Yosef’s help in renewing the stalled peace talks and getting the process back on track.56
The members of the Meimad religious group, founded by Rabbi Yehuda Amital, share this position. The Meimad movement began in protest against the 1982 Lebanon war and its aftermath, and some of its
members were associated with Netivot Shalom, a small religious group
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parallel to the secular Peace Now movement, which provided an alternative to groups such as Gush Emunim and the NRP. Meimad became a
political party in 1988 but, after a poor showing in the elections, was
transformed into an ideological movement in 1992; it was reconstituted as
a party in 1999. Its founders included rabbis, academics, and other professionals who were disaffected with the religious establishment. For this
group, policy decisions on issues of war and peace made by a democratic
government take precedence over edicts of the religious leadership (see
the detailed discussion of this position below).
For members of Meimad, religious law does not require opposition to
the ‘‘land for peace’’ formula. In contrast to the messianic interpretation,
Rabbi Amital declared that the ‘‘miracle of the [1967] Six Day War’’ was
not primarily the conquest of the biblical Land of Israel. ‘‘People at the
time were concerned about another holocaust, they were receiving letters
pleading with them to send their children abroad. So when we won the
war, it was a feeling of great relief, a feeling that God saved us from
destruction. That was the miracle. It had nothing to do with Judea and
Samaria.’’57
Based on this perspective, in 1993–4, Meimad supported the Oslo process, and in the 1996 elections its leaders endorsed the Labor Party and
Shimon Peres. Similarly, in 1999 the leadership endorsed Ehud Barak for
the ofﬁce of prime minister, and entered the ‘‘One Israel’’ list (based on
the Labor Party). As a result, Meimad placed one member in the Knesset, and joined the governing coalition, and Rabbi Michael Melchoir also
became a government minister responsible for religious–secular relations. This process reﬂected the gradual increase in the relative strength
of the approach that places the principle of pikuach nefesh (preservation
of life) above that of sovereign control over the Land of Israel.
In 2001, following the collapse of the Oslo process, the outbreak of
large-scale violence, and the collapse of the Barak government, which led
to the election of Ariel Sharon as prime minister, Meimad remained in
the government (following the lead of the Labor Party) and Melchior
became deputy foreign minister. Although increasingly angry regarding
the perceived betrayal of the Palestinian partners in the peace process,
Meimad members and leaders continued to be active in seeking ways of
restoring the shattered fabric of this relationship.

The primacy of the democratic process and the avoidance of civil
conﬂict
As noted, the Jewish religious tradition also includes interpretations that
give primacy to the decisions of the secular government, even when these
decisions may be seen to violate other religious principles.
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As tension increased in Israeli society, along both the secular–religious
and the left–right dimensions, a growing number of rabbis began to emphasize the need for authoritative decision-making based on the primacy
of the democratically elected government. The emphasis on the legitimacy of secular political institutions and policies was voiced in 1982 during the confrontation over the evacuation of the Yamit settlement in the
Sinai. Religious leaders and rabbis warned that ‘‘[t]here is a danger that,
in an atmosphere of violence, soldiers may be killed, God forbid. Such a
war would stain the people of Israel to the extent that will not be wiped
out.’’58
This approach has also been emphasized by Meimad, whose platform
opposes coercive religious legislation, emphasizes democratic practices in
the Jewish state, and actively supports education regarding democratic
values in both the religious and secular school systems.59
These themes were underscored and became primary issues in November 1995, following the assassination of Prime Minister Yitzchak Rabin. Many religious leaders, including those previously associated with
the more ‘‘nationalist’’ and ‘‘hawkish’’ approaches and parties, expressed
concerns regarding the impact of internal divisions, violence, and civil
conﬂict on the future of the Jewish people. Examples from history, and,
in particular, the internal divisions and senseless hatred (sinat chinam)
that commentators have cited as the main cause of the destruction of the
Second Temple and the long period of exile, were repeated as warnings
of future catastrophe. Rabbis from many different groups stressed the
theme of national unity and political stability based on the accepted
democratic norms and institutions.
The assassination followed months of intense and often violent demonstrations against the policies of the Rabin government (particularly in
the wake of terrorism and suicide bombings).60 In this period, nationalist
rabbis issued edicts declaring the prime minister and the government to
be in violation of Jewish law (according to their interpretations) by endangering lives through their policies of territorial withdrawal.
In this environment, the assassination, and the perception that some
elements in the religious sectors of Israeli society provided justiﬁcation
for this act, led to a fundamental change among many rabbis and religious leaders. Some, such as Rabbi Yoel Ben Nun, who had been a
major leader of the territorialist Gush Emunim approach, renounced
their earlier views and emphasized the importance of national unity and
democracy. In the curricula of the national religious school system (although not in the ultra-orthodox system), programs to emphasize democracy as a core Jewish value have been introduced.
Despite the catastrophic end of the Oslo process, beginning in September 2000, these programs have continued in the religious school sys-
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tems and in other societal frameworks. Participation in various religious–
secular dialogues continued to increase and, in terms of the formal
political framework, the establishment and maintenance of a wide government following the election of Ariel Sharon in 2001 had broad backing. These developments indicated that, among the religious population,
support for this approach emphasizing national unity based on democratic processes is likely to increase in the future.

‘‘Democratic peace’’?
Before examining the Israeli case in the light of ‘‘democratic peace’’
theories, the nature and limitations of these models should be considered. Universal theories that attempt to explain war and peace in relations among nations in terms of their respective levels of democracy are
problematic, at best.61 Critics have argued convincingly that shared cultural backgrounds and norms, rather than democratic political institutions and practices, seem to account for the absence of military conﬂict between Western liberal democracies.62 In regions where democracy
is formalistic and procedural and where intense ethno-national conﬂicts
continue, such as South Asia or the former Yugoslavia, democratic peace
theories lose much of their explanatory power.
In the Middle East, some political leaders, particularly in Israel, support the view that democratization in the Arab and Islamic states would
promote peace agreements.63 However, even if these societies were to
evolve toward greater acceptance of democratic procedures and processes, there is also evidence that democratization, at least in the short
term, could increase the salience of the ideological and religious aspects
of the conﬂict with Israel, rather than leading to greater support for
negotiated solutions. Even in relatively progressive states such as Jordan,
the peace agreement with Israel is widely considered to be the result
of external pressure and expediency (‘‘the King’s peace’’), lacking wide
popular support. Some analysts warn that Arab democracies would likely
be more virulent in their opposition to Israel, at least until an agreement
was reached and a new generation could be raised in the spirit of intercultural tolerance and understanding.64
In the Israeli case, the attempt to evaluate the validity of democratic peace theories is complicated by the heterogeneous nature of Israeli
society, particularly along the religious–secular dimension, and the close
link between the Jewish religion, Zionism (as the expression of Jewish
nationalism), the territorial boundaries, and the question of sovereignty.
In the few publications that attempt to examine the application of ‘‘democratic peace’’ theories to Israel, these dimensions have largely been
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overlooked.65 However, as has been demonstrated in this chapter, for
a signiﬁcant segment of Israeli society, the mix of attitudes toward the
religious signiﬁcance of the Land of Israel, democracy as the basis for
national unity, and other religious issues, such as the commandment to
preserve life, are determining factors.
In this sense, it is important to recognize the dynamic nature of the
situation. Although democratic institutions and processes in Israel are
ﬁrmly established, the tensions between the secular political structure
and the traditions and legal norms of the Jewish tradition can be expected to remain and perhaps intensify. Although the majority of Jewish
Israelis deﬁne themselves as secular, rather than religious, identiﬁcation
with Jewish norms and practices has been growing in the past two decades. (Poll data show that close to half of the population maintains
traditional Jewish practices such as lighting candles on the Sabbath or
kosher dietary rules.66) Religious parties, such as Shas, led by Rabbi
Ovadia Yosef, have grown in strength in the past decade. (Shas is also an
ethnic party, encompassing Sephardi Jews, but members of this group, in
general, are far less likely to be secular compared with the Ashkenazi
Jewish population.) As the narrow and short-lived support for the postZionist ideology demonstrated, Israel will continue to be a Jewish state,
in a cultural, social, and political sense, and the debate over the meaning
and substantive impact of this framework will also continue.
However, the presence or growth of religious inﬂuence in Israeli politics does not mean that inherent religious/ideological opposition to the
‘‘land for peace’’ formula will also increase. As noted, the Shas leadership, the Meimad movement, and many prominent ultra-orthodox rabbis
and leaders subscribe to the school that gives priority to the preservation
of human life (pikuach nefesh) ahead of maintaining total sovereignty in
the Land of Israel.
This change is also reﬂected in support for major changes in Israeli
policy with respect to the peace process. Public opinion polls and recent
election results show that the majority of Jewish Israelis, including signiﬁcant portions of the religious population, are now willing to accept a
Palestinian state in the context of a permanent status agreement and an
end to the threat of violence. In addition, although support for Jewish
sovereignty in the Land of Israel, based on religious commandments, is
still quite strong, the possibility of dismantling some settlements and of
consolidating others in settlement blocs gradually gained support in this
community during the period of optimism following the Oslo agreement.67 This optimism was reﬂected in the result of the 1999 elections, in
which Netanyahu was defeated by Ehud Barak, on a platform emphasizing accelerated negotiations toward full peace agreements with both
Syria and the Palestinians. It was clear that such agreements would re-
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quire major Israeli territorial withdrawals, essentially to the 1948 armistice lines (with the exception of Jerusalem). Nevertheless, a signiﬁcant
portion of religious voters (although by no means a majority) seemed
willing to accept this framework.68 The Shas party, under the ‘‘spiritual
guidance’’ of Rabbi Ovadia Yosef, became the third largest in the Knesset, with 17 seats (out of 120), and joined Barak’s government. In addition, the representative of Meimad, Rabbi Michael Melchior, became a
cabinet member.
However, the failure of the Camp David summit in July 2000, which
was designed to complete the Oslo process with the promised ‘‘permanent status agreement,’’ and the massive violence that began at the end
of September led to fundamental changes in Israeli perceptions of the
Palestinians. Within a few months, as casualties mounted and cease-ﬁre
efforts failed, the Barak administration lost public support and a number
of parties, including Shas, withdrew from the government. Barak lost his
parliamentary majority and, in special elections held in February 2001,
opposition leader Ariel Sharon was selected as prime minister by an
overwhelming and unprecedented majority. This outcome was a clear
signal of a major shift in Israeli public opinion, across the political spectrum, in which the negotiation process with the Palestinians was widely
seen to have ended in failure. Instead, in the wake of continued violence
and high casualties, including numerous suicide bombings, the focus
shifted to security. Religious leaders and voters supported Sharon, and
their views were largely indistinguishable from the broad national consensus on these issues.
If and when peace and permanent status negotiations between Israel
and the Palestinians resume, this period of intense violence is likely to
inﬂuence public attitudes toward the ‘‘land for peace’’ formula, the
question of a Palestinian state, and related issues. Like other sectors in
Israeli society, the leaders of the religious parties and their supporters
have become embittered and disillusioned with the failed promises of
peace. The more hard-line positions, emphasizing the sacredness of the
Land of Israel and the centrality of Jewish sovereignty in Jerusalem,
regained some support in this period of violence. However, an end to
terrorism and a fundamental change in relations with the Palestinians
and neighboring Arab states could lead to a recovery in support for
compromise. Within the religious sectors, the emphasis on national unity
has continued to increase, and in the future, should a government be
elected that adopts policies involving major territorial concessions, it is
likely to receive support in order to prevent internal division.
In more general terms, although the tension between the religious and
democratic secular authority will also continue and perhaps intensify, the
situation is dynamic. The religious tradition and leadership provide a
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wide range of options, and the support for these different approaches,
particularly with respect to possible agreements with the Arab states, is
variable. The relative impact of these views on Israeli policy with respect
to the peace process will depend on a combination of internal and external factors, including the perceived beneﬁts and risks of agreements and
the success in implementing them in ways that clearly demonstrate the
understanding of and sensitivity to Jewish history and tradition.
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9
Democracy and peace in Iran and
Iraq
Amin Saikal

As an ideal of government, democracy has become as much a catchword
in the Middle East as in most other parts of the world. Whatever their
degrees of commitment to it, most Middle Eastern leaderships do not
disown the vocabulary of democracy as a useful means of claiming political legitimacy and branding their regimes as popular, representing the
will of the majority of their respective publics. Many can point to the existence of some forms of ‘‘popular representation’’ and ‘‘electoral legitimacy’’ to substantiate their claim to popular sovereignty and ultimately a
democratic system of governance. Yet in most Muslim Middle Eastern
countries what is practiced is a form of either absolutism or authoritarianism or veiled authoritarianism, in which the ballot box cannot be used
effectively to change governments. All serious post-war attempts at democratizing politics and society in most Middle Eastern states, whether
Egypt or Iran or Algeria, have ended up, at best, in the institution of
concealed authoritarianism.
There is a very important message in this: a Western-style democracy
may be unsuited to the political and socio-cultural conditions of these
states. The goal of political reform should not therefore be to create a
system and implement a mode of social and economic development that
would meet Western standards, but rather to develop the constituents of
a civil society relevant to the particular conditions and cultural traditions
of the given country. In this context, the course of political evolution
pursued by the Islamic Republic of Iran in the past few years is most
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pertinent and warrants a serious focus. What President Muhammad
Khatami has been attempting to achieve is what he has called ‘‘Islamic
civil society’’ and ‘‘Islamic democracy,’’ as distinct from their Western
counterparts and yet not entirely inconsistent with them. It may also be
pertinent to contrast the Iranian case with another case in the region
where, by all accounts, no distinct notion of civil society or democracy is
in operation. That case is provided by the neighboring state of Iraq.
This chapter has three main objectives. The ﬁrst is to explain, although
brieﬂy, the dimensions of the concept of democracy and how incompatible a Western understanding of it has so far proved to be with the fundamental conditions in the Muslim Middle East. The second is to outline
the diverse courses undertaken in relation to democratization in two
particular Middle Eastern constituent states – Iran and Iraq – as two
contrasting cases. The third is to conclude with the need for building a
civil society that is conducive to democratization.

Dimensions of democracy
Needless to say, democracy is an overloaded concept. Historically, it has
meant different things to different people. It has been applied to many
different formations and, in interaction with different socio-cultural traditions and practices, it has produced diverse forms of government –
some more representative, participatory, and stable than others. Even in
Western democracies, there is no consensus on what precisely the concept means and how best to express it as an ideal. There is not even
widespread agreement among theorists and practitioners about whether
it is a form of government or a method of choosing a government or a
term applied to a whole society, as intimated in Alexis de Tocqueville’s
study of Democracy in America, which is essentially about American
society.1
Whatever the diversity of views, there is a core or minimalist deﬁnition beneath all the interpretations and uses of the term. As Anthony
Arblaster writes, this core deﬁnition ‘‘is necessarily general and vague
enough to make such variations possible, but it is not so vague as to permit any meaning whatsoever to be placed on the word. At the root of all
deﬁnitions of democracy, however reﬁned and complex, lies the idea of
popular power, of a situation in which power, and perhaps authority too,
rests with the people. That power or authority is usually thought of as
being political, and often therefore takes the form of an idea of popular
sovereignty – the people as the ultimate political power. But it need not
be exclusively political.’’2 Obviously, the mechanisms for achieving this
minimalist position can vary from country to country: they can be either
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electoral or non-electoral, although an election based on universal suffrage is often regarded as the best means.
The Iranian and Arab regimes have constantly been pressured both
from outside, especially by the West, and from within to conform at least
to this minimalist position as a foundation for the development of a liberal, pluralist, tolerant, and stable society. If one adopts the principles of
popular power and popular sovereignty as the minimum for instituting
democracy, one can argue that Iran and several Arab states, notably
Egypt, Jordan, and Kuwait, have already made some progress in this
direction. They have succeeded in establishing electoral and representative processes of popular legitimation, whereby citizens are given the
opportunity to participate (either directly as in the case of Iran since the
revolution of 1978/79, or directly and indirectly as in the case of Egypt,
especially since 1981) in the making of legislative and executive powers,
although these processes have been more robust in Iran than in the other
states. The Jordanians have also managed to establish a more representative legislative body, with a noticeable role in making the government
accountable, than may be the case in many other countries in the region,
although the Jordanian monarch still remains in possession of very strong
powers. Even Kuwait has put in place a kind of crypto-Athenian democracy3 with its election of 1992, in which some 80,000 Kuwaiti males, who
constituted about 13 percent of the total population, were allowed to
elect a pluralist national assembly. Meanwhile, closed regimes such as
those of Syria and Libya also have resorted to such processes, albeit in
sham form, to substantiate a claim to popular power and authority.
However, the fundamental problem with this minimalist form of democracy is that it can be utilized either to lay the foundation for building
a comprehensive or liberal democracy, or to construct or reinforce a wide
range of authoritarian systems. In the Middle East, the latter have been
most prevalent. When prompted to institute some minimalist democratic
reforms, a majority of leaderships have done so on a selective and exclusive basis and within procedural frameworks that have not substantially
affected their personal or family or elite powers. They have conveniently
designed and applied the reforms in such a way as to produce nothing
more than systems that may be termed ‘‘democratic in form but authoritarian in content,’’ ensuring that the basic principles of separation of
powers, political pluralism, and individual rights and freedoms are not
secured against the open-ended, arbitrary needs of rulers. Thus, whether
operating within a traditional or traditional–modernist or revolutionary–
modernist mold, they have shown a marked reluctance to venture beyond
the minimalist position in the direction of creating liberal polities.
The few regimes that have sought to venture beyond the minimalist
position, because of either genuine reformist convictions or domestic and
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external pressures, have not aimed at creating a widely inclusive and
competitive system. They have sought to exclude from the process
those groups perceived as popularly threatening. As a consequence, their
reforms have frequently resulted in political polarization and violent
conﬂicts – a development that has served as a strong deterrent to the
others. One can draw on the experiences of a number of countries to
illustrate this point, in particular those of Iran, Egypt, and Algeria. The
Iranian case is especially instructive.

Case studies
Iran
In Iran, the revolutionary transition from the Shah’s pro-Western autocracy to Khomeini’s anti-Western (or, more speciﬁcally, anti-American)
‘‘theo-democracy’’ provides a clear example of the danger and violence
that a process of even limited pro-Western democratization can involve
in the Middle East. There is no doubt that a variety of factors, ranging
from the Shah’s failure to institute a legitimate political system and an
effective process of change and development, to his ill-conceived and
badly implemented program of socio-economic modernization and military build-up, to his alliance with the United States and his regional ambitions, contributed to the creation of a revolutionary situation that
eventually caused the Shah’s fall. With the beneﬁt of hindsight, however,
it is clear that what decisively opened the way for his downfall was his
mishandling of the process of limited liberalization as a precondition for
the democratization of the polity that he sought to implement, especially
from 1976.4
From his reinstallation on the throne with the help of the CIA in 1953,
the Shah, together with his main ally the United States, was all along
conscious of the legitimacy problems that he faced. As a result, and at
Washington’s urging, he had made a number of attempts in the 1960s
to popularize his rule. In fact, his ‘‘White Revolution’’ was designed to
achieve this purpose. However, like many leaders in the region, he was
prepared to implement only political reforms that would not undermine
his autocratic powers but rather would allow him to manifest some ostensible commitment to creating a democratic system of government. He
focused his reform efforts to beneﬁt mainly those politically minded or
active Iranians who were easily co-optable and lacked the potential to
pose a serious challenge to his powers. This meant that he not only excluded the radical religious and secularist groups from his reforms, but
actually directed the reforms against them.
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The Shah appeared to believe in intertwined autocratic secularization
and modernization as the best way to popularize his rule. In the process,
he lost sight of the fact that, after four centuries of power struggle between the Shi’ite establishment and political authority in Iran, his reforms needed to have the support of the religious establishment, which
was still the only force capable of inﬂuencing the minds and capturing the
emotions of the Iranian public against his reforms in the right circumstances. Despite being warned about the danger of his approach, he persisted into the 1970s with a policy of doing everything possible to suppress and marginalize the religious establishment rather than to entice it
to become a genuine participant in his reform endeavors.
Nonetheless, under pressure from President Jimmy Carter’s emphasis
on human rights as an issue in the conduct of US foreign policy, the Shah
ﬁnally found it necessary and expedient to introduce more substantial
political reforms. Hence, from 1976 he inaugurated a phase of limited but
serious liberalization. His ultimate goal was not clear, but it is evident
that he had intended to institute a wider degree of public participation
in the policy formulation and policy implementation processes, with a
measure of freedom for the people to criticize the government, highlight
human rights abuses, and demand greater social justice and equity. Although still opposed to dealing with his traditional religious and political
opponents in anything other than an autocratic manner, he wanted to
open avenues of participation for the new social and economic groups
that his process of pro-capitalist modernization had generated.
However, in a country where political suppression had been the central
instrument of governance for a long time and the public had not been
educated in political pluralism, even this amount of reform was sufﬁcient
to enable a variety of groups, both old and new, to air their grievances
with great ferocity. Yet although these groups quickly succeeded in instigating a nationwide anti-Shah protest movement by mid-1978, they
were not able to develop a shared platform beyond a general desire to
overthrow the Shah’s regime and the hope of replacing it with something
better. Consequently, following the fall of the Shah in January 1979, the
revolutionaries headed in different ideological directions. This opened
the way for a long and violent power struggle between a cluster of
Islamists, whose Shi’ite Islamic message and promises were easily discernible to the overwhelming majority of the Iranian people, and a
variety of semi-secularist and secularist groups, whose ideological pronouncements in support of creating a pluralist and liberal system proved
bewildering to a large proportion of the Iranian public.
In the process, Ayatollah Khomeini and his committed Islamic followers gained political ascendancy, with wide public support. This occurred only at the cost of brutally suppressing other groups and demon-
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izing the West, especially the United States and its regional supporters,
as dictated by the need to establish their brand of Shi’ite Islamic government and transform Iran into an Islamic republic.5 In its early years, the
Khomeini Islamic regime evolved in many ways as the mirror image of
the Shah’s regime. It adopted an Islamic constitution and created an
electoral process of political legitimation and citizen participation in politics. But it failed to establish an inclusive political order that could allow
Iran to be deﬁned as more than a theocratic state and be treated as such
by all those outside forces that found its behavior threatening to their
interests. It became as exclusive and intolerant of opposition as the
Shah’s regime, if not more so. This, together with the Islamic regime’s
inability to fulﬁll its promises of good government and a better life for a
majority of Iranians, gave rise to the risk that any future structural political change might be as violent as the one that brought the regime to
power. The regime remained vulnerable to spontaneous popular uprisings of the kind that initially opened the way for the destruction of the
Shah’s rule.6
This, however, does not tell the full story. It explains only the Islamic
jihadi7 (or ‘‘resistant and exertive’’) dimension of Khomeini’s leadership.
This dimension involved ideological and policy behavior that enabled the
regime, ﬁrst of all, to integrate politics with religion, to consolidate its
own position, and thus to achieve a Shi’ite Islamic transformation in
hostile circumstances as rapidly as possible. Its emphasis was naturally
more on resistance, defense, and reassertion in pursuit of securing the
revolution to bolster the regime, enabling it to deﬂect those internal and
external forces that either actively opposed it or perceived it as dangerously threatening.
Once this objective had been achieved, another related dimension
in Khomeini’s leadership was waiting to emerge at an opportune time.
This was the ijtihadi (or ‘‘creatively interpretive’’) dimension,8 which had
been working in tandem with the jihadi dimension but had been eclipsed
by it because of the conditions in the early years of the Islamic regime. In
the tradition of Iran’s Shi’ite establishment, Khomeini had been regarded
as a Mujtahid (or creative interpreter of Islam) long before the revolution, because of his emphasis on the need for a creative interpretation of
Shi’ite Islam and its application in accordance with changing conditions
and the course of history.
In other words, Khomeini had never believed in Islam being frozen in
time; he had upheld Islam as a religion for all times, peoples, and conditions. This was evident not only in the series of lectures that he had
delivered in Iraq in the early 1970s, compiled subsequently as a volume
entitled Islamic Government, but also in numerous fatwas or religious
rulings that he issued both before the revolution to oppose the Shah’s
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regime and its US ally, and after the revolution to establish a very complex but nonetheless modern Islamic governmental system. Although
Khomeini founded the governmental system on Islam and vested the
ﬁnal religious-based temporal authority in the Vilayati Faqih (or ‘‘Supreme Jurisprudent’’ or ‘‘philosopher-king’’), he ensured that the system
was participatory, enabling the public to be involved in the processes of
political legitimation and policy formulation and implementation; hence
his notion of popular elections and a popularly elected president.
This had generated a generic division within the ruling clerics, giving
rise to two main factions. One was the Jihadis, who upheld a jihadi or
what some might label ‘‘combative’’ interpretation of Shi’ite Islam and
who became popularly known as Islamic ‘‘conservatives’’ or ‘‘hardliners.’’ Indeed, it was this group that, under the conditions of postrevolutionary internal strife and the eight-year war between Iran and
Iraq (1980–8), initially managed to achieve political ascendancy, gaining
control over most of the instruments of state power. The other main
faction was the Ijtihadis, who adopted a more liberal interpretation of
Shi’ite Islam and who were called Islamic ‘‘pragmatists’’ or ‘‘moderates.’’
While alive, Khomeini was regarded as a leading Jihadi and Ijtihadi, with
paramount constitutional and revolutionary powers successfully to establish some kind of a balance between the two factions of his followers.
Khomeini’s death in June 1989 changed the situation. Whereas the
Ijtihadi faction’s approach was at least partly reﬂected in the policy behavior of President Hashemi Rafsanjani (1989–97), the Jihadi faction was
patronized by Khomeini’s successor to the position of Vilayati Faqih,
Ayatollah Ali Khamanei. Given the ending of the Iran–Iraq war in a
stalemate – a war that had enabled the Jihadis to divert people’s attention from the revolution’s original promises of democratic freedoms and
a higher standard of living – as well as Iran’s deepening economic and
social problems, its persistent international isolation, and the rapid
growth of post-revolutionary youth’s dominance in the electorate, the
scene was set for a sharpening of the Jihadi–Ijtihadi division in Iranian
politics. Nonetheless, Rafsanjani managed to keep a lid on the situation
by cooperating closely with Khamanei and refraining from stepping too
far outside the ideological parameters set by the Jihadis.
However, this situation could not endure for too long. It was clear that
the parameters of the ideological framework had to be widened to accommodate a more accelerated process of ijtihadi reform in support of
the revolution’s original goals. By the early 1990s, one prominent clerical
thinker and activist who had already placed the issue of the expansion of
ideological parameters on the agenda was Abdulkarim Soroush.9 His
argument about the compatibility between Islam and democracy and the
elasticity of Islam as a religion to be applied in time–space under chang-
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ing conditions had already given a dimension to the debate between the
Jihadis and Ijtihadis that clearly provided wider legitimacy to the Ijtihadis’ position. What boosted this shift further was the fact that, despite the
Jihadis’ dominance in the state power structure, the electoral process that
had been put in place was robust and inclusive enough to produce the
main catalyst.
It was against this backdrop that Muhammad Khatami rose from the
ranks of the Ijtihadis to be elected President of Iran in a landslide victory
in July 1997. This is not to claim that he does not defend Iran and Islam
whenever necessary, but clearly his platform from the beginning was one
of ijtihadi. He was ﬁrmly convinced that the time had come for Iran to
move rapidly from a political culture of jihad to one of ijtihad if it was to
stay in tune with changing conditions in Iran and in the international environment. To realize this objective, Khatami called for the intertwined
goals of achieving ‘‘Islamic civil society’’ as a precondition for and in
tandem with ‘‘Islamic democracy,’’ and of rationalizing Iran’s foreign relations, based on the principles of ‘‘dialogue’’ between civilizations and
cross-cultural understandings within the international system of nationstates.10 In essence, he was calling for the advent of a new Shi’ite Islamic
vision in accordance with the changing times and conditions – a vision
that Khatami claims Khomeini would have shared if he were alive.11
Although Khatami treats Iran’s Islamic constitution as sacrosanct and
operates within it, he has stressed not only that Islam enshrines its own
concepts of civil society and democracy, but also that the Iranian Islamic
constitution is committed to the promotion of such concepts as a means
to serve the common good. He has emphasized that these concepts, although different in their roots from their Western counterparts, are not
necessarily in ‘‘conﬂict and contradiction in all their manifestations and
consequences’’ with those arising from Western traditions of rationalism
and liberalism. He claims that ‘‘[t]his is exactly why we should never be
oblivious to the judicious acquisition of the positive accomplishments of
Western society.’’12
He states that in an Islamic civil society, ‘‘although it is centered
around the axis of Islamic thinking and culture, personal or group dictatorship or even the tyranny of the majority and elimination of the minority has no place; . . . man . . . is venerated and revered and his rights
respected; . . . and citizens enjoy the right to determine their own destiny,
supervise the governance and hold the government accountable. The
government in such a society is the servant of the people and not their
master, and in every eventuality, is accountable to the people whom God
has entitled to determine their own destiny.’’ He stresses that an Islamic
civil society is not one ‘‘where only Muslims are entitled to rights and are
considered citizens. Rather, all individuals are entitled to rights, within
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the framework of law and order.’’ To Khatami, ‘‘respect for human rights
and compliance with their relevant norms and standards is . . . the natural
consequence of . . . [Islamic] teachings and precepts.’’ Furthermore, he
makes it clear that an Islamic civil society ‘‘seeks neither to dominate
others nor to submit to domination,’’ but at the same time, ‘‘as instructed
by the Holy Qur’an, [it] considers itself entitled to acquire all requisite
means for material and technical progress and authority.’’13
Khatami places a high premium on the notion of freedom in the construction and operation of a stable and vibrant Islamic civil society, although he stresses that, in practice, freedom – whether at the individual
or societal level – cannot be limitless. ‘‘We want a system based on abstinence and high morality that only comes through relentless endeavor
and the courage to embark upon moral and spiritual growth. This is true
freedom, but people need to be taught to see it this way.’’14 He considers
freedom of thought and expression and a diversity of views to be central
to the substantiation of an Islamic civil society. He quotes Imam Khomeini, who argued that ‘‘[i]n Islamic government there should always be
room for revision. Our revolutionary system demands that various, even
opposing, viewpoints be allowed to surface.’’15 Khatami notes: ‘‘We must
achieve a new vision and understanding. Relying on current religious
leadership is necessary but not sufﬁcient.’’16
He condemns censorship and the banning of opposition as a solution to
Iran’s problems. He shuns those who seek to impose ‘‘their rigid thinking
on Islam and call it God’s religion [because] they lack the intellectual
power to confront their opposite side’s thinking on its own terms’’ and
thus ‘‘resort to fanaticism.’’17 He argues for the plurality of views and the
freedom to express them as a condition for the development of an Islamic
civil society. He states, ‘‘we cannot expect any positive transformations
anywhere unless the yearning for freedom is fulﬁlled. That is the freedom
to think and the security to express new thinking.’’18 ‘‘[T]ransformation
and progress require thought, and thought only ﬂourishes in an atmosphere of freedom. But our history has not allowed human character
to grow and to be appreciated, and thus the basic human yearning
for thinking and freedom has been unattended at best and negated at
worst.’’19
Khatami’s concept of Islamic civil society is thus more conditioned on
moral than on material standards. Although it involves a measured degree of separation of politics and capital, political and social pluralism,
freedom of thought and expression, and government intervention in
public life to help the needy and to ensure justice and the implementation
of Islamic-based laws, ultimately it relies on moral force to win the day.
Like many other religious–political thinkers, Khatami is keen to emphasize that it is moral, virtuous, and humane existence that delivers a better
standard of living in economic and social terms, rather than vice versa.
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This belief also strongly shapes Khatami’s international outlook, which
stresses the importance of peaceful coexistence and mutual respect and
of a dialogue of civilizations among peoples and states in world politics.
Ever since coming to power, he has persistently underlined the need to
promote the common aspect of humanity that can bond peoples together
in peace rather than those earthly distinctions that lead them to conﬂict.
He has sought to apply this approach to the conduct of Iran’s relations
with not only its arch enemy (the United States) but also its traditional
regional rivals, such as Saudi Arabia.
Of course, as could have been expected, Khatami has not had a smooth
run with his reform agenda in either the domestic or the foreign policy
arena. On the domestic front, he has been seriously challenged by those
Jihadis who have been unable to make the leap into his ijtihadi culture as
rapidly as required. These Jihadis have used their domination of the judiciary, the security and armed forces, and numerous decision-making
councils and committees, as well as close association with the Vilayati
Faqih, to frustrate some of Khatami’s Islamic civil society reforms as
extra-Ijtihadi, extra-constitutional, and pro-Western. They have also rejected some of Khatami’s overtures for wider and better foreign relations, including a possible rapprochement with the United States, as undermining the strength of Islam and pleasing the West and Westerndominated forces of globalization. They have argued that Khatami’s reforms in general are bound to unravel the fabric of the revolutionary
Islamic Iran that Khomeini left behind, and to provide the necessary
opportunities for the West, especially the United States, to restore its
inﬂuence in Iran. As the reform process has moved forward, the Jihadis
have increasingly targeted one of the issues at the heart of the process –
that is, freedom of thought and expression.
Khatami’s response has been to make judicious use of his public mandate in dealing with his Jihadi opponents within the bounds of the law
and the principle of maintaining peace and order. He has acted within the
framework of the constitution not only to pursue a peaceful and orderly
ijtihadi course of change, but also to educate his opponents to behave in a
similar manner. He has repeatedly condemned extra-legal means as a
substitute for non-violent debate and behavior. Although his reforms
have not been altogether free of generating some violent confrontations,
as manifested in the July 1999 and subsequent student demonstrations,
which brought disproportionate use of force by the Jihadis, on the whole
his methods of peaceful dialogue and conciliation have proved to be
fairly credible, but at one important price. That is, he has managed his
reforms only within a strategy of ‘‘two steps forward one step back,’’
which has inevitably slowed the pace of reform, to the dismay of some of
his supporters.
Even at this pace, Khatami still maintains overwhelming public support
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and has succeeded in persuading a number of leading Jihadi clerics to
move to his ijtihadi mold. Such clerics include Ayatollah Khalkhali
(known as the ‘‘hanging judge’’ in the early days of the revolution), Abdullah Nouri, and the leaders of the student militants who in November
1979 took some 50 American diplomats hostage in Tehran for 15 months:
they are all now ﬁrmly lined up behind Khatami’s reforms.20 Whatever
Khatami’s difﬁculties so far, he scored a stunning electoral victory in May
2001 for a second term, which followed a similar victory by his supporters
in the February 2000 Majlis (National Assembly) elections. This would
indeed make it more difﬁcult than ever for his opponents to reverse his
course of reform.
Khatami has undoubtedly put Iran on something of an indigenous
course of civil and democratic change that would contain a number of
elements that would at the very least fulﬁll the criteria for what is regarded as a minimalist model of democracy in the West. However, the
success of Khatami’s reforms will ultimately depend on the maintenance
of the process of reform within the Islamic framework, because there is a
danger that it could, especially beyond Khatami’s presidency, evolve into
something outside that framework. Khatami’s ability to bridge the gap
between the Jihadis and Ijtihadis, in such a way as not to seriously compromise the process itself, and to improve Iran’s economic conditions,
which have increasingly become very difﬁcult for many of those very
people who voted him into ofﬁce, will also be very crucial. The US attitude toward Iran will be another factor. So far, the policy behavior of the
administration of President George W. Bush has not been very helpful to
the Iranian reformists. President Bush’s branding of Iran in late January
2002 as a member of the ‘‘axis of evil’’ (together with Iraq and North
Korea) has simply played into the hands of Khatami’s opponents, who
have taken Bush’s remarks as evidence of Washington’s unbending hostility toward Iran. These are the issues that are most likely to determine
the pace and outcome of Khatami’s reforms. Indeed, Khatami’s experiment is followed closely not just by the Iranian population, but also by
the Muslim countries in the region. Whatever the ultimate direction of
this experiment, it will have deep repercussions for both Iran and its
neighbors.

Iraq
Iraq, in contrast, is presently at the opposite end of the ideological and
political spectrum from Iran. There is no evidence of democratization or
liberalization of any kind in the country. It is ruled by what is essentially
the pro-secularist dictatorial regime of President Saddam Hussein. Neither the nature nor the governing methods of the regime have substan-
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tially changed over the 30 years since Saddam Hussein came to power
through a military coup. The personality of Saddam Hussein continues to
loom large in the conduct of every aspect of Iraq’s domestic life and foreign relations. This situation is not expected to change for as long as
Saddam Hussein is in power. However, the situation must be understood
in the context of the evolution of the Iraqi state, the circumstances of
President Saddam Hussein’s rise to power, and the president’s unusual
personality.
Ever since its formal independence in 1932, Iraq has rarely experienced any form of political liberalization or democratization. It has progressed from one form of dictatorship to another, with personalization rather than institutionalization of politics determining the mode of
change and development, as well as the political continuity and survivability of the state. As such, any regime change or socio-economic structural change in the country has come about as the result of either largescale political violence or suppression. This was the manner in which Iraq
was born and it is more or less in this manner that Iraq has evolved and
been governed as a state.
A number of factors have interacted to contribute to this situation. The
ﬁrst is the demographic proﬁle and national identity of Iraq. Ethnic and
sectarian divisions have frequently posed a serious threat to the country’s
territorial integrity and its claim to nation-statehood. Iraq’s signiﬁcant
Kurdish Sunni minority, who inhabit mainly the north of the country,
have persistently revolted for autonomy or independence either on their
own or in afﬁliation with their cross-border kindred in Iran and Turkey.
The country’s Arab population is divided between Shi’ites and Sunnis,
with the former constituting 55–60 percent of the total population, but
the latter dominating the ruling elite. The Sunnis’ sectarian afﬁliation
with the wider Arab world has been crucial in giving them the advantage
over the Shi’ites, who have been viewed as the natural allies of the
Arabs’ regional rival, Shi’ite Iran.
The second factor is related to the problems associated with the historical entity of Iraq. Following the decline of the Abbasid dynasty,
which embodied much of the Arabs’ Islamic civilizational achievements
from the eighth to the eleventh centuries, Iraq by and large ceased to
exist as an identiﬁable political unit. Under the Ottomans it was reduced
to an imperial province, and it was only under British mandate rule after
World War II that it was ﬁnally reshaped into a political unit in its own
right. Some historians claim that this was done artiﬁcially, without much
consideration given to Iraq’s long-term viability. As was the case with
their rule in most of the Middle East, the British did little to encourage
the development of democratic norms, values, and practices in Iraq. ProBritish absolute monarchical rule became the order of the day until the
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Arab nationalist coup of 1958 swept away the monarchy, and with it the
vestiges of British inﬂuence, and declared Iraq an Arab republic. This
opened the way for a radical transformation of the Iraqi political landscape and thus another, but as violent as ever, phase in the evolution of
Iraqi politics. The coup brought various militant sections of Iraqi society
into conﬂict, ushering in an era of bloody coups and counter-coups which
lasted for at least a decade.
The third factor was that after 1958, with the heightening of the Cold
War, Iraq was surrounded by fairly powerful rival neighbors, whose
cross-border ethnic, cultural, and sectarian afﬁliations provided them
with strong anti-Iraqi leverage. A US-backed Iran was positioned to exploit its linkages with the Iraqi Shi’ites and Kurds against Baghdad, and a
pro-Western Turkey emerged to treat Iraq as a growing bastion of Arab
radicalism and to aid Iraqi Kurdish groups in order to neutralize their
possible support for the Kurds of Turkey in their bid for independence.
In the meantime, the growing ideological rift and rivalry between Baghdad and Damascus left Iraq vulnerable to its most important Arab
neighbor, Syria.
The fourth factor related to the nature of and the manner in which the
small Arab socialist Ba’ath Party (with no more than 3,000 members)
seized power in July 1968, and to the personality of Saddam Hussein.
Saddam was rapidly able to combine the use of violence as a means to
governance with a brutal manipulation of Iraq’s volatile internal situation
and complex external relations (as well as oil wealth) to establish a
unique personal dictatorship. If it had not been for favorable and opportune conditions generated by Iraq’s changing national and international
circumstances, the Ba’ath Party could not have seized power, and Saddam Hussein – relatively poorly educated and inexperienced, but politically shrewd, brutal, and deceptive – could not have taken the helm.
Although for the ﬁrst ten years Saddam held the position of vicepresident, until he took over from President Hassan al-Bakr, he was from
the beginning regarded as the strongman of the regime. He grew out of
the violent, repressive political culture that had come to dominate Baghdad as the nerve center of the Iraqi polity, and remained committed to
that culture in ensuring his own rule and the transformation of Iraq into
a Stalinist, modern state. The Ba’athist Arab socialist ideology, as espoused by its founders Michel ’Aﬂaq and Salah al-Din Bitar, soon proved
to be of little relevance to Saddam Hussein other than to enable him to
claim an ideological framework within which he could justify and achieve
his personal ambitions. He transformed the Ba’ath Party into a personal
refuge within which and around which he could build an elaborate security–bureaucratic–administrative system, dominated by Sunni Iraqis and
more speciﬁcally by his Taqridi clan and more narrowly by trusted members of his family.
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As Iraq’s oil income quadrupled in the early 1970s and the border and
political conﬂict with Iran subsided following the signing of the 1975 Algiers agreement between the two sides, Saddam was able to expand this
system dramatically and to equip its security–military wing with the best
arms available. Although initially he befriended the Soviet Union, ultimately he would not allow any friendship to provide comfort to the
domestic opposition or stand in the way of the strengthening of his absolute power and his growing ambition to become the paramount regional
actor. He showed no hesitation in executing pro-Soviet Iraqi communists
at the height of Iraq’s public friendship with Moscow at the turn of the
1970s. Nor did he hold back from attacking Iran and ﬁghting one of the
longest, bloodiest, and costliest wars of the modern era, or from drawing
on regional Arab fear of Khomeini’s Islamic regime and Washington’s
hostility toward it to present himself as the main regional Arab bulwark
against Iran in order to win American and Arab support in the war. Furthermore, when he found it necessary and opportune for a variety of
reasons, he was more than content to invade the neighboring Arab state
of Kuwait in August 1990. In so doing, he appeared to have given little or
no consideration to the possible damage that his actions might cause to
the Iraqi people and Arab unity, or to the possibility that the invasion
could provide more excuses for the United States to bolster its military
presence in the Gulf. The latter was the very development that he supposedly wanted to avoid.
Up to the time of the Kuwait invasion, Saddam had succeeded in
building a fairly powerful state – both economically and militarily – with
a noticeable degree of geopolitical clout in regional politics and an
assured place in the international system, but the invasion simply blew
all this. Following the reversal of that invasion by a UN-backed but
American-led international coalition, by the end of February 1991, Iraq
was forced to pay a very heavy price for Saddam’s military defeat.
The Western members of the international coalition, more speciﬁcally
the United States, and the United Nations declared Iraq’s Kurdish territory north of the 36th parallel a ‘‘safe haven’’ to protect Iraq’s rebellious
Kurdish minority against Saddam Hussein’s repression, with a ‘‘no ﬂy’’
zone for Iraqi planes over the area. They similarly imposed an air exclusion zone over southern Iraq, covering an area up to the 34th parallel – a
limit that in mid-1996 was extended further to the 32nd parallel. This was
partly to protect the Iraqi Shi’ites, who are concentrated in the south and
had joined the post-war revolt against Saddam Hussein, and partly to reduce any chances of more Iraqi threats against Kuwait and other member
states of the pro-Western Gulf Cooperation Council.21 Further, they
empowered the United Nations to undertake an extended mission to destroy, without impunity, all Iraq’s weapons of mass destruction and to
circumvent its capacity to produce any in the future. In so doing, in the
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context of Iraq’s demographic divisions, they also made northern Iraq
vulnerable to Turkish and Iranian intrusions in pursuit of leverage
against their respective Kurdish opposition groups.22
All this, together with the widespread infrastructural damage that the
war inﬂicted upon Iraq and the devastation that the comprehensive regime of UN economic sanctions brought to the country, has substantially
weakened Iraq’s domestic structures, virtually destroyed its middle class,
and rendered it a divided state. Ever since, Iraq has functioned only
partly under the sovereignty of the Baghdad government, and largely
under the shadow of the United States and some of its allies. This situation has remained largely unchanged to date, although three new developments are worth stressing. The ﬁrst is that the United Nations found it
necessary in 1996 to sign an ‘‘oil for food’’ agreement with the Iraqi government to allow it to sell a limited amount of oil to meet the humanitarian needs of the Iraqis and pay war reparations to Kuwait. The second
is the difﬁcult relationship that has developed between the United Nations and Iraq, with Baghdad ﬁnally succeeding in discrediting and halting the work of the UN weapons inspection team (UNSCOM) by mid1998 because of its claimed use for espionage purposes by the United
States and some of its allies. This prompted the United States and the
United Kingdom to launch retaliatory attacks on Iraq in November 1998,
marking the start of a war of attrition that has continued to date and has
apparently been designed to contain the Iraqi regime until such time that
conditions become receptive to an alternative. The third development is
a growing rift in the UN Security Council between the United States and
the United Kingdom on one side, and France, Russia, and China on the
other, over the usefulness of maintaining the sanctions, which have done
no serious damage to Saddam Hussein’s rule but have caused much suffering to the Iraqi people. As a result, the regime of sanctions has lately
crumbled, with not only France but also many other countries, including
some of the Arab countries, deliberately ignoring the sanctions.
These developments, and the survival of Saddam Hussein’s regime,
may have constituted a victory for Baghdad, but at a great cost. Iraq has
been subjected to severe limitations on the exercise of its political and
territorial sovereignty, undermining its position as a sovereign state.
Even if there is a change in Iraqi circumstances, such as the forcible
removal of Saddam Hussein by the United States, the country may not
recover from its present ordeal for quite some time. As a result, it is
likely to remain a fairly weak state for the foreseeable future.
As the situation stands, Iraq has no more than a few democratic pretensions, such as tightly state-controlled and state-run presidential and
legislative elections every few years and a totally compliant National Assembly. Any opposition is completely suppressed, and the middle class as
the main agent of change is virtually destroyed. Freedom of thought and
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expression is the sole property of the leadership. What President Saddam
Hussein has succeeded in instituting is more than a mono-organizational
society, which characterized Stalin’s rule in the Soviet Union. It is what
one might call a ‘‘mono-personalized’’ society, in which one man is allpowerful and supreme; no one else has any security and everyone is a
potential target of state suppression. Even the assistance provided under
the ‘‘oil for food’’ deal or any other international humanitarian scheme
has been actively used to bolster his political and social control. Iraq
stands more or less as a pariah in the international system, lacking the
very basic elements of civil society and principles of democracy.
The tragedy facing the international community is that, ever since the
Gulf War, Saddam Hussein has been able to justify this in the name of
UN sanctions and American aggression. The Iraqi opposition in exile remains deeply divided and incapable of providing a viable alternative, so
the biggest loser for the foreseeable future will be the Iraqi people. Thus,
Iraq’s autocratic circumstances are diametrically opposite Iran’s robust
processes of building an Islamic civil society and Islamic democracy.
Whatever the outcome of the Iranian experiment, the problem with Iraq
is that it is doing nothing at all. Whereas Iranians may be looking into a
window of opportunity, the Iraqis can only wait painfully for such a window to open. As long as President Saddam Hussein is in power and Iraq
is placed under international sanctions, which have made little or no dent
in the regime, the Iraqi people will continue to suffer.

Conclusion
A Western process of democratization may not be the ideal for either
Iran or Iraq, or for that matter for other Muslim countries in the Middle
East or elsewhere in the world, given the cultural, social, and historical
factors that set them distinctively apart from the West. The Iranian experiment at least shows that a Muslim country does not have to follow a
Western model in order to achieve a civil, virtuous, and decent existence
for its citizens. It can draw on its own intellectual and cultural traditions,
and has the means and possibilities to construct a process of change
whereby it can provide its citizens with those opportunities that may not
take them down the path of democratization as required by Western democracies, but will enable them to achieve political liberalization within
the framework of promoting a civil society based on Islam. In these
manifestations, an Islamic civil society is not necessarily incompatible
with some of the basic principles of Western democracies and universal
human rights.23 As a religion and a civilization, Islam does not oppose
such a development but strongly endorses it.
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State power and democratization in
North Africa: Developments in
Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, and
Libya
Tom Pierre Najem

Increasing democratization has been a trend in the developing world,
particularly since the dissolution of the Soviet Union in the early 1990s.
With the apparent failure of the heavily statist, one-party-driven, command economy model of socialist development long advocated by the
Soviets and adopted by their allies and many other nations in the third
world, the Western pluralist, democratic, and capitalist model of development has in effect become the only system of governance that is perceived by most developing countries as being both viable in practice and
attractive in terms of its societal implications. Part and parcel of this perception, of course, is that the victory of Western capitalism in the Cold
War has meant that the Western powers are in a position not merely to
inﬂuence development as exemplars but also to impose their preferences.
The increasing globalization of the world economy and the predominance of not only Western countries but also powerful intergovernmental
and non-governmental organizations such as the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund (IMF), Amnesty International, and many others
has meant that in many cases, and for better or for worse, development
capital, trade, and other prerequisites for effective development have
become contingent upon the adoption of Western ideals and standards.
To some extent, the past decade has been characterized not only by
increasing democratization, but also by considerable triumphalism on the
part of some of its advocates. Some scholars, most notably Francis Fukuyama, have suggested that the Western form of liberal democracy can
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now be recognized as the only truly historically viable and legitimate
form of government. Hence, the fall of the Soviet Union and the now
presumably unstoppable march of democratization represent the ‘‘end of
history.’’1 Other commentators have been more cautious in their assessment, while nevertheless at the same time maintaining a heavily prodemocratic bias. Samuel Huntington, for example, has identiﬁed further
and perhaps more dangerous, albeit more geographically limited, rivals
to democracy from China and from Islamist movements found throughout the Islamic world.2 Only time will tell whether Fukuyama’s or Huntington’s conceptions of the future development of democracy are more
valid, but it is worth observing at this point that both perspectives make
contested value-oriented assumptions about the historical strength and
desirability of the type of democratic government that happens to be
prevalent at this point in time.
In any case, irrespective of the causes and historical implications, increasing democratization has undeniably been a dominant trend. According to a recent study, in 1975 at least 68 percent of the world’s
countries were controlled by authoritarian regimes, but by the end of
1995 only about a quarter of regimes were strongly authoritarian, with
the rest having held some sort of competitive elections and having
adopted at least formal guarantees of political and civil rights.3 However,
a couple of regions have resisted the trend, most notably the Middle East
and North Africa (MENA). This chapter considers the underlying factors
that have led to the continuing prevalence of authoritarianism in North
Africa, with a focus on Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, and Libya. After the
introduction of the conceptual framework of this analysis, the four case
studies are discussed in detail, followed by concluding thoughts on the
future of democratization processes in these four countries. In all cases,
the overwhelming power of the state, vis-à-vis state–society relations, is
the main hindrance to substantive democratization in the near future.
Furthermore, in the event that a state crisis did occur in any of these
countries, it is unclear, and indeed seems unlikely, that a democratic regime would emerge to replace the existing authoritarian state order.

Conceptual framework
This section looks brieﬂy at some of the key explanatory factors that
other theorists have identiﬁed as important with respect to the democratization process in various settings. Before proceeding, however, it will be
useful to deﬁne what I mean by the term ‘‘democratization’’ in this study,
because it can be, and has been, deﬁned in different ways by people with
different ideological or political goals and biases. For the purpose of this
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chapter, the deﬁnition suggested by David Potter et al. in their 1997 book
Democratization will serve as the reference point. The authors deﬁne
democratization as a movement in a society ‘‘from less accountable to
more accountable government, from less competitive (or non-existent)
elections to freer and fairer competitive elections, from severely restricted to better protected civil and political rights, and from weak (or
non-existent) autonomous associations in civil society to more autonomous and more numerous associations.’’4
Having deﬁned democratization in terms of progress in four areas,
– accountability, elections, civil and political rights, and autonomous
associations – I will now look at six factors that many theorists have
identiﬁed as being important with respect to development in these areas.
These are: state and political institutions; economic development; social
divisions; civil society; political culture and ideas; and transnational and
international engagements.5

State and political institutions
As indicated in the introduction, state and political institutions may be
the single most important factor in the context of this study. The extent
of the state’s power in relation to other actors in society is an important
indicator of the likelihood of substantive democratization in a society. If
the historical, political, and/or economic circumstances of a given country
are such that there are powerful actors in society, be they military elements, powerful economic classes, or well-organized social and political
associations, that are capable of challenging state power, then the prospects for the development of an open political process are much greater
than they would be in a society where the state is pervasive and is able to
co-opt or effectively suppress potential rivals or play them off against
each other.

Economic development
Different schools of theory all assign a great deal of importance to economic development as a factor that potentially helps to explain the process of democratization in some societies. However, the exact relationship between development and democratization is not particularly
clear-cut. For modernization theorists, when a society develops to a certain
extent, demand for participation in the political process tends to increase.
However, this is not always the case, and such demands may come about
as a result of other factors such as political culture or the establishment of
extensive state welfare networks. For structural theorists, the relationship
between economic development and democratization is even less clear.
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Development can lead to democratization, but can also lead to other
kinds of political systems. The decisive factor seems to be the class
structure and class interests of a society, sometimes coupled with transnational economic or political processes.

Social divisions
Some theorists have suggested that certain social classes that emerge as a
result of capitalist development, particularly the bourgeoisie, have natural pro-democratic leanings in the face of authoritarian regimes. However, there is plenty of historical evidence to suggest that, although this
may have been the case in nineteenth-century West European societies,
it is not necessarily the case in all societies. It is consequently important,
when looking at social divisions, to pay attention to the factors that shape
class interests and class alliances within particular social and historical
settings. Other types of social divisions, including ethnic and religious
divisions, can affect the prospects for democratic development. Crucially,
if a society is too divided and its people have no sense of common identity, the prospects for democratization can be quite limited.

Civil society
Civil society can be deﬁned in terms of the number and autonomy of associations functioning outside, or at least partly outside, of the state context in a society. Many theorists see a well-developed civil society as a
factor that can potentially balance the power of the state and can consequently contribute to the development and consolidation of a democratic
system.6 It is important to note that civil society closely reﬂects class and
social divisions in society, and that substantial groups within civil society
in a state can be anti-democratic. Therefore the development of a large
and active civil society will not necessarily promote democratization.
Furthermore, the autonomy of civil associations is a crucial element. If
many associations exist but they are closely linked to, or regulated by, the
state, then they are not likely to be effective democratizing agents.

Political culture and ideas
There is considerable controversy within theoretical circles about the role
of political culture and ideas in the development of democracy. Modernization theorists tend to argue that the development of democratic political culture is a key factor, whereas structural theorists contend that the
structures of democracy usually pre-date the development of democratic political culture. There is some consensus that institutionally rooted
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values, such as organized mass religion, can be very important, for either
promoting or inhibiting democratic development. Yet many scholars
have noted that even religious doctrines are periodically subject to substantive reinterpretation as a result of social developments.

Transnational and international engagements
A fundamental concept, which virtually all theorists accept, is that no
society develops in a complete vacuum. Developments in, and pressures
emanating from, the international system can have great impact on the
course of development adopted by a society. With the post–Cold War
advent of globalization, this is perhaps more true today than it ever was
in the past. Whether or not the globalization process necessarily encourages democratization is a matter of considerable debate and, interestingly, the case studies in this chapter can be used to illustrate how the
globalization process both contributes to democratization and inhibits it.
Having identiﬁed and commented brieﬂy on these six key factors, I will
now look at how they can be applied to the four North African countries
under study in this chapter. Unfortunately, a systematic exploration of
how each concept applies to each country is beyond the scope of this
study. Consequently, the discussion will simply emphasize the factors that
are particularly important in the context of the ongoing political development process in each individual country. It should be reiterated at
this point that each of the countries is effectively dominated by a very
powerful state and that, consequently, the prospects for substantive democratization are limited. However, it is important to note that different
factors have contributed to the strength of the state in each case.

Case studies
Morocco
Since achieving independence in 1956, Morocco has been dominated by
a regime controlled by successive monarchs: Muhammad V from 1956
to 1961, Hassan II from 1961 to 1999, and Muhammad VI from 1999 to
the present. Although the political system was ostensibly a multi-party
pluralist system with an active civil society from the very beginning, in
practice the various parties and forces operating within the system have
always been under the effective control of the monarchy, a situation that
continues to this day and shows no sign of changing substantially in the
foreseeable future.7
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With respect to the six factors outlined in the previous section, the
course of development has been fairly complex, but has tended strongly
to favor the continuation of the monarchy as the overwhelming political
force in the country. The way that the Moroccan state and its institutions
are structured has historically been probably the major factor supporting
the ascendancy of the monarchical regime, because it overlaps considerably with developments relating to virtually all of the other ﬁve factors
associated with democratization.
Up until the late 1990s, only political parties controlled by, or at least
closely allied with, the monarchy were allowed to form governments,
thereby giving the monarch de facto control of the political system. Furthermore, although there were opposition parties, which pressed for
greater independence of decision-making, even these parties did not
question the fundamental legitimacy of the monarchical system. The state
is structured in such a way that the regime has been able to use Morocco’s social divisions to its advantage by allowing competing factions to
form political parties and then playing them off against each other. To a
great extent, the monarchy has used the political system to institutionalize its alliance with the conservative social elements, predominantly the
rural elements. In the meantime, elements that have questioned the basis
of the monarch’s authority, particularly Islamists, have been completely
excluded from the political process. Partly as a result of increasing pressures on the Moroccan system, especially economic problems, by March
1998 Hassan II decided to allow the formation of an opposition government under the ostensible direction of Abdelrahmane Youssouﬁ. However, the advent of this system of ‘‘alternance’’ was a very limited experiment in opening the political system. The most powerful ministerial
portfolios, including the interior ministry, the strongest of all, remained
in the hands of the king’s supporters, and the inclusion of opposition
elements not only improved the king’s standing on the international stage
but also allowed him to deﬂect some of the blame in the event that economic and social problems continued or became worse. Ultimately, the
monarch continues to retain veto power over the entire political system.8
The state has to a great extent retained control over the economy and
the regime has used this to secure its dominance of the system. Unlike
many of the other countries in the region, Morocco has no real oil wealth
and is not a rentier state. Consequently, the regime has not enjoyed the
same kind of abundant wealth or absolute dominance of the economy
that one tends to see in states of this type. Nevertheless, the regime has
been a very active player in the economic sphere, and has managed to
co-opt or subdue powerful economic elements through incentives, by
distributing patronage and economic privileges, or through pressure, for
example by threatening to seize control in areas where its interests are
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threatened. The leading rural and urban economic classes have tended
to be quite conservative and have preferred to ally themselves with the
regime rather than challenge its inﬂuence, perhaps largely because Morocco’s economy is not very strong and the state, rather than restricting
their opportunities, has historically acted to protect their interests.9
Although Morocco’s civil society has been fairly large and active
throughout the independence period, groups at this level (similarly to
political parties in the state context) have generally existed on the sufferance of the regime. The monarchy has to a great extent been able to
penetrate and co-opt civil associations, in effect robbing them of any real
autonomy. Furthermore, the regime has been able to dictate the boundaries of acceptable discourse about the political system. Limited criticism has historically been allowed in a number of areas, but the most
crucial issues, particularly any questioning or criticism concerning the
dominance of the monarch, have remained strictly off-limits. By and
large, most of Morocco’s citizens have been willing to abide by such restrictions and have practiced self-censorship to a considerable degree.
This is not only a result of the regime’s extensive coercive mechanisms
but also ties into Morocco’s political culture.10
The Moroccan political culture has historically placed a strong emphasis on the monarch’s traditional role as a divinely appointed ruler and
defender of the Islamic faith. Reverence for the monarch and response to
his personal charisma have played an important role in reinforcing the
dominance of the regime, particularly during the long reign of Hassan II.
The monarch’s strong linkage with Islamic traditions and beliefs has been
a critical factor in shaping and reinforcing the regime’s response to challenges from the Islamic community. In turn, the Islamist opposition in
Morocco is less organized and has a smaller power base than that in
many of the other countries in the region.11
Finally, the state and the regime have also beneﬁted to a great extent
from Morocco’s transnational and international engagements, although,
particularly recently, trends have emerged that may ultimately undermine the regime’s power. The regime has been able to use the regional
rivalry with Algeria to mobilize support. Initially this was based on concern about the spread of Algeria’s socialist model into Morocco, then the
Western Sahara conﬂict became a central focus, and, ﬁnally, the regime
has been able to beneﬁt from the collapse of the Algerian system by
presenting this to its own people as an example of what might happen to
Morocco if the monarchical system ever broke down. A further international factor, one that both supports and undercuts the regime, is the impact of the increasing globalization process. Unlike some of the other
countries in the region, Morocco has been engaged in the international
system since independence. For many years the regime beneﬁted from its
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alignment with the United States and the Western powers during the
Cold War, and this alignment has continued to this day, since the regime
is seen as a moderating force in relation to the spread of radical Islam
throughout the region. However, in the post–Cold War environment, the
regime has been under some pressure to open both its economic and its
political systems (particularly with respect to freedom of expression and
other human rights) so that the country can be fully integrated into the
global economy. Partly this has been active cultural pressure for liberalization on the part of the World Bank, the IMF, and other Western aid
donors. Partly it has been a more passive form of cultural pressure arising
from the exposure of the population to Western ideals, standards, and
modes of behavior. Counterbalancing these inﬂuences to some extent is
the general desire by Western actors to keep the political system fairly
stable – a level of stability that might break down if the government were
pressured into radical reforms. After all, there would be no point investing in Morocco if it were on the verge of a revolution or a collapse like
the Algerian system.12
Since the accession of Muhammad VI to the Moroccan throne in 1999,
there have been some developments that have encouraged Western observers. The new king has laid a great deal of stress on his desire to
reform the system (ridding it of some of its more unpleasant features), to
reduce social inequity, and to provide stronger guarantees of fundamental human rights for all citizens. The regime has been visibly active,
particularly with respect to the human rights issue, freeing most of
Morocco’s political prisoners, compensating families of past victims of
regime oppression, extending freedom of expression, and establishing
links with international human rights organizations.
However, although the new king has expressed a desire to open the
political system, no steps have yet been taken that would limit the overwhelming power of the monarchical regime in any real way, and one
must question the extent to which there is any real commitment within
the regime to such an objective.13 Furthermore, even though there are
signs of an increasing desire for democratic reforms among the Moroccan
public, no social structures are currently in place for translating such aspirations into effective political action. Moreover, ongoing structural
processes, such as the overriding transnational desire for political stability, are not conducive to sweeping reform in the short term. Perhaps the
best that one can hope for is a very gradual development toward a democratic form of government. If a state crisis should occur, particularly in
the event of an economic collapse, it is by no means clear that it would
necessarily be driven by pro-democratic forces or would have the result
of establishing a democratic regime. The most likely beneﬁciaries of a
crisis would be Morocco’s Islamist groups, which have been gaining a
following, particularly among the urban poor.
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Algeria
It is important to place the structural processes that characterize the Algerian system in the context of that country’s historical development,
because, more so than with respect to the other case studies, they have
been shaped in response to monumental events and/or crises. The postindependence history of Algeria is probably best viewed in three phases:
the development and dominance of a one-party state from 1962 up to the
1980s; the economic and state crisis of the 1980s; and the period of military rule following the experiment with free elections in the early 1990s
and the subsequent civil conﬂict.14
From 1962 to the 1980s, Algeria could basically be classiﬁed as a functional rentier state. However, it should be recognized that the regime
drew legitimacy not just from its oil wealth but also from its perceived
historic mission as the liberator of the nation and as a non-aligned model
of development for the third world. As a result of these factors, the regime of Houari Boumedienne (1965–78) and the National Liberation
Front (Front de Liberation National, or FLN) was able to secure virtually
complete monopoly over economic and political power in a very heavily
statist system.
By the 1980s, however, as Bahgat Korany and Saad Amrani have
noted, ‘‘[t]he implicit social contract between state and people – based
on offering social welfare in return for deprivation of some basic political rights – collapsed after the continuous decline in oil earnings and
the state’s consequent lack of resources to keep buying off its people. The
state’s inefﬁciency became apparent and its legitimacy eroded.’’15 The
regime’s ultimate response to this crisis was to attempt a fairly rapid
process of economic and political liberalization. The economic dimension
was shaped by the need to diversify the economic base and to open up
the economy to outside investment, while the political imperative was to
relieve the pressure generated by mass opposition to the one-party state.
Political reforms were introduced with the intention of transforming the
system into a multi-party system (in which, incidentally, the FLN expected to continue being the most powerful party).16
Opening the political process so quickly after an extended period of
monolithic government, however, proved unmanageable and resulted in
the emergence of a proliferation of poorly organized pro-democratic
parties with ethnic or secular interests, as well as a better organized and
more radical Islamist opposition. Algeria’s ﬁrst multi-party elections took
place in 1990 and 1991 with results that surprised and horriﬁed both the
regime and many outside observers – that is, a fairly comfortable victory
for the Islamic Salvation Front (Front Islamique du Salut, or FIS), an
organization that showed questionable commitment to the continuation
of a multi-party political system. The regime suspended the election pro-
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cess, in effect nullifying the Islamist victory; the Islamist response was to
attempt to overthrow the regime by violence.17 A full-scale civil conﬂict
ensued (and continues, with periodically varying levels of intensity, to
this day),18 with tens of thousands of civilian casualties and a nearly
complete collapse of social order in the country.19 Because of a substantial weakening of the FLN, the military took control of the state and set
about restoring order, with considerable support from the international
community.
The structure of the state, the continuing role of transnational and international actors, and the nature and extent of Algeria’s emergent civil
society are key elements in assessing Algeria’s prospects for democratization.
It is important to recognize not only the state’s continuing domination
by an authoritarian military elite but also that the institutions are structured in such a way as to concentrate political power very heavily in the
executive branch. In short, one obstacle to the democratization of the
system is the dominant role of the presidency in the Algerian political
process. It should be noted that Algeria did continue its ﬂirtation with at
least an ostensible democratic process by holding a presidential election
in 1995 and legislative elections in 1997. However, the victory of the military’s favored candidate, retired general Lamin Zeroual, in the presidential elections probably represented a consolidation of military rule
rather than a genuine opening of the system. Another presidential election was held in 1999, which initially seemed to be more openly contested
but it ended in acrimony as six of the seven candidates withdrew, claiming that the election was being rigged in favor of the eventual winner,
Abdelaziz Bouteﬂika. These developments notwithstanding, it is probably safe to assume that the military will continue to dominate the political
process for as long as the conﬂict with the violent Islamist elements continues.20
From the point at which the regime nulliﬁed the 1990 and 1991 elections to the present time, the international community, particularly the
Western powers, has supported the military-dominated regime in its
conﬂict against the Islamists. There has been, and continues to be, widespread international and regional concern about the implications for Algeria and its neighbors should an Islamist regime ever succeed in taking
power. As long as this situation holds, there will be little, if any, real
transnational or international pressure on Algeria to move from an authoritarian to a more open society and political system.
As for Algeria’s civil society, it is still gradually emerging. Although
there are some democratic elements, particularly among the middle class
and the Berbers, the development of a broad-based democratic political
culture, civil society, and institutional base has not occurred and the
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prospects for substantive democratization of the system are consequently
very limited. The point that needs to be stressed above all in this context
is that the associations that currently exist are deeply divided on the
future nature of Algerian society. There are strongly pro-Islamic groups
on the one hand, and strongly secular groups on the other, with very little
apparent willingness for compromise on either side. It is possible that
the regime may attempt to foster the secular, pro-democracy groups as
a counterbalance to the Islamist groups, but it is probably too early
to tell whether or not the country will ultimately beneﬁt from such a
strategy.21

Tunisia
There are a number of similarities between the Algerian case and developments in Tunisia. The post-independence period saw the creation, and
the extended rule, of a very strong one-party state. Over time, the economic situation became worse, the demands for an opening of the political system became greater, and the state eventually decided to engage in
a reform program. However, whereas the reforms in Algeria led to a
collapse of the system and civil conﬂict, the state in Tunisia refused to
allow Islamist elements to participate in the system, curtailed its political
reforms in the face increasing Islamist radicalism, and has reasserted its
authority over the system through increasing political repression. In discussing the prospects for democratization, I shall once again emphasize
the dominant role of the state, the course of economic development, the
impact of transnational factors, and the relative underdevelopment of
democratic civil society in the Tunisian context.22
Tunisia became independent in 1956, and until 1987 it was ruled by
Habib Bourgiba and his Parti Socialiste Destourien (PSD), creating a
very strong one-party state. The initial post-independence agenda was
the establishment of an Arab nationalist state bent on modernizing and
secularizing society. However, unlike other regional states with similar
agendas (i.e. Algeria and Libya), the Tunisian state was able to obtain
only modest levels of revenue from oil and other external rents, and
consequently was not in a particularly strong economic position. The
Bourgibist state did nationalize the country’s industries and exercise
strong control over the economy, but had less patronage to distribute in
order to placate potential opposition forces. After abandoning the socialist experiment by 1970, the regime experienced a period of steady
economic growth, and its pro-Western foreign policy and progressive
social agenda (exempliﬁed by the Personal Status Code, in effect a list of
formally guaranteed human rights) combined to ensure that the state
enjoyed reasonably cordial relations with the Western powers. This set
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of circumstances freed the regime to continue its monopolization of the
political process and its suppression of opposition elements.23
During the 1980s, however, the economic situation deteriorated signiﬁcantly owing to falling oil prices and a growing debt problem. This,
combined with frustration at the closed nature of the political system and
increasing social inequities, led to a signiﬁcant increase in mass opposition to the regime, particularly Islamist opposition (which was also
inspired by the success of the Iranian revolution).24 By 1987, even Bourgiba’s supporters in the PSD had become disenchanted with his increasingly erratic leadership and his failure to deal with the growing political
and economic crises. The result was a ‘‘constitutional coup’’ that brought
Zine el Abidine Ben Ali to power. Ben Ali committed the regime to a
series of economic and political reforms that led some to believe that
Tunisia would embark on a course of truly democratic development.25
While pursuing an economic liberalization program with some success,
Ben Ali also sought to quell popular dissent by opening up the political
process, although the extent to which he was prepared to enact truly
democratic reforms is questionable. Certainly he did establish a clearer
constitutional distinction between the state and the PSD and allowed the
formation of a number of legal opposition parties. He changed the name
of the PSD to the Rassemblement Constitutionnel Democratique (RCD)
and tried to broaden its popular base. In September 1988, he established
the National Pact, which was designed to reconcile opposition elements
through dialogue and to commit all of the political parties to a program
that would revive the country’s political, social, and economic life.26
Finally, Ben Ali attempted to engage in a dialogue with the most
numerous and most inﬂuential opposition element, the Mouvement de la
tendance islamique (MTI). However, for reasons that are not clear, he
refused to legalize the party and allow it to participate in the 1989 parliamentary elections. Some commentators trace Ben Ali’s decision on this
crucial matter to his concern that the MTI was undemocratic and was
participating in the system only in order to subvert it; other commentators trace the decision to his concern that the MTI would actually displace the RCD in a truly competitive election. Whatever the reasoning
behind the decision, it had a disastrous effect on the political liberalization process. Essentially, having been excluded from the political process
while other opposition elements were being included led the main Islamist faction27 to become increasingly radical; the regime responded by
becoming increasingly repressive, to the extent that much of the progress
that had been made in moving away from authoritarian government was
eventually reversed.28
The overriding theme of Tunisian politics from 1989 to the present has
been the tension between an increasingly repressive regime and the
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extra-legal Islamist opposition. Contemporary developments in Algeria
have only added to the Tunisian state’s determination to suppress the
Islamist elements, and it should be noted that the repressive measures
have been tolerated if not openly supported by the international community as a whole as a result of similar concerns. Given this transnational
dimension and the overwhelming power of the state, it is difﬁcult to see
how any democratization will be possible in Tunisia in the near future.
Furthermore, the elements within civil society (i.e., non-Islamist elements such as the bourgeoisie) that in other circumstances might champion democratic development remain poorly developed and do not enjoy
the same levels of mass support as the non-democratic Islamist elements.
As with the Algerian case, it seems that loosening the authoritarian state
order in Tunisia was not a sufﬁcient condition for the establishment of a
democratic, or even democratizing, regime.
On the basis of the experience of these two states one might question
whether a rapid transition from an authoritarian to a democratic state
order is possible unless other structural conditions are also present, including, for example, a developed civil society, a democratic political
culture (or at least a political culture that is not strongly anti-democratic),
and/or powerful pro-democratic social groups.29

Libya
The power of the state and the nature of economic development have
historically been the most important factors in the slow democratization
process in Libya since Colonel Muammar Qaddaﬁ seized power in 1969,
creating and maintaining a strongly authoritarian political system. The
power of the state has been such that democratic political culture and
the development of a democratic civil society have in effect been nonexistent. Furthermore, the course of economic development has limited
the political effects of social divisions to a great extent. The main factor
that weakened the regime’s grip was the impact of transnational forces in
the 1980s and 1990s. However, two issues are important in this context.
The ﬁrst is that the opposition to Qaddaﬁ was not pro-democratic, and
the second is that the regime so far seems to have completely reasserted
its control over the system.
Libya is a fairly typical example of a rentier state. Many theorists have
noted that highly asymmetric economic and political development is a
feature of this particular state form.30 Essentially, as economic development proceeds, the authoritarian regime is able to reinforce its dominance of the political system by using the externally generated income
from oil revenues to buy off or co-opt potential opposition elements,
while at the same time using its ﬁnancial strength to bolster its internal
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coercive mechanisms. Libya has certainly historically conformed to this
model. Qaddaﬁ’s regime has exercised complete control over the economy and has used the advantages derived thereby to dominate society as
a whole. Because the government had, and continues to have, complete
control over the education system, the mass media, the laws and practices
concerning the formation and behavior of non-state associations, and so
on, there has been virtually no development of democratic values, political culture, or civil society. Of course, the regime has also been able to
retain control of the military, and has exercised complete control over
the police force, along with an impressive network of internal coercive
mechanisms.
However, particularly from the second half of the 1980s and through
the 1990s, the regime’s power was challenged by a number of transnational pressures: US military pressure, including occasional direct military action against Libya such as in April 1986; international sanctions;
the economic implications of ﬂuctuating oil prices; and the rise of Islamist
movements throughout the MENA region. US military pressure was related to Qaddaﬁ’s ideological conﬂict with the West, particularly the
perceived association of his regime with terrorist activities, most signiﬁcantly the Lockerbie bombing in 1988. Qaddaﬁ’s refusal to hand over
the suspects in the bombing to Western authorities led to the imposition
of UN sanctions. These curtailed Libya’s economic activity, resulting in
high prices on consumer goods and food and the withdrawal of certain
ﬁnancial beneﬁts and perks (such as international travel) that the regime
had previously supplied to important groups such as the military. Declining oil prices throughout the period contributed signiﬁcantly to the
economic crisis and led to further erosion of the regime’s ability to
maintain its control over society. Finally, the emergence of Islamist
groups, particularly in Egypt and Algeria, inspired the formation of similar groups in Libya. As a result of these transnational pressures, the
Qaddaﬁ regime faced some level of opposition from three sources within
Libyan society during the 1990s: elements within the military, certain
tribal groups, and Islamist groups.31
In 1993, there were reports of an attempted military coup in Bani Wali,
100 miles southeast of Tripoli. The plot failed, 1,500 people were arrested, and hundreds were killed. The attempted coup was apparently
motivated partly by dissatisfaction in the military with delayed payment
of salaries, the cutting of ofﬁcers’ perks and overseas training, and the
cutting of weapons purchases.32
The opposition from tribal groups was partly related to the attempted
military coup. Members of the Warfalla tribe, for example, were accused
of leading the coup and a number of tribal leaders were either executed
or imprisoned as a consequence. The grievances of the tribal groups were
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probably also partly related to the regime’s reduced capacity to distribute
patronage during this period.33
Finally, the opposition from Islamist groups was, as noted previously,
inspired to a great extent by the development of Islamist movements
within other regional states. During the 1990s, at least four militant Libyan groups were formed and, through activities in Libya and beyond,
they pursued policies aimed at destabilizing the regime. There were numerous reported incidents of assassinations and attacks on military posts
and government ﬁgures. The regime responded by bringing its massive
coercive capacity to bear on the Islamist groups with the aim of neutralizing their inﬂuence and destroying their capacity actively to oppose the
regime. Although it is difﬁcult to obtain reliable data, it seems that the
regime’s attempts to deal with the resistance have been fairly successful.34
Toward the end of the 1990s the Qaddaﬁ regime took steps to reduce
its international isolation. Perhaps the most notable development was
Qaddaﬁ’s decision to hand over the Lockerbie suspects for trial in Europe. Along with his acknowledgement of responsibility in some other
incidents and his agreement to provide monetary compensation, this resulted in the lifting of UN sanctions on Libya. This has reduced the economic pressure on the regime and has coincided with a rise in oil prices,
which only makes the situation more favorable from the regime’s perspective. Consequently, the regime is now in a stronger position than it
has been for some time. However, even in the event that the regime
should suffer as the result of an unexpected crisis (for example, the death
of the Colonel from causes natural or otherwise), it seems unlikely that a
democratizing regime would emerge to replace it. None of the socially
powerful elements currently operating outside of the state context has
serious democratic leanings, and the economy and, indeed, most of the
other social structures as they are currently constituted are not conducive
to short-term democratic development.35

Conclusion
Given the widely perceived importance of the democratization trend, it is
not surprising that a great number of scholars have attempted to account
for the lack of substantive democratization in the MENA region. There
are basically two schools of thought, both of which require some consideration.
The ﬁrst school of thought, which tends to be associated with the
modernization theory of democracy, holds that the continuing authoritarianism of the region is based on its ‘‘exclusivity,’’ that is, its unique
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social arrangements and political culture. The premise of modernization
theory, which was originally developed by Seymour Martin Lipset in his
1960 essay ‘‘Economic Development and Democracy,’’ and which has
been adopted and expanded by many subsequent theorists, is that there
is a strong correlation between modernization, in terms of quantitative
factors such as gross national product, per capita income, urbanization,
and literacy, and the development of democratic institutions and modes
of behavior in a society.36 Modernization theorists looking at MENA
have noted that many of the countries in the region have achieved levels
of modernization with respect to many, if not most, of these factors that
would lead one to expect a concurrent process of democratization. However, democratization has obviously not taken place. In order to account
for this, theorists of the modernization school have tended to refer to the
prevalence of Islam in these societies, the supposed reason for an inherently anti-democratic cultural system.37
The second school of thought, which tends to be associated with the
structuralist theory of democracy, rejects the notion of exclusivity and
holds that the continuing authoritarianism should be accounted for in
terms of ongoing structural processes that must be viewed in the context
of both the historical development of the countries in the region and their
position in the international system. These theorists have conceded in
many cases that Islam can be, and has been, used to support an authoritarian social order. However, they have argued that, given different
structural processes, Islam might be interpreted differently and might
contribute to, rather than detract from, the development of a democratic
political culture. Consequently, although they often incorporate observations about political culture and Islam into their studies, they do not account for the lack of democratization in the region primarily by reference
to this factor. Instead, they prefer to view continuing authoritarianism
in terms of overlapping structural factors, such as class alignments in
society; the extent and nature of economic development; the level of engagement in the international system; and, probably most signiﬁcantly
(being both a cause and a result of the other factors), the overwhelming
dominance of the state at the expense of all other actors and forces in
society.38
This study focused on developments (or lack thereof) with respect
to the ongoing process of democratization in the four North African
countries of Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, and Libya. The data presented
support the structuralist account of societal evolution rather than the
modernization theorists’ notion of MENA exclusivity. The exclusivity
argument emphasizes the signiﬁcance of just one causal factor – an Arab/
Muslim political culture that is held to be uniquely anti-democratic. This
is far too simplistic an explanation. Although the four countries do have
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certain political cultural elements in common, and although they have all
failed to make substantive progress toward real democratization, they
are not otherwise particularly similar. On the contrary, they represent
an interesting cross-section of the different types of states found in the
Arab world on at least three levels: the contrast between rentier and nonrentier states; the contrast between traditional monarchical states and
one-party states; and, ﬁnally, the contrast between states that are increasingly engaged in the globalization process and the international system generally, and states that are in effect international pariahs, excluded
from the system for one reason or another. In addition, and perhaps most
signiﬁcantly in this context, although Islam and its associated political
discourse are present to some extent in all four countries, the level and
the nature of their impact are by no means uniform.
The structuralist theorists’ contention that the failure of these states to
democratize should be accounted for by looking at a number of overlapping factors, above all the overwhelming strength of the state, is a
much more compelling argument. Although all four countries are, indeed, characterized by very strong states, this is not really explicable in
terms of any one readily identiﬁed factor. On the contrary, it seems that
different processes – structural processes – must be carefully examined to
explain the preponderance of the state in each case. The point that must
be emphasized is that in each of the four countries the state has become
the overwhelmingly dominant player in the political system for different,
complex, reasons, and not because of Islam alone.
There is a consensus among theorists of all schools that substantive
democratization is extremely unlikely in this kind of state setting. The
underlying argument is that ruling elites do not concede power in a society unless they are forced to do so, either by overwhelmingly powerful
external elements (as in the cases of Japan and Germany after World
War II) or by powerful elements in their own societies (strong middle
classes, military elements, working-class elements, well-organized peasant movements, and so on). Where a state is not under strong external
pressure and is able to monopolize power in a society to the extent that
no internal group, or alliance of internal groups, is strong enough to
compete with it, any movement toward an opening of the political process is highly unlikely.
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